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ABSTRACT
This thesis explores the role of control, communication, and markets in the operation of
smart buildings and microgrids. It develops models to study demand response (DR) alter-
natives in smart buildings using different communication and control protocols in building
management systems. Moreover, it aims at understanding the extent to which smart build-
ings can provide regulation service reserves (RSR) by real time direct load control (DLC)
or price-based indirect control approaches.
In conducting a formal study of these problems, we first investigate the optimal op-
erational performance of smart buildings using a control protocol called packetized direct
load control (PDLC). This is based on the notion of the energy packet which is a temporal
quantization of energy supplied to an appliance or appliance pool by a smart building oper-
ator (SBO). This control protocol is built on top of two communication protocols that carry
either complete or binary information regarding the operation status of the appliances in
the pool. We discuss the optimal demand side operation for both protocols and analytically
v
derive the performance differences between them. We analyze the costs of renewable pen-
etration to the system’s real time operation. In order to strike a balance between excessive
day-ahead energy reservation costs and stochastic real time operation costs, we propose an
optimal reservation strategy for traditional and renewable energy for the PDLC in both the
day-ahead and the real time markets to hedge the uncertainty of real time energy prices and
renewable energy realization.
The second part of the thesis proposes systematic approaches for smart buildings to
reliably participate in power reserve markets. The problem is decomposed into two parts
in the first of which the SBO starts by estimating its prior capacity of reserve provision
based on characteristics of the building, the loads, and consumer preferences. We show
that the building’s reserve capacity is governed by a few parameters and that there is a
trade off for smart buildings to provide either sustained reserve or ramping reserve. Based
on the estimated capacity, we propose two real time control mechanisms to provide reliable
RSR. The first is a DLC framework wherein consumers allow the SBO to directly modulate
their appliances’ set points within allowable ranges. We develop a feedback controller to
guarantee asymptotic tracking performance of the smart building’s aggregated response
to the RSR signal. The second is a price controlled framework that allows consumers
to voluntarily connect and consume electricity based on their instantaneous utility needs.
Consumers’ time varying dynamic preferences in providing RSR are studied by Monte
Carlo simulation, in which such preferences are characterized by sufficient statistics that
can be used in a stochastic dynamic programming (DP) formulation to solve for the optimal
pricing policy.
vi
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The traditional power system is under significant evolution to the smart grid that is driven
by technology, economics, as well as policy needs (Varaiya et al., 2011). Technology ad-
vances provide the foundation that enables the full realization of the smart grid. One such
advance is the prevailing installation of distributed generation (DG) and renewable energy
resources. The European Union is the leader in developing and deploying renewable gen-
eration to reduce the dependence on imported energy and greenhouse gas emissions. The
EU has set a goal to reach 20% share of renewable energies in gross energy consump-
tion by 2020. In the United States, 38 states have long term renewable portfolio standards
and 14 states have installed more than 1,000 MW of wind power. It is expected that DG
and renewable deployment will have an annual growth of 2.5% per year until 2040. Par-
allel to the development of generation technologies is the profound structural change in
demand. Traditional passive demands are becoming intelligent and an increasing number
of end users are participating in demand response programs that enhance grid reliability in
presence of uncertain events such as failure of generators or transmission lines, renewable
intermittency.
The information aspects of the power system, i.e. sensing, communication, and al-
gorithmic approaches, are the key soft elements for improving grid intelligence. Wide-
Area Measurement Systems (WAMS), also known as synchrophasors, are experiencing
2a tremendous growth in the past decade. The Phasor Measurement Unit, known as the
PMU, is broadly deployed in the transmission network to measure 60 Hz waveforms at
fine resolution. Based on the concept of a phasor as introduced by Charles Proteus Stein-
metz in 1893, (Steinmetz, 1893), modern PMU’s can provide synchronized data by using
clock signals from GPS. Thus high-resolution measurements of real and reactive power
flows taken at widely separated points in the grid can be compared in real time to provide
high accuracy security assessment and disturbance localization (Chakrabortty and Khar-
gonekar, 2013). At the distribution and microgrid level, advanced metering infrastructure
(AMI) integrates sensor, appliances, metering and data management systems to enable the
information exchange between utilities and end users. These infrastructures are typically
two-layer designed where the first layer is the wired or wireless communication established
between meters and appliances, and the second layer is the Internet based communication
between utilities and users.
Advances in generation technology, demand flexibility, and information technologies
together are transforming the traditional power system, whose operation has been central-
ized for the past century, to the smart grid that will depend heavily on the operation of
distributed microgrids. Shown in Fig. 1·1, a microgrid is a localized distribution system
composed of distributed generators, flexible loads, and energy storage elements that are
all networked through advanced communication techniques and are controlled by the mi-
crogrid operator who is responsible for providing reliable and secure electricity service.
Drivers of the growth of microgrids include regulation incentives, consumers’ needs, and
operation costs. The development of microgrids can facilitate the adoption of renewable
resources (Jiayi et al., 2008; Lasseter and Paigi, 2004) and enhance the resilience of the
power system in order to withstand both physical and cyber attacks (Hahn et al., 2013;
Kundur et al., 2011; Hines et al., 2014). When an major disturbance occurs, such as super-
storms or floods, the localized microgrid can actively island itself from the main grid to
3operate using its distributed generators and energy storage elements. The detach of the
microgrid from the main system islanding will also prevent the occurrence of large scale
cascaded failure. Microgrid operation is facilitated by a few advanced information tech-
nologies that are ready to use. The advent of Internet of Things allows the networked
connectivity between the operator and the flexible loads such that communication signals
are exchanged and control signals are executed (Galli et al., 2011; Galli et al., 2010; Huang
et al., 2010). Metering technologies together with data analytics enable the operator to gain
better understanding of consumers preferences and behaviors.
Figure 1·1: A typical microgrid is comprised of smart buildings, distributed
and renewable generation, energy storage elements, and a central microgrid
controller.
Smart buildings, both residential and commercial, are the most important elements in
the microgrids that account for a surprising 40% of total energy demand. The objective
of building operation is to improve the reliability, sustainability, and efficiency of electric-
ity usage while guaranteeing the comfort requirements of the building occupants. Thanks
to the fast paced development of networked control technologies (Antsaklis and Baillieul,
2007) and novel concepts enabled by smart appliances, the control of a group of appli-
ances has become a reality that enables the building to become smart. Advanced buildings
4consumption analytics are provided by various companies, like OPower, C3 Energy, and
FirstFuel, to assist consumers in learning their energy consumption characteristics and help
to improve energy efficiency. Companies like Honeywell, ABB, and Nest produce smart
interfaces that have IP addresses to be controlled remotely from the Internet. The controlled
appliances can be deployed in demand response programs that are executed to improve the
economics of energy usage. The bar chart in Fig. 1·2 shows the percentage of electric-
ity consumption from different appliances in both residential and commercial buildings.
It can be seen that loads with energy storage, such as HVAC and refrigeration, consume
nearly 50% of the overall consumption. Lighting in commercial buildings also provides
big opportunity to affect the overall consumption if it can be operated at multiple dimming
modes.
Figure 1·2: Bar chart of electricity consumption in both commercial and
residential buildings. Flexible loads, such as HVAC, refrigeration, and light-
ing, consume more than 50% of the aggregated consumption.
Smart buildings’ participation into the demand side management (DSM) is illustrated
as in Fig. 1·3. The system architecture is composed of three parts – the independent system
operator (ISO) at the top, the smart building operator (SBO) in the middle, and control
enabled smart appliances at the bottom. Based on the predictions and actual realizations of
renewables, the ISO will send different kinds of signals to the SBOs that participate in the
energy and reserve market to provide demand side management. These signals can be load
5reduction signals that require the SBO to shed a portion of load or can also be secondary
reserve signals that require the SBO to dynamically modulate its consumption. To support
the grid, the SBO signs a contract with occupants. The contract can be direct load control
(DLC) based protocols in which occupants allow the SBO to directly switch on or off the
appliances upon pre-defined settings. The contract can also be price responsive solutions
when the occupants agree to react to the time varying prices broadcast by the SBO.
Figure 1·3: A typical microgrid is comprised of smart buildings, distributed
and renewable generations, energy storage elements, and a central microgrid
controller.
Corresponding to the advanced microgrid and smart buildings operations and control
as mentioned above, there is a growing body of literature discussing the optimal operation,
communication, and control solutions in microgrid and smart buildings operations. We will
briefly survey this literature next.
61.2 The State of the Art
1.2.1 Microgrid Operation and Control
Research has been conducted to optimize the operation of microgrids such that maximum
economic benefit can be achieved. Renewable resources, whose generation outputs largely
depend on the stochastic environments, need to be coordinated and controlled. One solution
is to build hybrid power systems (HPS) such that the controlled system can enable the
exchange between different power units (Nehrir et al., 2011; Doherty et al., 2010; Zhou
and Franc¸ois, 2011). The concept of virtual power plant (VPP) was proposed as a cluster
of distributed generation installations that is controlled by a central authority (Pudjianto
et al., 2007; You et al., 2009; Petersen et al., 2012). For example, generation sources with
different dynamic response rates can be combined to achieve a higher operational efficiency
that cannot be achieved by any of the sources used individually (Roy et al., 2010; Colson
and Nehrir, 2011). HPS can not only stabilize its output to have minimum oscillation,
but it can be built to provide ancillary service. In contrast to generation management is
flexible loads management that is optimized to utilize energy at the right time with the
right price. Flexible demands can be classified according to their operational requirements.
Non-interruptible loads, such as washing machines or dishwashers, have the lowest level of
flexibility that cannot be interrupted in operation, whereas interruptible loads provide more
degrees of freedom as long as consumer specified requirements are guaranteed to be met.
Intra-microgrid load coordination can be extended to inter-microgrids coordination within
the vicinity of the same distribution network. When each microgrid operator can extract
the aggregated demand preferences representing the overall utility function, distributed or
decentralized algorithms can be applied among microgrid operators and the ISO to reduce
the costs of consuming electricity, the costs of transmission congestion, and the need for
operating reserves (Li et al., 2011; Ilic et al., 2011a; Joo and Ilic, 2013).
71.2.2 Modeling of Smart Appliances
The operation and control of microgrids will eventually be realized based on the operation
of smart appliances within the grid. The first step towards smart appliances management
is to build accurate models to describe the state dynamics of the appliances. Modeling
of thermostatic appliances duty cycle has been proposed in various places in the literature
(Ihara and Schweppe, 1981; Laurent and Malhame, 1994; Calloway and Brice, 1982).
These authors proposed a detailed thermodynamic model of a house where the dynamics
of the room temperature is determined by factors such as outside air temperature, solar
intensity, wind velocity, etc. When attention is restricted to the on/off duration of the
thermostatic, they show that the model can be reduced to a linear differential equation with
a few parameters. They conducted experiments to estimate the physical parameters in the
theoretical model and verified the model by designing a cold load pickup process.
Following the idea of duty cycle modeling, controlled HVAC aggregated modeling in
demand response has been studied extensively in the past decade. Lu and Chassin (Lu and
Chassin, 2004) developed a state queuing model to study the demand response from a ther-
mostatic load when we change the set point. They approximated the exponential rising and
falling curve in the duty cycle with linear curves and showed that the load diversity will
change and become synchronized when we directly control the temperature set point. They
argued that in designing the demand response program, we need to examine the load shift-
ing characteristics to ensure that the shifted load avoids the demand peak. Following their
work, the effect of parameter uncertainties on the aggregation of thermostatic loads was
discussed in (Lu et al., 2005). This paper focused on the study of water heaters and devel-
oped a sensitivity analysis on uncertain parameters, such as heat loss coefficient, ambient
temperature, and stochastic consumer behaviors. Under the assumption that thermal pa-
rameters are uniformly distributed within some reasonable bounds, the authors developed
a fixed transition probability model added into the previous state queuing framework.
8Recently, the increase in wind energy makes the generation side less controllable due
to the intermittent feature of wind. As a consequence, scholars have shifted their focus to
how we can provide regulation reserve from the demand side such that less energy reserve
is needed (Callaway, 2009; Koch et al., 2011; Mathieu and Callaway, 2012). Different
from load shifting, provision of regulation reserve requires the operator to continuously
adjust its control according to the real time signal. Consequently, a deep understanding of
the aggregated characteristics of the loads is needed. One of the key problem is to iden-
tify the concentration distribution of the loads’ temperature in their comfort band, which
can be studied either by a diffusion model yielding a continuous probability distribution
(Callaway, 2009; Nalhame and Chong, 1985) or a state space model yielding a probability
mass distribution (Koch et al., 2011; Mathieu and Callaway, 2012). After the probabil-
ity distribution of loads is identified, different controller designs can be applied to solve
for an optimal compromise between the tracking precision and consumers’ comfort. The
controllers proposed include model predictive controller, minimum variance controller, etc.
Aside from identifying the probability distribution, Koch et. al. have proposed to use a first
order linear model to describe the relation between the aggregated energy storage and the
aggregated electricity consumption (Koch et al., 2009a; Koch et al., 2009b). The advantage
of this model is to use only a few parameters to describe the system dynamics without esti-
mating the state of individual appliance. When control of set point is actuated, the change
in aggregated consumption is characterized by the release/absorption of aggregated energy.
Such methodology has been extended to estimate the coordinated load control potential in
larger areas (Koch et al., 2009c).
1.2.3 DLC based Demand Management
Upon understanding the dynamical model of appliances, control architectures can be ap-
plied to provide demand support that can be roughly divided into two parts: physically-
9based DLC or price-based indirect load control. In DLC, the building operator directly
connects physically to the on/off actuator of local appliances that authorize the operator to
switch their operation modes. The decision of the operator is based on system information
such as the current consumption, thermal state of local appliances, etc. In indirect load con-
trol, the operator is not authorized to directly control the switch of local appliances. Instead
it will broadcast (price) signals to local appliances to affect the aggregated consumption.
An early demand response program called the Grid Friendly Appliance Project was
implemented in the Pacific Northwest region based on DLC protocols established between
the operator and residential consumers (Hammerstrom et al., 2007). More than 150 wa-
ter heaters and dryers were connected to the operator who centrally controlled the on/off
operation of the loads in order to respond to under-frequency imbalance whenever elec-
tric power-grid frequency fell below 59.95 Hz. DLC based demand side management has
shown its effectiveness in reduction of peak hour electricity consumption. The SBO can
use DLC to limit the maximum allowable instant consumption. To get electricity service,
consumers enter a queue and wait to be served with some delay if the maximum consump-
tion is reached (Lee et al., 2011). A multi-server queuing theory has been developed to
calculate the mean waiting time of consumers when consumption is limited during peak
hours. Moreover, this queuing system model has been applied in a total of 449 residential
units located in Seoul with good performance. Ramanathan and Vittal (Ramanathan and
Vittal, 2008) developed an optimization framework of DLC that can be used to evaluate the
impact of multiple factors in demand response (DR). These factors include (1) the control
constraints of the cycling time, maximum off time, and minimum on time of duty cycle
appliances, (2) the diversity of loads that participate in DR, and (3) the temperature ex-
cursions observed in DR. This optimization framework jointly minimizes the amount of
load controlled and the effect of load control on consumers discomfort. DLC approaches
can also be applied to solve multi-period demand response solutions. An on-line relaxed
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dynamic programming approach has been proposed in (Lee et al., 2007) to minimize the
dis-utility of consumers resulting from DLC disruption and generate an optimal or near
optimal control scheduling for thermostatic loads. This framework has been implemented
on campus and has shown significant electricity savings.
DLC can be used to provide secondary reserve by various control approaches, including
switched control, set point control, and model predictive control. Results show that loads,
by acting as both a positive and negative generation sources, are promising for response
to reserve signals to maintain grid balance. They can also help to reduce the need for
secondary reserve by fossil fuel generations in the presence of renewable penetration (Meyn
et al., 2013; Zhang and Baillieul, 2013b). An off-only switched control has been proposed
to achieve bi-directional electricity modulation (Keep et al., 2011). At each time step,
the operator only needs to decide the fraction of appliances to be disconnected. Each
disconnected appliance will automatically reconnect after a fixed number of time steps.
The authors test their control strategy on a group of 10,000 refrigerators. It is shown that
the tracking error can be controlled within 7%.
Some recent work proposes a joint optimization framework to minimize the summed
costs of providing regulation reserve along with a consumer’s dis-utility based on dynamic
system models or Markov decision processes (Callaway and Hiskens, 2011). In addition
to thermostatic loads, several heuristic scheduling policies are proposed to solve for large
scale participation of deferrable load in reserve provision. The proposed policies include
earliest deadline first strategy, least laxity first strategy, and receding horizon control (Sub-
ramanian et al., 2012). Moreover, deadline constrained appliances, such as electric vehicles
and washing machines, can be coordinated to fill the overnight demand valley, to mitigate
renewable energy intermittency, and to reduce transmission congestion (Lopes et al., 2011;
Gan et al., 2011; Ma et al., 2013; Caramanis and Foster, 2009; Kempton and Tomic´, 2005;
Gu and Xie, 2010; Rotering and Ilic, 2011).
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1.2.4 Price Controlled Demand Management
Consumers may not always allow the operator to control their appliances due to comfort
requirements and privacy issues. An alternate strategy is to use dynamic pricing to affect
the electricity demand of consumers. Similarly, the use of price-based indirect load con-
trol can be used to solve demand response problems, such as peak demand reduction and
regulation reserve provision. The quantification of the real-time relationship between total
peak demand and spot market prices is provided in (Lijesen, 2007), where the authors find
a low value for the real-time price elasticity that can be partly explained by the fact that
not all consumers observe the market price. When consumers become aware of the mar-
ket price, they can optimize the electricity consumption pattern such that less electricity
is used at peak hours when the market price is high, for example by solving a receding
horizon control problem (Oldewurtel et al., 2010). It is shown that a 10% of peak load
reduction can lead to more than 50% reduction of market clearing price. Price-based indi-
rect load control can be applied to provide regulation reserve in both residential and com-
mercial buildings. By estimating the utility function of appliances, the building operator
will broadcast prices to local appliances such that the modulated aggregated consumption
matches the obligation. Dynamic programming is used to solve for the optimal price pol-
icy given system states, such as current consumption, predicted obligation level. When
the state space is large, alternative approaches are proposed to get the approximate solu-
tion with less computational burden. For example, the use static pricing policy transforms
the dynamic programming to a non-linear optimization problem (Paschalidis et al., 2011;
Paschalidis et al., 2012). Functional approximation is proposed to approximate the optimal
price structure with a sigmoid function to reduce the state space size (Caramanis et al.,
2012). To reduce the computational complexity of centralized solutions, iterative decen-
tralized algorithms, Lagrangian relaxation and sub-gradient methods, have been proposed
for the competitive as well as the oligopolistic market models (Li et al., 2011; Chen et al.,
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2010). It is shown that the demand-price pair reached at the equilibrium is efficient that
maximizes the social welfare. Moreover, the coordination of price responsive load with
renewable generations have been studied widely in the literature (Ilic et al., 2011a; Ilic
et al., 2011b) where the authors introduced several possible methods for integrating wind
power based on different information exchange requirements, computational complexity,
and physical implementability. The feasibility of the proposed look-ahead interactive dis-
patch algorithm has been verified on a modified 24-bus IEEE Reliability Test System and
shown to be capable of accommodating the integration of 50% of renewable generation.
Aside from thermostatic loads, non-interruptible and deferrable loads, especially elec-
tric vehicles have attracted considerable attention. A comprehensive investigation of the
controllability of groups of electric vehicles is provided by Callaway and Hiskens (Call-
away and Hiskens, 2011) where the authors discussed different control architectures, cen-
tralized versus hierarchical load control, the effects of AMI, bandwidth requirements, and
latency to system performance and stability. In addition, recent work has proposed control
laws to minimize the vehicle charging cost under dynamic pricing for both non-interruptible
and interruptible loads (Kim and Poor, 2011; Xiao et al., 2010). Algorithms proposed in
these paper have shown advantages including significant peak and consumer charging cost
reduction. A digital load scheduling model for deferrable loads is proposed in (Alizadeh
et al., 2011; Alizadeh et al., 2012a) to provide a communication framework to defer the
electric loads after the central operator is informed of the loads’ arrival and service re-
quests. Simulations show that the scheduling framework is helpful to match the demand
and generation. The digital direct load scheduling framework has been extended to reduce
the wholesale electricity price and enable wide scale integration of renewables (Alizadeh
et al., 2012b).
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1.3 Document Outline
Chapter 2 of this document discusses the effects of communication and control protocols in
the optimal operation of smart buildings in DR. Inspired by the notion of packet switched
communication system, we introduce a new operating concept, called the energy packet.
The corresponding framework called packetized direct load control (PDLC) is discussed
in Chapter 2.1. The rest of the chapter elaborates the performance opportunities of PDLC
under two communication and control scenarios. The first scenario in Chapter 2.2 provides
a baseline where the PDLC can smooth demand uncertainty and guarantee consumers’ en-
ergy needs based on real time full state information. Based on the full state information
of the controlled appliances, we show that the SBO can determine the proper number of
energy packets to be reserved. With the proper energy packet reservation, the SBO can
minimize the uncertainty of the aggregated consumption by properly allocating packets at
discrete intervals. The second scenario in Chapter 2.3 considers constrained information
passing wherein only binary state information is transmitted regarding the smart appliance
request for of energy packets. Due to a lack of state information, the SBO will formulate
the energy provision problem as a Markov closed queuing network with controlled depar-
ture rate and probabilistic feedback. We show a performance trade off between reducing
demand uncertainty and guaranteeing a reduced waiting time for consumers to have access
to energy packets. We characterize the performance of the binary PDLC in terms of both
energy and monetary metrics in Section 2.3.3. The impact of volatile resources on system
performance is discussed in Section 2.3.4 where we show the trade off between applying
renewable energy with low costs and the system’s addtional operation costs incurred by re-
newable uncertainties. We finish this chapter by discussing the optimal energy procurement
to hedge the uncertainty of the real time price and the renewable energy production.
Chapter 3 studies how smart buildings can participate in the reserve market by pro-
viding proper amount of RSR and modulating their aggregated consumption in real time.
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Both DLC and price controlled approaches are discussed. The DLC approach discussed in
Chapter 3.1 assumes that consumers allow the SBO to directly control the set points of their
thermostatic appliances within certain ranges agreed to by consumers. It is formulated as
a bilinear state space control problem based on Markov jump thermal process modeling in
which a feedback linearization controller is proposed for asymptotic RSR signal tracking
provided that the signal is within certain range. We derive analytically the maximum RSR
that can be provided based on two considerations – the capability of providing long term
accumulated reserve and short term ramping reserve. Chapter 3.1 ends with a discussion
of the optimal RSR signal dispatch to multiple reserve providers in order to maximally use
the capacity of each provider. Chapter 3.2 discusses a price controlled approach to provide
RSR when consumers do not wish the SBO to have control over their appliances. Instead,
consumers will independently choose to consume energy packets based on their instanta-
neous utility. We propose and solve a stochastic dynamic programming (DP) formulation
of the minimum cost provision of RSR achieved by controlling dynamic energy service
preferences in smart buildings while tracking ISO RSR requests. We explicitly model the
dynamic nature of preferences and their short term evolution in response to past control and
state trajectories. In addition, we use the Bellman equation to solve analytical expressions
relating the optimal policy to partial differences in the value function, prove the monotonic-
ity properties of the optimal policy, and show the convexity properties of the value function
with respect to key state variables. Several numerical algorithms are discussed at the end
of the chapter to increase up the computational speed for large state space applications.
Chapter 4 summarizes the document and points to some directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Communication and Control Protocols in Smart
Building Operations
This chapter studies the effect of different communication and control protocol to the op-
erating performance of smart buildings (Zhang and Baillieul, 2012; Zhang and Baillieul,
2013a; Zhang and Baillieul, 2014). In Section 2.1 we introduce a new operating concept,
called the energy packet, to the existing direct load control (DLC) frameworks. The energy
packet is a temporal quantization of energy supplied to an appliance. The correspond-
ing framework built on top of the energy packet is called packetized direct load control
(PDLC). The rest of the chapter elaborates the performance opportunities of PDLC un-
der two communication and control scenarios. Section 2.2 discusses the first scenario that
provides a baseline where the PDLC can smooth demand uncertainty and guarantee con-
sumers’ energy needs based on real time full state information. Specifically we discuss
the average number of packets needs to purchased under the full information model. After
proper amount of energy is procured, we discuss the transient and the steady state opera-
tions of the PDLC to minimize demand uncertainty and to guarantee consumers’ comfort.
Section 2.3 discusses the second scenario that considers constrained information passing
when only binary state information is transmitted. Due to a lack of real time temperature
information, the operator will model the energy request and withdrawal process as a birth
and death Markov process. We find the trade off between serving consumers with mini-
mum waiting time to access energy and the costs of having larger demand uncertainty. We
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characterize the system’s performance with these protocols in terms of both energy and
monetary metrics in Section 2.3.3. The impact of volatile resources to the system perfor-
mance is discussed in Section 2.3.4. Section 2.4 discusses the optimal energy portfolio
procurement for both traditional and volatile resources.
2.1 Energy Packets and the PDLC
The idea of an energy packet and its associated control protocols are motivated by the
notion of data packets and packet switched communication networks. We see a lot of struc-
tural and functional similarities between communication and power systems – they both
have networked topology in which resources should be delivered with minimum disruption.
Packet switched communication has shown its advantage in improving system fairness and
network efficiency with limited transmission capacity. This is also a critical issue in power
systems, namely how we can improve the energy quality of service to guarantee minimum
energy disruption in demand response given a prescribed level of energy capacity.
In this section we introduce energy packets, as well as the associated control and com-
munication protocols built on them that we call packetized direct load control (PDLC). Dif-
fering from traditional energy distribution where appliances consume electricity according
to their duty cycles, in PDLC appliances will consume quantized energy in the form of
energy packets defined as follows:
Definition 2.1 An energy packet for a given appliance is a fixed time interval δ during
which electricity is consumed at the appliance’s rated power with its nominal voltage and
current.
Fig. 2·1 illustrates the concept of energy packets where continuous demand of elec-
tricity is quantized into multiple successive demands. The unit of demand and supply for
electricity is therefore one energy packet. The value of δ can be designed based on the
contract between the operator and consumers and will affect system performance. This
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Figure 2·1: Continuous electricity consumption in the operating cycle is
quantized into energy packets with short duration of δ . Energy demand in
a traditional duty cycle is therefore successive multiple demands of energy
packets.
will be discussed later.
In PDLC, group of flexible appliances of each consumer is connected to the central
controller operated by the smart building operator (SBO) through a local area network
where bi-directional communication/control is established such that: (i) appliances can
send to the SBO their instantaneous state information signal that represents their desired
comfort level or preferences of electricity consumption, and (ii) the SBO will send a binary
control signal that executes direct control of the on/off switch of each appliance. In the
discrete time control system, δ is both the duration of the energy packet and the decision
interval. The communication from the appliances to the SBO indicates their energy needs
for the next interval. Different choices of communication protocols can be built on top
of the PDLC framework so that consumers can send various types of information based
on their willingness to share information. An ideal communication signal from consumers
contains the state of both the appliance and the environment regulated by the appliance. For
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example, an air conditioning appliance can report both its operating status as well as the
desired temperature set point. As an alternative communication protocol, the appliances
can choose to send binary information to the SBO stating whether or not they wish to
consume a δ -packet of electricity. This scenario corresponds to consumers wishing to
protect their privacy or to a building automation monitoring system that is not reliable. The
control from the SBO, which is executed at the beginning of each interval, is the decision
on energy packets authorization to all appliances for the following one interval based on the
received information. An appliance is allowed to consume one energy packet if it receives
the authorization, and it needs to send signals in future intervals if additional packets are
needed. The following few points comprise the remaining background of PDLC.
(1) The PDLC targets at controlling duty cycle appliances with thermal storage that in-
cludes air conditioners, water heaters, etc. Since our thermal models duty cycle appliances
are all governed by first order ordinary differential equations, results in the rest of the pa-
per focusing on the control of air conditioning units can be easily extended to alternative
control objectives with minor changes.
(2) We assume duty cycle appliances have binary on/off operation modes. In the on
mode, an appliance can only operate at its rated power and consume one unit of energy
packet given the authorization from the SBO. In the off mode, an appliance consumes zero
energy. There is no intermediate operation mode where consumers can flexibly adjust the
power consumption of its appliance between the rated power and zero.
(3) Various types of appliances are separated by different feeders that are connected to
the SBO. Appliances belonging to the same feeder have the same rated power and there-
fore consume the same unit of energy packets. The control of electricity consumption in
the smart building is based on the parallel PDLC of each feeder. For inelastic and uncon-
trollable appliances, we assume they are connected to alternative feeders that are excluded
from the analysis of the PDLC framework.
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2.2 Full Information Based PDLC
We provide a baseline control result that can be maximally achieved under an ideal commu-
nication protocol. To be specific, we assume the communication channel enables the SBO
to acquire real time temperature information from the sensors that are installed around the
AC. The SBO plans to provide a certain number of energy packets over time to serve the
needs of all appliances in the building. There are two challenges for the SBO: (i) Deter-
mine the right amount of energy to purchase based on the information collected from all
appliances, and (ii) consume at the energy level that has been purchased with minimum
deviation and guarantee consumers’ comfort.
2.2.1 Air Conditioner Thermal Model
A model of the thermal dynamics of an air conditioner is developed as follows. Ihara
and Schweppe presented a dynamic model for the temperature of a house regulated by
air conditioning, and this has been shown to capture the behavior of air conditioner loads
accurately. The temperature dynamics in continuous time (CT) is given by
dT
dt
=
Tout−T −Tgu
τ
, (2.1)
where Tout is the outside temperate, Tg is the temperature gain of air conditioner if it is
on, τ is the effective thermal time constant of the room, and u is binary valued specifying
the state of thermostat. The unit of parameters is Fahrenheit as in the original paper. The
temperature dynamic model in discrete time (DT) with interval δ is given by
Tk+1 = (1−a)Tk +aTout−buk, (2.2)
where a= 1−e−δ/τ , b= aTg, and uk is u’s value during the k-th interval. We first derive the
duty cycle off-time to f f and on-time ton based on the CT model for the case in which there
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is no PDLC and the air conditioner is operating in the traditional way under the control of
its own thermostat. Tmax and Tmin are the comfort band boundaries. To get to f f , we set
u = 0 in (2.1), which means that the air conditioner is turned off. Rearranging terms we
have
dT
dt
+
1
τ
T − Tout
τ
= 0, (2.3)
whose general solution is given by T (t) =Ce−
t
τ +Tout . Since to f f is the time that tempera-
ture arises from Tmin to Tmax in the case of traditional thermostat control, we choose initial
condition T (0) = Tmin to solve for to f f . We have C = Tmin−Tout . The overall solution of
temperature evolution is given then by
T (t) = (Tmin−Tout)e−
t
τ +Tout . (2.4)
The value of to f f would satisfy T (to f f ) = Tmax. After calculation we will have
to f f = τ ln
Tout−Tmin
Tout−Tmax . (2.5)
Similarly we calculate ton when u = 1,
ton = τ ln
Tmax+Tg−Tout
Tmin+Tg−Tout . (2.6)
The traditional duty cycle dynamics characterized by to f f and ton provide the baseline
against which the PDLC protocol of the next section is evaluated. To evaluate the PDLC
solution, we consider its transient and steady state operation. The next section will discuss
its transient operation.
2.2.2 Transient Operation of the PDLC
The motivation of the PDLC solution is to allow buildings consume electricity at a level
that minimizes oscillation close to a target. Denote the total number of consumers by
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Nc, the number of authorized packets by m, the set point in room i by T iset , and the room
temperature in room i at time k by T ik . The transient process is defined as the duration before
the average room temperature converges to the average room set point T aveset =
1
Nc ∑
Nc
i=1 T
i
set .
The theorem below provides a solution that guarantees the convergence of average room
temperature under the assumption that m packets are being allocated to a pool of appliances
during each packet interval.
Proposition 2.1 If the fixed number of packets m = Nc
Tout−T aveset
Tg
is used in each time
interval ∆t, then the average room temperature T avek =
1
Nc ∑
Nc
i=1 T
i
k converges to the average
room set point T aveset .
Proof. We use the DT model to derive the convergence of the average room temperature.
According to (2.2), we can represent the number of authorized packets in terms of the DT
model parameters a and b as follows
m = Nc
Tout−T aveset
Tg
= Nc(Tout−T aveset )
a
b
. (2.7)
In one packet length, the total temperature decrease T deck by m packets is given by
T deck = mb = Nca(Tout−T aveset ), (2.8)
where the last equality follows from (2.7). Similarly, the total temperature increase T inck ,
which is caused by indoor/outdoor temperature difference, is given by
T inck =
Nc
∑
i=1
a(Tout−T ik ) = NcaTout−a
Nc
∑
i=1
T ik . (2.9)
The total temperature change T chk is given by
T chk = T
inc
k −T deck = aNc(T aveset −T avek ). (2.10)
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T avek+1 can be expressed recursively as
T avek+1 = T
ave
k +
1
Nc
T chk = T
ave
k +a(T
ave
set −T avek ). (2.11)
We will have the difference between T aveset and average room temperature at time k+1 given
by
T aveset −T avek+1 = (1−a)(T aveset −T avek ) = e−
δ
τ (T aveset −T avek ). (2.12)
For any small deviation ε > 0 from T aveset , we will have
|T aveset −T avek |= e−
kδ
τ |T aveset −T ave0 |< ε, (2.13)
after k steps, with k satisfying
k >
τ
δ
ln
|T aveset −T ave0 |
ε
. (2.14)
This means the average room temperature will converge to an arbitrarily small neighbour-
hood of T aveset after finite number of steps. 
We say that the system is in Steady State Thermal Equilibrium (SSTE) when the average
room temperature is within a sufficiently small neighbourhood of T aveset . If the system is in
SSTE at time k?, then the system will be in SSTE for k ≥ k? as long as we provide m =
Nc
Tout−T aveset
Tg
packets at each interval. According to (2.14), the convergence speed depends
on T ave0 and τ . If these two parameters do not provide a quick convergence with few steps
(T ave0 being large in a warm load pick up process), we can adjust the number of packets
as a function of the average temperature deviation T avek −T aveset at time k. Let the modified
number of packets be given by
m = Nc
Tout−T aveset
Tg
[1+g(T avek −T aveset )], (2.15)
where g is a non-negative coefficient. In this case, for any ε > 0 we can similarly prove
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that after k
′
steps the deviation of average room temperature from T aveset is smaller than ε ,
with k
′
satisfying
k
′
>− ln[1− (1− e− δτ )G] ln |T
ave
set −T ave0 |
ε
, (2.16)
where G = 1+g(Tout−T aveset ) can be understood as the convergence gain parameter. Com-
paring (2.16) with (2.14), we have k
′
< k for the same δ since G > 1. The larger the value
of G (or g), the quicker the convergence. If m in (2.15) is not an integer, we can choose the
ceil dme as the number of packets scheduled. The proof remains valid under this choice.
Proposition 2.1 indicates that the average consumption is proportional to the total pop-
ulation Nc by the coefficient
Tout−T aveset
Tg
. The physical meaning of this coefficient is the ther-
mostat mean status. Define
son =
Tout−T aveset
Tg
,so f f = 1− son, (2.17)
representing the mean on-status and off-status of the thermostat. These two variables will
be used in Proposition 2.2 for the steady state analysis of the PDLC. Note that an essential
implicit assumption is that Tout−T
ave
set
Tg
< 1, i.e. there is enough cooling capacity to serve the
consumer population.
2.2.3 Steady State Operation of the PDLC
When no control is applied, each air conditioner will operate according to its own duty
cycle. All the room temperatures are controlled around their respective set points, and the
average room temperature is approximately equal to the average room set point, namely
T avek ≈ T aveset . From Proposition 2.1, the system will evolve into SSTE within a few steps
when the PDLC is applied. We say that the system is in steady state at time k if it is in
SSTE and T ik ∈ (T imin,T imax) for all i. When the PDLC solution is applied in steady state,
consumers in each room have the freedom to choose the set point to be whatever they
want. After the set point is given, the operator will choose the comfort band for consumers
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around their preferred setting. The comfort band may be large or small, depending on the
outside temperature and the energy we have purchased a day ahead. It is a compromise
in the PDLC that consumers allow the operator to calculate the comfort band in order
to achieve a smoother consumption. Denote the comfort band for room i around T iset by
(T imin,T
i
max) = (T
i
set−∆2,T iset +∆1) (∆= ∆1+∆2 being a fixed value, namely we provide a
fixed-valued comfort band for all the consumers). Define
T icr =
T imax−aTout
1−a , (2.18)
as the critical temperature point of room i. The physical meaning of T icr is the following:
if room i’s temperature exceeds T icr at time k, then it needs packet at time k. Otherwise
its room temperature will exceed T imax at time k+ 1. The following two lemmas provide
restrictions on how we choose ∆1 and ∆2. The first lemma provides a condition that the
temperature of room i will not exceed T imax for all i, and the second lemma provides a
condition that the temperature of room i will not go below T imin for all i.
Lemma 2.1 Assuming the system is in SSTE, and T ik? ∈ (T imin,T imax) for all i at time k?,
if we provide m packets, and ∆ and ∆2 have been chosen to satisfy
∆2
∆
<
m+1
Nc
, (2.19)
then there exists δ1 > 0 such that T ik?+1 < T
i
max for all i with any packet length δ ∈ (0,δ1).
Proof: If T rk?+1≥ T imax, then we have at least m+1 rooms with temperature beyond their
critical point at time k?. Enumerate the m+1 (or more) consumers whose room tempera-
ture T ik? ≥ T icr at time k?:S = {i1, · · · , im+1}. The remaining Nc−m− 1 (or fewer) rooms’
temperature are greater than T imin for i = m+ 2, · · · ,Nc. The average room temperature
lower bound at time k? is given by
T lowk? =
1
Nc
[∑
i j∈S
T i jcr + ∑
i j /∈S
T i jmin]. (2.20)
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We have
T lowk? −T avek? = 1Nc [∑i j∈S T
i j
cr +∑i j /∈S T
i j
min−∑Nci=1 T iset ]
= 1Nc [∑i j∈S
T
i j
max−aTout
1−a −∑i j∈S T
i j
set
−(Nc−m−1)∆2]
∝ [∑i j∈S T
i j
max− (m+1)Tout ]−
[∑i j∈S T
i j
min+Nc∆2− (m+1)Tout ]e−
δ
τ .
(2.21)
The first equality is derived from T avek? =
1
Nc ∑
Nc
i=1 T
i
set , namely at time k
? in SSTE the average
room temperature is equal to the average temperature set point. The second equality is
derived from T imin = T
i
set −∆2 and (2.18). The last proportionality is derived by plugging
a = 1− e− δτ from (2.2).
If we choose ∆ and ∆2 to satisfy (2.19), then
(m+1)Tout−∑i j∈S T
i j
max
(m+1)Tout−∑i j∈S T
i j
min−Nc∆2
< 1. (2.22)
Note that the above inequality is strict, so there exists δ > 0 such that
(m+1)Tout−∑i j∈S T
i j
max
(m+1)Tout−∑i j∈S T
i j
min−Nc∆2
= e−
δ
τ . (2.23)
Letting δ = δ1 in (2.21), we have T lowk? = T
ave
k? . Since (2.21) is monotonically decreasing as
a function of δ , then for packet length δ ∈ (0,δ1) we will have T lowk? −T avek? > 0. Namely
the average room temperature lower bound is greater than the average room temperature,
which is a contradiction. We must have T ik?+1 < T
i
max for all i. 
Lemma 2.2 Assuming the system is in SSTE, and T ik? ∈ (T imin,T imax) for all i at time k?,
if we provide m packets, and ∆ and ∆1 have been chosen to satisfy
∆1
∆
<
Nc−m+1
Nc
, (2.24)
then there exists δ2 > 0 such that T ik?+1 > T
i
min for all i with packet length δ ∈ (0,δ2).
Proof: The proof is similar to Lemma 2.1. We first assume that T rk?+1 ≤ T imin, then
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derive a average temperature upper bound T uppk? at time k
? which is smaller than T avek? to
show contradiction. We omit the details. 
Based on the above two lemmas, we provide the following proposition for the steady
state operation of the PDLC.
Proposition 2.2 Assuming that the system is in SSTE at time k?, and T ik? ∈ (T imin,T imax)
for all i, if we provide m = sonNc number of packets over time and choose ∆1,∆2 such that
∆1
∆
=
Nc−m
Nc
= so f f ,
∆2
∆
=
m
Nc
= son, (2.25)
then T ik ∈ (T imin,T imax) for all i and k ≥ k?+1 with packet length δ ∈ (0,min{δ1,δ2}).
Proof: Clearly (2.25) satisfies (2.19) and (2.24), and with packet length
δ ∈ (0,min{δ1,δ2})
both Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 will stand. We will have T ik?+1 ∈ (T imin,T imax) for all i.
Since we provide m = sonNc packets at time k?, the system is also in SSTE at time k?+1.
By mathematical induction we can prove that T ik ∈ (T imin,T imax) for all i and k ≥ k?+1. 
Remark 2.1 As the comfort band ∆→ 0, we have ∆1 → 0,∆2 → 0,T imin ≈ T imax,∀i.
According to (2.23) we must have δ → 0, which means we switch packets at increasingly
large frequencies. In this case, individual room temperatures will stay at individual room
set points after time k > k? once T ik? ≈ T iset at time k? for all i. This means that the width of
the temperature band can be made to approach zero by letting the packet length approach
zero. In actual implementation, there are practical limits on the minimum acceptable value
of δ , say 30 seconds or 1 minute, since the air conditioning unit cannot be switched on
and off at an arbitrary frequency. Hence, convergence is to the comfort band and not to the
actual set point.
Remark 2.2 From (2.25), ∆1 = so f f∆,∆2 = son∆. When son > so f f , we have ∆2 > ∆1.
This can be explained by the intuition that since we are providing packets to more than
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a half number of consumers (son > 0.5), it is more likely to have consumers being over-
cooled. Thus we set a larger value of ∆2 to avoid such an occurrence. Similarly when
son < so f f , we set a larger value of ∆1 to avoid consumers being over-warmed.
Remark 2.3 Based on the weather prediction, the building would purchase certain
amount of packets a day ahead. In real time, the number of packets may not be enough
if the predicted temperature is lower than what is actually realized. With the PDLC solu-
tion, the operator does not need to purchase additional energy from the real time market
when the price is high. The operator can make packets switch more frequently to guarantee
temperature control. In such cases, the average room temperature will converge to another
value within the comfort band.
Remark 2.4 The packet length above is a theoretical value to guarantee temperature
control in steady state. In the proof we focus on the worst case when initially at time k?
the temperatures of many rooms are in the vicinity of their maximum or minimum comfort
boundary. In practice, the initial temperatures will be distributed more evenly across the
comfort band. In such cases, the practical packet length can be larger than the theoretical
value.
2.2.4 From SSTE to Steady State
The final question is how we start from SSTE and find a packet allocation mechanism such
that at time k? we can start at T ik? ∈ (T imin,T imax) for all i. According to the discrete time
thermal dynamics,
Tk+1 = Tk +a(Tout−Tk−ukTg)
= Tk +(1− e− δτ )(Tout−Tk−ukTg)
= Tk +(1− (1− e− δτ +o(δ )))(Tout−Tk−ukTg)
≈ Tk(1− δτ )+ δτ (Tout−ukTg),
(2.26)
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where the third equality and fourth approximation are by Taylor series expansion for small
packet length δ . By a similar derivation we have,
Tk+2 ≈ Tk+1(1− δτ )+ δτ (Tout−ukTg)
= Tk(1− 2δτ )+ δτ (2Tout− (uk +uk+1)Tg),
(2.27)
where the second equality is obtained by plugging into (2.26) and ignoring terms of o(δ )
for small δ . For N intervals, we have,
Tk+N = Tk(1− Nδτ )+
δ
τ
(NTout−
N
∑
i=0
uk+iTg). (2.28)
Denote n =
N
∑
i=0
uk+i as the number of packets received within N periods, then the tempera-
ture at time t+N is given by,
Tk+N = Tk(1− Nδτ )+
δ
τ
(NTout−nTg). (2.29)
Having discussed the discrete time temperature evolution, we propose the following propo-
sition to guarantee that if we start from SSTE, then there exists a packet allocation solution
to satisfy the assumptions in Proposition 2.2.
Proposition 2.3 If the aggregate system is in SSTE at time k (per the conclusion
of Proposition 2.1), let ni denote the number of packets received by room i over the
next N successive time intervals of length δ . There exists a choice of packet allocation
{n1,n2, . . . ,nNc} such that each room temperature is within the consumer’s designated com-
fort band at time k+N. That is, T ik+N ∈ (T imin,T imax), with the total of allocated packets
satisfying
Nc
∑
i=1
ni = mN. (2.30)
Proof. According to (2.29), after a total number of ni packet consumption in a succes-
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sive N periods starting at time k, the temperature in room i at time k+N is given by,
T ik+N = T
i
k (1−
Nδ
τ
)+
δ
τ
(NTout−niTg). (2.31)
The allowable choice of ni such that T ik+N ∈ (T iset−∆1,T iset +∆2) is given by,
(T ik −T iset +∆1)τ+Nδ (Tout−T ik )
δTg
> ni >
(T ik −T iset−∆2)τ+Nδ (Tout−T ik )
δTg
. (2.32)
In order to have at least one integer ni within the bounds above, we need to have,
(T ik −T iset +∆1)τ+Nδ (Tout−T ik )
δTg
− (T
i
k −T iset−∆2)τ+Nδ (Tout−T ik )
δTg
≥ 1, (2.33)
which can be achieved with a packet length
δ ≤ (∆1+∆2)τ
Tg
. (2.34)
We introduce the floor and ceil operator b·c, d·e. Let
α ik = b
(T ik−T iset+∆1)τ+Nδ (Tout−T ik )
δTg c,
β ik = d
(T ik−T iset−∆2)τ+Nδ (Tout−T ik )
δTg e,
(2.35)
then ni can be chosen from integers between α ik and β
i
k. If the following inequality holds,
Nc
∑
i=1
α ik ≥ mN ≥
Nc
∑
i=1
β ik, (2.36)
then there exists a choice of packet allocation {n1,n2, . . . ,nNc} such that (2.32) holds and
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Nc
∑
i=1
ni = mN. Note that
Nc
∑
i=1
α ik ≥
Nc
∑
i=1
(
(T ik−T iset+∆1)τ+Nδ (Tout−T ik )
δTg −1)
=
(
Nc
∑
i=1
T ik−
Nc
∑
i=1
T iset+Nc∆1)τ+Nδ (NcTout−
Nc
∑
i=1
T ik )
δTg −Nc
=
NNc(Tout−T aveset )
Tg
+Nc(∆1τδTg −1)
= mN+Nc(∆1τδTg −1)
≥ mN,
(2.37)
and this holds as long as we choose δ such that ∆1τδTg ≥ 1. In the derivation above, the third
equality is obtained by the SSTE at time k satisfying
Nc
∑
i=1
T ik =
Nc
∑
i=1
T iset = NcT
ave
set . (2.38)
With similar derivation, a packet length δ such that ∆2τδTg ≥ 1 will guarantee the second
inequality in (2.36). To summarize, a packet length satisfying
δ ≤min{∆1,∆2} τTg (2.39)
will make (2.36) hold. 
Remark 2.5 According to (2.39), the upper bound of packet length is directly propor-
tional to τ and inversely proportional to Tg. The intuition is that large value of τ impedes
and Tg facilitates the thermal transmission, which allows larger and requires smaller packet
length respectively.
The remaining issue is to assign m packets at each period. Denote ai,k as the binary
variable representing packet assignment at time k for room i. Up to time k+ j, define
ni(k+ j) = ni−
k+ j
∑
l=k
ai,l (2.40)
as the remaining number of packet needed for room i until time k+N. A simple allocation
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algorithm works as follows, starting at time k we allocate packets to the m rooms with
largest ni(k). Let ai,k = 1 if packet is allocated and 0 otherwise. Use (2.40) to update
ni(k+1) for all i. Repeating such allocation procedure until the end of interval k+N will
guarantee m allocation each period.
We first prove the following inequality of ni(k+ j),
0≤ ni(k+ j)≤ N− j. (2.41)
We prove with induction. Note that for j = l = 0 is it apparently true. Also at time k+ l,
Nc
∑
i=1
ni(k+ l) = mN−
l
∑
j=0
Nc
∑
i=1
ai,k+ j = m(N− l). (2.42)
For j = l+1, we proof with contradiction. If there exists a room i? such that ni?(k+ l) ≤
N− l and ni?(k+ l+1) > N− l−1, then ni?(k+ l) = N− l. It also indicates that room i?
does not get a packet and there are at least m rooms, indexed by i j, j = 1, . . . ,m, other than
i? such that ni j(k+ l) = N− l to get packets. Then
Nc
∑
i=1
ni(k+ l) ≥
m
∑
j=1
ni j(k+ l)+ni?(k+ l)
= (m+1)(N− l),
(2.43)
which contradicts (2.42). So we will have ni(k+ l+1)≤ N− l−1 for j = l+1 and all i.
To show that ni(k+ l+1)≥ 0 for all i. Suppose that ni?(k+ l+1)< 0, it indicates that
ni?(k+ l) = 0 and room i? gets a packet. Thus there are at most m− 1 rooms, indexed by
i j, j = 1, . . . ,m−1, with positive value of ni j(k+ l)> 0. Then
Nc
∑
i=1
ni(k+ l) =
m−1
∑
j=1
ni j(k+ l)+ni?(k+ l)
≤ (m−1)(N− l),
(2.44)
contradicting (2.42) again. So we will have ni(k+ l+1)≥ 0 for j = l+1 and all i. Using
mathematical induction, for all i = 1, . . . ,Nc and j = 0, . . . ,N, (2.41) holds. Then for j = N
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and all i, we will have
ni(k+N) = 0. (2.45)
Namely all the rooms will have received the exact packets they need and T ik+N ∈ (T imin,T imax)
for all i with m packets allocation for each period. The intuition of such allocation is to
provide packets to the m rooms that have largest temperature deviation above their target,
namely at time k+ j the m rooms with largest ni(k+ j) receive packet for j = 0, . . . ,N.
To summarize, Proposition 2.1 guarantees that the systems will evolve into SSTE,
Proposition 2.3 guarantees that starting from SSTE we have an allocation solution such
that we can have T ik? within the comfort band of room i for all i, and Proposition 2.2 guar-
antees temperature control after the allocation. The three propositions complete the overall
PDLC mechanism.
2.2.5 Robustness Analysis
We have also considered temperature disturbances to get a thermal model that reflects un-
certainty. Temperature disturbance in real life may come with the inaccuracy of sensors, the
unpredictability of consumers, etc. The revised temperature dynamics is therefore given by
dT
dt
=
Tout−T −Tgu+ ε(t)
τ
, (2.46)
where ε(t) is a bounded thermal stochastic disturbance uniformly distributed between
[−ε¯, ε¯]. We investigate the transient and steady state operation of the PDLC solution under
this model of disturbance to illustrate the robustness of the PDLC. The discrete version of
the model becomes
Tk+1 = (1−a)Tk +aTout−aTguk +aεk. (2.47)
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Repeating the derivation in Proposition 2.1, the average room temperature evolution from
time k to k+1 given by
T avek+1 = T
ave
k +a(T
ave
set −T avek )+
a
Nc
Nc
∑
i=1
ε ik. (2.48)
Note that the term aNc ∑
Nc
i=1 ε
i
k is bounded between [−aε¯,aε¯]. When packet length δ is small,
a will approach zero, and this makes the disturbance term approach zero. Then the average
room temperature will still converge to T aveset .
As for the steady state operation, we will have the same comfort band selection as in
Proposition 2.2, namely ∆1 = so f f∆,∆2 = son∆with the difference in the boundary of packet
length selection. In the model with disturbances, we can similarly derive the contingent
packet length δ ′ and γ ′ as in lemma 1 and 2. For example, the value of δ ′ will satisfy
(m+1)(Tout + ε¯)−∑i j∈S T
i j
max
(m+1)(Tout + ε¯)−∑i j∈S T
i j
min−Nc∆2
= e−
δ
′
τ . (2.49)
Compared with (2.23), the only difference is that the term Tout in (2.23) is replaced by
Tout + ε¯ . Hence the disturbance in (2.46) can be understood as the uncertainty introduced
by the outside temperature. Also, the above δ ′ is smaller than the δ in lemma 1. This is no
surprise since the existence of uncertainty forces us to switch packets more frequently.
2.2.6 Simulation of Full Information Based PDLC
Air Conditioner Temperature Control
We simulate air conditioner temperature control process to verify theoretical results. En-
vironmental parameters are Tg = 40,Tout = 93,τ = 20,Nc = 100, ε¯ = 10. Consumers pre-
ferred set point is T iset = 73 for all i. After calculation we choose Tmax = 74,Tmin = 72,δ =
1. Figure 2·2 shows that the average room temperature converges to the set point when
we applied the number of packets at time k as a function of T avek − T aveset , which verifies
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Proposition 2.1. Compared with the aggregated consumption in right figure of Fig. 2·2
where no control is applied, the consumption oscillation by the PDLC solution is reduced
by a large amount after the system evolves into SSTE. The oscillation magnitude without
control continues to exist if we simulate for longer time.
(a) (b)
Figure 2·2: Loads start outside the comfort zone: The PDLC can drive
the system to SSTE is shorter amount of time with smoothed aggregated
consumption that allows the smart building to operate based on minimum
requirement of operating reserves.
Fig. 2·3 is the steady state process where all the rooms have their initial temperatures
randomly distributed within their comfort bands. We see two main advantages of our PDLC
solution. First, the maximum and minimum room temperature are controlled within the
comfort band in steady state, which cannot be achieved without control since then the
disturbance drives the temperature outside the comfort band. Second, the consumption
process is smoother with PDLC solution than in the stochastic uncontrolled case.
Multiple Appliances Simulation
Consider the simulation of multiple appliances. The controllable thermostatic loads are air
conditioners and refrigerators. We also add uncontrollable loads, such as lighting and plug-
in devices. The thermal characteristics of the refrigerator is similar to the air conditioner.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2·3: Loads start in the comfort zone: The PDLC can guarantee con-
sumers comfort by controlling their room temperature within the set point
range [72,74] Fahrenheit. The variance of the aggregated output is mini-
mized.
Table 2.1: Statistics of the Aggregated Consumption before and after
PDLC: PDLC can help to reduce the standard deviation of the output and
reduce demand spikes.
Mean Std Dev Maximum Minimum
PDLC 725.86 8.18 744.09 709.92
No Control 724.11 15.06 761.43 687.23
Refrigerator parameters is given by Tset = 35,Tg = 75,Tout = 73,τ = 185, we choose Tmax =
38,Tmin = 32. ton and to f f are around 20 minutes according to (2.5) and (2.6), which is
typical duty cycle of refrigerator. We assume there are 60 refrigerators each consuming
around 600 watts of power. The air conditioner consumes around 3kW each. There is also
an industrial chiller that consumes with small variation in steady state, which is uniformly
distributed between [135,145]kW . Uncontrollable loads are uniformly distributed between
[180,200]kW . Table.1 shows the comparison result between the PDLC solution and the
case when no control is applied. We find that standard deviation of consumption by the
PDLC solution is nearly half of that without control. Also the maximum electric usage is
reduced nearly 50% from above its average.
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2.3 Binary Information Based PDLC
We consider next what can be maximally achieved with the same energy level, where m
appliances are allowed to operate at the same time in the case that constrained binary in-
formation is transmitted from local appliances to the SBO. Binary information means that
the appliance will send a request signal to the SBO if it wishes to consume energy or a
relinquish signal if it does not need energy. The SBO, after receiving the request, will au-
thorize energy if the current number of operating appliances is less than m; otherwise the
authorization is delayed until some appliance sends a relinquish signal.
2.3.1 Markov Closed Loop Queuing Model
We can model the request and relinquish process as a queuing system with Markov arrivals
and departures. Assuming the request rate from an idle AC is λ , and the relinquish rate
from an operating AC is µ , then the system can be described as a multi-server (maximum
m servers) closed loop queuing system (Nc appliances). In the control protocol based on
binary information, there is an associated probability distribution p¯(n,δ ) for the number of
consuming appliances n = 0, . . . ,m in steady state. This distribution is determined by the
steady state probability distribution of the number of appliances p(x,δ ) for x = 0, . . . ,N in
the queue that require energy packets. We analyze p(x,δ ) as follows.
When x appliances are in the queue at time t, k = min(x,m) servers are operating to
serve the appliances with packet duration δ . All k appliances will finish the energy packet
[t, t + δ ] by the end of the interval and they will independently decide whether to request
additional packets. With probability p(δ ) = e−µδ , an appliance will request an additional
packet and there is no departure in this case. With probability 1− p(δ ) = 1− e−µδ , an
appliance will switch into the idle state that results in one departure. Since the probability
of departure linearly increases with the departure rate for small value of δ , the departure
rate for an appliance is (1− p)/δ . Therefore the departure rate with k operating appliances
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is k[1− p(δ )]/δ . In addition, the arrival rate that packet requests are received from idle
appliances is (Nc− x)λ . We can solve for the steady state probability distribution p(x,δ )
based on the departure/arrival rate
p(x,δ )(N− x)λ = p(x+1,δ )k[1− p(δ )]/δ , (2.50)
where k = min(x,m). This yields
p(x,δ ) =
{ p(0,δ )(Ncx )r(δ )x, x < m
p(0,δ )
(Nc
x
)
r(δ )x x!
mx−mm!
, x≥ m, (2.51)
where r(δ ) = λδ
1− e−µδ , m = Ncλ/(λ + µ) is the average packet level, and p(0,δ ) is the
normalizing factor
p(0,δ ) =
[
m−1
∑
i=0
(
Nc
i
)
r(δ )i+
Nc
∑
i=m
(
Nc
i
)
r(δ )i
i!
mi−mm!
]−1
. (2.52)
This can be used to define
p¯(n,δ ) =
{ p(n,δ ), n = 0, . . . ,m−1
Nc
∑
k=m
p(k,δ ), n = m. (2.53)
2.3.2 Controllability and Flexibility
Controllability of the PDLC Output
From the controllability point of view, the SBO wish to minimize the demand uncertainty
of the smart building. This is equivalent to minimize the variance of the PDF of p¯(n,δ ).
We note that the choice of a small value of δ will increase the variance of the number of
consuming appliances n. In the limit case when δ → 0, the variance of the PDLC controlled
system’s output approaches the variance of the system that does not use energy packets. We
state this property formally as follows.
Proposition 2.4 Let q(x) denote as the probability distribution of the number of ap-
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pliances x in the queue that are not using energy packets, and let q¯(n) be defined by q(x)
similar to (2.53). Then we have lim
δ→0
p¯(n,δ ) = q¯(n) for all n.
Proof. Based on queuing theory in (Kleinrock and Gail, 1996), q(x) is given by
q(x) =
{ q(0)(Ncx )(λ/µ)x, x < m
q(0)
(Nc
x
)
(λ/µ)x x!
mx−mm!
, x≥ m. (2.54)
Note that lim
δ→0
r(δ ) = λ/µ . Therefore p(x,δ ) equals to q(x) when δ → 0 and the Proposi-
tion holds. 
In addition, we note that the variance of n decreases as δ increases. This property is
hard to prove due to the complex structure in (2.51) and (2.52). We provide a proof for the
special case when λ = µ . The result is stated as follows.
Proposition 2.5 When λ = µ , the variance of the number of consuming devices n
decreases as δ increases.
Proof. When λ = µ , we have Nc = m(λ + µ)/λ = 2m. First we prove that for n =
0, . . . ,m− 1, p¯(n,δ ) decreases when we increase δ . We take a derivative to determine the
change of p¯(n,δ )
d
dδ p¯(n,δ ) =
d
dδ
[(2m
n
)
r(δ )n/p(0,δ )
]
,
=
[
d
dδ
(2m
n
)
r(δ )n]p(0,δ )+
(2m
n
)
r(δ )n[ ddδ p(0,δ )
]
p(0,δ )−2.
(2.55)
We only need the sign of the derivative to determine the monotonicity of p¯(n,δ ). It can be
verified that the sign in (2.55) equals the following
sgn(
d
dδ
p¯(n,δ )) =
m−1
∑
i=0
(
2m
i
)
r(δ )i(n− i)+
2m
∑
i=m
(
2m
i
)
r(δ )i(n− i) i!
mi−mm!
. (2.56)
Since the terms in the second summation are negative and i!
mi−mm!
≥ 1, we have
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sgn( ddδ p¯(n,δ )),
≤
m−1
∑
i=0
(2m
i
)
r(δ )i(n− i)+
2m
∑
i=m
(2m
i
)
r(δ )i(n− i),
≤
m−1
∑
i=0
(2m
i
)
r(δ )i(n− i)+
2m
∑
i=m+1
( 2m
2m−i
)
r(δ )i(n− i),
=
m−1
∑
i=0
(2m
i
)
r(δ )i(n− i)+
m−1
∑
i=0
(2m
i
)
r(δ )2m−i(n−2m+ i),
≤
m−1
∑
i=0
(2m
i
)
[r(δ )i− r(δ )2m−i](m−1− i).
(2.57)
The second inequality is derived by dropping the negative term
(2m
m
)
r(δ )m(n−m) and not-
ing that
(2m
i
)
=
( 2m
2m−i
)
. The third inequality is derived by substituting the maximum value
of n which is n = m−1. When δ > 0, r(δ )> 1, and the term r(δ )i− r(δ )2m−i is negative,
the above summation is negative and ddδ p¯(n,δ )< 0 for n= 0, . . . ,m−1. Therefore p¯(n,δ )
decreases for n = 0, . . . ,m− 1. Consequently p¯(m,δ ) increases as the sum of probability
equals to 1.
From (2.51) and (2.53), we know that p¯(n+1,δ )≥ p¯(n,δ ) for all δ and n= 0, . . . ,m−1
when λ = µ . Therefore when we increase δ , the probability distribution p¯(n,δ ) will be
concentrated more to the state n = m that decreases the variance of n. 
Remark 2.6 λ = µ is the scenario when the probability distribution of the number of
appliances in the uncontrolled queueing system has the maximum uncertainty (variance
and entropy). When λ < µ (λ > µ), the average aggregated level of consumption shifts to
the right (left) from the half consumption level that reduces the uncertainty of the system.
Consumer’s Flexibility of Energy Consumption
From consumer’s utility point of view, the SBO wishes to minimize the mean waiting time
that each consumer can have access to energy packet in demand response. Denote the mean
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number of consumers in the queue as
E(x(δ )) =
Nc
∑
i=0
p(i)i, (2.58)
based on Little’s Law we can calculate the average system time for each consumer to ac-
quire the desired amount of energy packets
S(δ ) =
E(x(δ ))
Nc−E(x(δ )) . (2.59)
Since the expected number of energy packets needs to be consumed to finish one duty cycle
is 1
1−e−µδ , consumer’s total waiting time (TWT) to get the desired amount of energy is
WTWT (δ ) =
E(x(δ ))
Nc−E(x(δ )) −
δ
1− e−µδ . (2.60)
In addition, the single waiting time (SWT) to have access to one energy packet is
WSWT (δ ) =
E(x(δ ))(1− e−µδ )
Nc−E(x(δ )) −δ . (2.61)
From consumer’s comfort aspect, the SBO wishes to choose small value of δ such that both
the TWT and SWT can be reduced. In the limit case when δ → 0, the SWT to access energy
packet can be reduced to 0 and the TWT to complete single duty cycle would maintain
the same as the scenario when the SBO does not use PDLC. Therefore, the use of small
duration of energy packet is helpful to guarantee fair energy share among large group of
consumers when resources are limited. We formally state the result as follows:
Proposition 2.6 Both WTWT (δ ) and WSWT (δ ) are monotonically increasing functions
of δ . Moreover,
lim
δ→0
WSWT (δ ) = 0,
lim
δ→0
WTWT (δ ) =WM/M/m.
(2.62)
where WM/M/m is waiting time for consumers to get electricity in conventional energy dis-
tribution protocol without using energy packets.
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From the above proposition, we see a trade off between the waiting time performance
and the variance of the energy consumption, namely when we decrease the value of packet
duration, we can reduce both the SWT and the TWT with a sacrifice of growing the con-
sumption variance. The good news is that this variance is bounded above by the variance
generated by the protocol that does not use packetized energy. This means we can always
achieve a variance reduction with the control protocol based on energy packets.
2.3.3 Quantifying System’s Performance
When procuring the same energy packet level at m, Section 2.2 shows that both perfor-
mances in terms of consumption uncertainty and consumers’ dis-utility will degrade when
the information level is degraded from continuous to binary. It is clear that procuring m en-
ergy packets is optimal for the SBO having continuous state information. We next find the
optimal energy procurement strategy when the SBO only has access to binary information.
In what follows, we will provide two metrics that will be used in optimizing m.
Energy Function Metric
The energy metric optimization is based on the intuition that a large number of reserved
energy packets will result in unnecessary excess capacity, while a small number of energy
packets will result in undesirable capacity deficiency. The optimal decision must strike
the balance between the two costs. Based on the steady state probability distribution of
consumers in the queue p(x,δ ) for the system procuring m energy packets in the day ahead
market, we define the capacity deficiency as
De(m,δ ) =
Nc
∑
x=m+1
p(x,δ )(x−m).
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And we define the excess capacity as
Ex(m,δ ) =
m−1
∑
x=0
p(x,δ )(m− x).
An optimal procurement level of energy packets will depend on the value of Ex(m,δ ) and
De(m,δ ). The following result describes the dependence Ex(m,δ ), De(m,δ ) on {m,δ}.
Proposition 2.7 The following two properties hold:
(1). The expected excess capacity Ex(m,δ ) is a monotonically increasing function of
m for fixed δ , and is a monotonically decreasing function of δ for fixed m.
(2). The expected capacity deficiency De(m,δ ) is a monotonically decreasing function
of m for fixed δ , and is a monotonically increasing function of δ for fixed m.
Proof. (1). We first prove that Ex(m,δ ) monotonically increases as a function of m.
When the SBO purchases m packets, denote the normalizing constant in (2.51) by
N(m) =
m−1
∑
i=0
(
Nc
i
)
r(δ )i+
Nc
∑
i=m
(
Nc
i
)
r(δ )i
i!
mi−mm!
. (2.63)
We consider the purchasing level n = m+ 1. Denote the normalizing constant for this
purchase level by N(n), it can be verified that
N(n)−N(m)
=
m
∑
i=0
(Nc
i
)
r(δ )i+
Nc
∑
i=m+1
(Nc
i
)
r(δ )i i!
(m+1)i−m−1(m+1)!
−
m−1
∑
i=0
(Nc
i
)
r(δ )i+
Nc
∑
i=m
(Nc
i
)
r(δ )i i!mi−mm!
=
Nc
∑
i=m+1
(Nc
i
)
r(δ )i
[
i!
(m+1)i−mm! − i!mi−mm!
]
< 0.
(2.64)
Denote p(x,δ ,m) as the steady state probability distribution that x appliances are in the
queue when the SBO has purchased reserves of m packets from the ISO and authorizes
packet duration δ , then p(0,δ ,m) = N(m)−1 and p(0,δ ,n) = N(n)−1. We have
p(0,δ ,m)< p(0,δ ,n). (2.65)
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From (2.51) and (2.65) we have
p(x,δ ,m)< p(x,δ ,m+1), ∀x < m. (2.66)
Based on the definition of excess capacity
Ex(m,δ )−Ex(n,δ )
=
m−1
∑
x=0
p(x,δ ,m)(m− x)−
m
∑
x=0
p(x,δ ,m+1)(m+1− x)
<
m−1
∑
x=0
p(x,δ ,m+1)(m− x)−
m
∑
x=0
p(x,δ ,m+1)(m+1− x)
= −
m
∑
x=0
p(x,δ ,m+1)< 0.
(2.67)
The above inequality indicates that the excess capacity increases as the SBO increases the
purchasing level m.
We next prove that Ex(m,δ )monotonically decreases as a function of δ . We investigate
how the steady state probability distribution in (2.51) will change as a function of δ . We
take the derivative with respect to δ and focus on the sign of the derivative to get
sgn[
d
dδ
p(x,δ )] = sgn[
m−1
∑
i=0
(
Nc
i
)
(x− i)ri(δ )+
Nc
∑
i=m
(x− i)ri(δ ) i!
mi−mm!
] (2.68)
It can be verified that sgn[ ddδ p(0,δ )] < 0 and that sgn[
d
dδ p(N,δ )] > 0. Since the value in
the square bracket in (2.68) is a monotonically increasing function of x, the sign in (2.68)
only changes once. There exists a value x? such that
sgn[
d
dδ
p(x,δ )]
{ ≤ 0, x≤ x?
≥ 0, x≥ x?+1 . (2.69)
Now consider a slight decrease of packet length from δ to δ¯ , which results in a change
in the probability distribution from p(x,δ ) to p(x, δ¯ ) for each state x with corresponding
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probability change ∆(x) = p(x,δ )− p(x, δ¯ ). We have
∆(x)
{ ≤ 0 x≤ x?
≥ 0 x≥ x?+1 (2.70)
In addition to the conservation of probability we have,
Nc
∑
x=0
∆(x) = 0. (2.71)
The change of the excess capacity is given by
Ex(m,δ )−Ex(m, δ¯ ) =
m−1
∑
x=0
(m− x)(p(x,δ )− p(x, δ¯ )) =
m−1
∑
x=0
(m− x)∆(x). (2.72)
When x? ≥ m, ∆(x) in the above equation is less than zero. It is clear that Ex(m,δ ) will
decrease when δ increases. When x? ≤ m−1, based on (2.72) we have
Ex(m,δ )−Ex(m, δ¯ ) =
x?
∑
x=0
(m− x)∆(x)+
m−1
∑
x=x?+1
(m− x)∆(x)
< (m− x?)
m−1
∑
x=0
∆(x)+(m− x?−1)
m−1
∑
x=x?+1
∆(x)
=−(m− x?)
Nc
∑
x=m
∆(x)−
m−1
∑
x=x?+1
∆(x)
< 0,
(2.73)
where the equality above is from (2.70) and the third equality is from (2.71). Therefore the
excess capacity decreases as we increase δ for fixed m.
(2) We first prove that De(m,δ ) monotonically decreases as a function of m. We inves-
tigate how p(x,δ ) changes when the number of packets being served changes from m to
m+ 1. From the previous proof, we know that p(x,δ ) will decrease when x ≤ m. When
x≥ m+1, similar to the derivation in (2.68) we have
sgn[p(x,δ ,m)− p(x,δ ,m+1)] = sgn[mm−x/p(0,δ ,m+1)− (m+1)m−x/p(0,δ ,m)].
(2.74)
It can be verified that the sign only changes once as we increase x. Defining ∆¯(x) =
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p(x,δ ,m)− p(x,δ ,m+1), then there exists a x? such that
∆¯(x)
{ ≤ 0 x≤ x?
≥ 0 x≥ x?+1 . (2.75)
Repeating the proof in the first part of this proposition, it can be seen that capacity defi-
ciency De(x,δ ) decreases as m increases for a fixed δ .
We next prove that the De(m,δ ) monotonically increases as a function of δ . From the
definition of capacity deficiency
De(m,δ )−De(m, δ¯ ) = ∑Nx=m+1(x−m)(p(x,δ )− p(x, δ¯ )),
= ∑Nx=m+1(x−m)∆(x).
(2.76)
When x? ≤m, ∆(x) in the above equation is greater than zero. It is clear that De(m,δ ) will
increase when δ increases. When x? ≥ m+1, using a derivation similar to above based on
(2.70), (2.71), and (2.76) we have
De(m,δ )−De(m, δ¯ ) =
x?
∑
x=m+1
(x−m)∆(x)+
Nc
∑
x=x?+1
(x−m)∆(x)
> (x?−m)
x?
∑
x=m+1
∆(x)+(x?+1−m)
Nc
∑
x=x?+1
∆(x)
=−(x?−m)
m
∑
x=1
∆(x)+
Nc
∑
x=x?+1
∆(x)
> 0.
(2.77)
This indicates that the capacity deficiency increases when we increase δ for fixed m. 
Since the units of both the excess capacity and the capacity deficiency are energy pack-
ets, we propose that the optimal energy packet procurement m? can be gotten by minimizing
the summed cost of the two metrics. Denote T (m) as the total performance degradation,
the SBO can determine the optimal energy procurement m? based on energy metric mini-
mization
min
m∈[1,Nc]
E(m,δ ) = Ex(m,δ )+De(m,δ ). (2.78)
We show that E(m,δ ) is a convex function guaranteeing that the optimal m? is unique.
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For the rest of the thesis, we will assume that the packet duration δ is fixed based on the
contract between the SBO and consumers. And we will omit δ for notational simplicity,
e.g. E(m,δ ) will be E(m), De(m,δ ) will be De(m), etc.
Proposition 2.8 E(m) is a convex function of m.
Proof. We prove by showing that both the excess capacity Ex(m) and the capacity
deficiency De(m) are convex functions of m. The relation between the excess capacity
Ex(m) and the system throughput T h(m) is
[m−Ex(m)]µ = T h(m).
It has been shown that in a closed queuing network T h(m) is a concave function of m
(Shanthikumar and Yao, 1989), and therefore Ex(m) is a convex function of m. To see the
convexity of De(m), we have
De(m) =
Nc
∑
x=m+1
p(x)(x−m)
=
Nc
∑
x=0
p(x)(x−m)−
m
∑
x=0
p(x)(x−m)
= Q(m)−m+Ex(m)
(2.79)
where Q(m) is the mean number of consumers in the queue. The steady state arrival rate
of the closed queue is product of the single arrival rate and the mean number of idle ap-
pliances: λ [Nc−Q(m)]. The steady state departure rate is the throughput of the system:
µ[m−Ex(m)]. Since the steady state arrival and departure rates are equal to each other
λ [Nc−Q(m)] = µ[m−Ex(m)], (2.80)
we have
Q(m) = Nc− µλ [m−Ex(m)]. (2.81)
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Substituting (2.81) into (2.79) we get
De(m) = Nc− (1+ µλ )[m−Ex(m)]
is a convex function of m. 
If we express both Ex(m) and De(m) as a function of the mean queue length Q(m), then
E(m) becomes
E(m) = (1+2λ/µ)Q(m)+m−2λ/µNc. (2.82)
Hence the optimal m? is chosen to satisfy Q′(m?) =− 11+2λ/µ .
Remark 2.7 The energy metric optimization is not restricted to the form in (2.78). In
fact we can add weight coefficient on both Ex(m) and De(m). One reasonable weight on
Ex(m) is the day-ahead energy costs penalizing unnecessary procurement, and weight on
De(m) is the predicted real time energy costs penalizing the balancing purchase caused by
deficiency.
Welfare Function Metric
The concept of capacity deficiency and excess capacity can be translated to derive a welfare
metric based optimization – (i) capacity deficiency results in a dis-continuity of electric-
ity consumption and therefore results in room temperature deviations from the allowable
range, and (ii) excess capacity incurs unnecessary energy reserve costs. These two costs
are quantified as follows.
The capacity deficiency characterizes the extra waiting time consumers need to spend
in the queuing system to complete the energy packets service for one duty cycle. Based on
(2.79) and (2.80), De(m) is related to Q(m) by
De(m) = (1+
λ
µ
)Q(m)− λ
µ
Nc.
Therefore the consumer’s extra time spent in the system W (m) can be derived from Little’s
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Law:
W (m) =
De(m)+ λµNc
λ [Nc−De(m)] −
1
µ
.
It can be shown that W ′(m) < 0, W ′′(m) > 0, and therefore W (m) is a decreasing convex
function. When the comfort bandwidth is relatively small compared to the distance between
indoor and outdoor temperatures, the room temperature deviation ∆T (m) drifts linearly
with the consumers’ waiting time. Hence
∆T (m) = κW (m),
where temperature drift rate κ can be determined by the duty off cycle. The welfare char-
acterization of consumer’s dis-utility g(·) can be defined as a function of the temperature
deviation ∆T (m) as g(∆(m)). If the utility function g(∆T (m)) is convex and non-decreasing
w.r.t ∆T (m), as assumed in (Hammerstrom et al., 2007; Caramanis et al., 2012), g(∆T (m))
is then a monotonically decreasing and convex function. This can be easily checked by the
first and second order conditions
d
dm
g(∆T (m)) =
d
d∆T (m)
g(∆T (m))∆T ′(m)< 0,
and
d
dm2 g(∆T (m)) =
d
d∆T (m)2 g(∆T (m))∆T
′(m)2+
d
d∆T (m)g(∆T (m))∆T
′′(m)> 0.
Hence g(∆T (m))will be used to translate capacity deficiency in energy metric optimization
into consumers’ utility in welfare optimization.
Next we translate excess capacity into the welfare metric which can be done straight-
forwardly as follows. The penalty h(·) for having of excess capacity can be defined as a
linear function of Ex(m) where the coefficient can be either the energy purchasing price or
the energy reserving price depending on the contract between the SBO and the ISO. Given
Ex(m) is convex, h(·) is also convex. To this end, the monetary metric optimization solves
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for m? such that
m? = arg min
m∈[1,Nc]
g(∆T (m))+h(Ex(m)).
Similar to the energy metric optimization, we can transform both ∆T (m) and Ex(m) to
Q(m). The unique welfare based solution can be gotten by minimizing the welfare metric
W(m) defined as
W(m) = g
(
κ(
Q(m)
λ (N−Q(m)) −
1
µ
)
)
+h
(
m− λ
µ
[N−Q(m)]). (2.83)
2.3.4 Impact of Renewable Energy
When the SBO procures day-ahead energy packets from traditional resources, there is no
volatility in terms of the actual amount of energy packets that the SBO can get. Therefore
the day-ahead energy procurement strategy is to purchase m? minimizing the energy metric
(2.78) or the welfare perspective (2.83). However, when the SBO purchases energy with
a combination of deterministic (traditional) and volatile (renewable) resources, the actual
number of available packets as well as the real time performance will be stochastic that de-
pends on the probability distribution of the volatile resources. In the following, we analyze
the impact of volatile energy on the system performance.
We begin by modeling the distribution of volatile resources and focus on wind gener-
ation. We use a Gaussian as the wind prediction error model. This is typically used for
short term wind prediction for time scales between 6 and 48 hours ahead of operating time
(Hodge and Milligan, 2011; Bludszuweit et al., 2008). Suppose the SBO has access to wind
generation resources, and suppose the realization of wind energy Pv satisfies the following
Gaussian distribution with prediction mean Pr and variance σ2
Pv ∼ N(Pr,σ2).
In addition to wind energy, the SBO can choose to purchase a certain amount of traditional
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energy denoted as Pt . This yields the following probability distribution of the number of
packets m that will be available in real time
m = Pv+Pt ∼ N(Pr +Pt ,σ2), (2.84)
and yields the following expected system welfare W¯(Pr,Pt ,σ) defined in (2.83)
W¯(Pr,Pt ,σ) =
∫
p(m,Pr,Pt ,σ)W(m)dm (2.85)
where p(m,Pr,Pt ,σ) is the probability that the SBO will have m number of available pack-
ets governed by the Gaussian distribution in (2.84). Similar to the uniqueness of m? when
the SBO procures solely traditional energy, we prove that the optimal procurement Pt is
unique when the SBO is provided with the wind resources distribution.
Proposition 2.9 For given {Pr,σ} characterizing the wind energy, there is a unique Pt
that minimizes W¯(Pr,Pt ,σ).
Proof. Since m∼ N(Pt +Pr,σ2), we have
W¯(Pr,Pt ,σ) =
∫ 1√
2piσ2
e−
(m−Pr−Pt )2
2σ2 W(m)dm.
Letting M = (m−Pr−Pt)/σ be a change of variable
W¯(Pr,Pt) =
1√
2piσ2
∫
e−
M2
2 W(Pr +Pt +Mσ)dM. (2.86)
Based on Leibniz integral rule, the second order derivative of the cost function w.r.t Pt is
1√
2piσ2
∫
e−
M2
2
∂
∂P2t
W(Pr +Pt +Mσ)dM, (2.87)
which is strictly positive due to the convexity of W(·). Hence W¯(Pr,Pt ,σ) is a convex
function of Pt for volatile features {Pr,σ}, and we have a unique optimal Pt . 
We proceed to analyze the impact of wind energy on the optimal system welfare. We
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first discuss the scenario when Pr and σ are uncorrelated. The result is shown in Proposition
2.10 that increased uncertainty σ will decrease the welfare. This result is then extended to
wind output having correlated mean and variance where the variance linearly increases
with the mean σ = kPr. This corresponds to the case where the wind farm output is the
summation of small wind mills locating at the same spot.
Proposition 2.10 Define
F(Pr,σ) = min
Pt
W¯(Pr,Pt ,σ) (2.88)
then F(·, ·) increases as σ increases.
Proof. Consider two levels of volatile resource uncertainty σ1 < σ2. Denote Pt2 as
the optimal solution for {Pr,σ2}, and denote P¯ = Pr +Pt2 as the mean number of packets
expected in real time. We compare the value of W¯(P¯,σ1) and W¯(P¯,σ2).
The probability distribution of the number of packets in the two scenarios are m1 ∼
N(P¯,σ21 ) and m2 ∼ N(P¯,σ22 ). Based on the symmetric property of Gaussian distributions,
there is a positive value of k such that{
p(m, P¯,σ1)≤ p(m, P¯,σ2), if |m− P¯| ≥ k
p(m, P¯,σ1)> p(m, P¯,σ2), otherwise.
We have
W¯(P¯,σ1)
=
P¯−k∫
−∞
p(m, P¯,σ1)W(m)dm+
+∞∫
P¯+k
p(m, P¯,σ1)W(m)dm
P¯∫
P¯−k
p(m, P¯,σ1)W(m)dm+
P¯+k∫¯
P
p(m, P¯,σ1)W(m)dm.
(2.89)
Letting m = 2P¯−M and using the fact that a Gaussian distribution is symmetric around P¯:
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p(m, P¯,σ1) = p(2P¯−m, P¯,σ1) we have
+∞∫
P¯+k
p(m, P¯,σ1)W(m)dm =
−∞∫
P¯−k
p(2P¯−M, P¯,σ1)W(2P¯−M)d(2P¯−M),
=
P¯−k∫
−∞
p(M, P¯,σ1)W(2P¯−M)dM.
(2.90)
Similarly,
P¯+k∫
P¯
p(m, P¯,σ1)W(m)dm =
P¯∫
P¯−k
p(m, P¯,σ1)W(2P¯−m)dm. (2.91)
Substituting (2.90) and (2.91) into (2.89) we have
W¯(P¯,σ1) =
P¯−k∫
−∞
p(m, P¯,σ1)[W(m)+W(2P¯−m)]dm+
P¯∫
P¯−k
p(m, P¯,σ1)[W(m)+W(2P¯−m)]dm.
(2.92)
Similarly we can have the expression of W(P¯,σ2) which together with (2.92) is used to
derive
W¯(P¯,σ1)−W¯(P¯,σ2)
=
P¯−k∫
−∞
[p(m, P¯,σ1)− p(m, P¯,σ2)][W(m)+W(2P¯−m)]dm+
P¯∫
P¯−k
[p(m, P¯,σ1)− p(m, P¯,σ2)[W(m)+W(2P¯−m)]dm.
(2.93)
For any m1,m2 such that m1 ≤ P¯− k ≤ m2 ≤ P¯, we have
[W(m1)+W(2P¯−m1)]− [W(m2)+W(2P¯−m2)]
= [W(m1)−W(m2)]+ [W(2P¯−m1)−W(2P¯−m2)]
≥ m2−m1P¯−m1 [W(m1)−W(P¯)]+
m1−m2
m1−P¯ [W(2P¯−m1)−W(P¯)]
= m2−m1P¯−m1 [W(m1)−2W(P¯)+W(2P¯−m1)]≥ 0. (2.94)
The inequality is derived based on the Jensen’s inequality on W(·). Let C1 = inf
{
W(m)+
W(2P¯−m)|m ∈ (−∞, P¯− k]
}
and C2 = sup
{
W(m)+W(2P¯−m)|m ∈ [ ¯P− k, P¯]
}
. From
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(2.94) we have C1 ≥C2. Therefore we have for (2.93)
W¯(P¯,σ1)−W¯(P¯,σ2)
≤ C1
P¯−k∫
−∞
p(m, P¯,σ1)− p(m, P¯,σ2)dm+
C2
P¯∫
P¯−k
p(m, P¯,σ1)− p(m, P¯,σ2)dm,
= (C1−C2)
P¯−k∫
−∞
p(m, P¯,σ1)− p(m, P¯,σ2)dm≤ 0.
The first inequality is derived since p(m, P¯,σ1) < p(m, P¯,σ2) for m ∈ (−∞, P¯− k) and
p(m, P¯,σ1)> p(m, P¯,σ2) for m ∈ (P¯−k, P¯). The second equality is derived from the prop-
erty of Gaussian distributions
P¯∫
−∞
[
p(m, P¯,σ1)− p(m, P¯σ2)
]
dm = 0.
Hence the system costs will increase when the uncertainty increases from σ1 to σ2
W¯(Pr,Pt2,σ1)≤ W¯(Pr,Pt2,σ2). (2.95)
Denoting Pt1 as the minimizer for wind uncertainty level σ1, we have
W¯(Pr,Pt1,σ1)≤ W¯(Pr,Pt2,σ1)≤ W¯(Pr,Pt2,σ2).
This ends the proof. 
We extend the analysis to the scenario when the wind output mean and variance cor-
relate. Suppose a wind farm is composed of many wind turbines having relatively small
value of output with Gaussian distributions
δr ∼ N(δm,σ2δ ).
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Then the scaled output of the wind farm with n wind turbines is
nδr ∼ N(nδm,(nσδ )2),
Clearly the standard deviation of the aggregated output σ = nσδ scales with mean output
Pr = nδm with constant coefficient of variation k = σδ/δm. The more expected resources
the SBO wishes to reserve, the more uncertainty it will face, and hence the system costs.
This is formally stated as follows.
Corollary 2.1 If the wind output has correlated mean and variance satisfying
Pv ∼ N(Pr,(kPr)2),
then the system costs F(Pr,kPr) in (2.88) will increase as Pr increases.
Proof. Consider two levels of wind output Pr1 < Pr2 , and denote Pt2 as the optimal
traditional energy procurement under Pr2 . From (2.95) we know that we can carefully
choose Pt = Pt2 +Pr2−Pr1 such that W¯(Pr1,kPr1,Pt)≤ W¯(Pr2,kPr2,Pt2). Denoting Pt1 as the
optimal solution under Pr1 , we will have
W¯(Pr1,kPr1,Pt1)≤ W¯(Pr1,kPr1 ,Pt)≤ W¯(Pr2,kPr2 ,Pt2).
This ends the proof. 
Propositions and Corollary above indicate that the system welfare cost will increase
as either the mean or the variance of wind resources increases. The introduction of wind
resources does not bring benefits to real time operation. However, wind energy is helpful
from the day-ahead point of view by reducing the costs of purchasing Pt that is needed
otherwise. This yields a trade-off where we need to jointly minimize the day ahead energy
procurement and real time operating welfare costs. In Section 2.4, we will discuss the
optimal energy purchase strategy in both day-ahead and real time markets.
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2.3.5 Model Comparison
We will end Section 2.3 by discussing the two underlying models which the SBO assumes
to characterize the behaviours of appliances in the buildings. The first model with full tem-
perature information is a drift process that results in a deterministic duty cycle. This is dif-
ferent from the second model in which exponential inter-arrival time is assumed. To trans-
form the deterministic model into a stochastic model, we assume that consumers’ random
behaviors will affect the thermal model by contributing i.i.d Gaussian random variables
w(t) ∼ N(0,σ2) between each interval [t, t + dt]. Therefore the contribution introduced
by the randomness between time [s, t] is a Brownian diffusion process. When the outside
temperature is far from the set point such as in the hot summer or cold winter, the drift
rate (Tout−T )/τ can be viewed as a constant (Tout−Tset)/τ . Hence the stochastic thermal
model becomes the following drift-diffusion process
dT = (Tout−Tset)/τdt+σdB(t). (2.96)
The inter-arrival time for an idle appliance to request an energy packet is the first passage
time that the temperature rises from Tmin to Tmin+∆ which is inverse Gaussian distributed
p(t) =
∆√
2piσ2t3
exp
[
− [∆− (Tout−Tset)t/τ]
2
2σ2t
]
. (2.97)
To have a reasonable choice of λ in the Markov model, we need to match the mean arrival
time to the mean time of the first passage,
1
λ
=
∞∫
t=0
t p(t)dt =
∆τ
Tout−Tset . (2.98)
Hence we choose λ = Tout−Tset∆τ . When the first order information is matched, we consider
the proximity of the second order information. The variance of the exponential inter-arrival
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time model is ( ∆τTout−Tset )
2. The variance of the first passage time model is ∆σ
2τ3
(Tout−Tset)3
.
Therefore the variance of the two models will be equal when the variance of the noise
satisfies σ2? =
∆(Tout−Tset)
τ . If the variance of the noise is around σ
2
? , we will see in Section
2.3.6 the Markov model can accurately capture the duty cycle of the thermal process. If the
variance of the noise is too large or small, then it will corrupt the accuracy of the Markov
model with exponential duty cycle time assumption.
2.3.6 Simulation of Binary Information based PDLC
Fig. 2·4 shows the trade off between reducing the consumption uncertainty and the SWT
and that we cannot expect to reduce both when we vary the packet length δ . However,
the increase of δ results in a significant increase in the SWT, but an insignificant decrease
of the consumption variance. This indicates that the effectiveness of decreasing the con-
sumption uncertainty by increasing the value of packet length δ is limited. In order to
essentially decrease the uncertainty of the aggregated consumption, we need more than
binary information.
The duty cycle distributions differ when we use a stochastic thermal model and the
Markov model that are inverse Gaussian distributed and exponential distributed, respec-
tively. However, when the variance of the noise is moderate, the Markov model can accu-
rately capture the essence of the inter-arrival times; see Fig. 2·5. We simulate the first 1000
inter-arrival times based on the stochastic thermal model as well as the Markov model. The
samples are then used to draw the probability density function [PDF] and the cumulative
density function [CDF] of the inter-arrival time with the blue curve being the distribution
for the stochastic thermal model, and the red curve being the Markov model. We note that
when the variance of the noise is too large (small), then the thermal model inter-arrival time
distribution becomes flat (deterministic). This can result in an inaccurate Markov model
that may invalidate the assumption of exponential duty cycles.
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Figure 2·4: Trade off illustration between the reduction of the consumption
uncertainty and the SWT. With limited binary state information, we cannot
expect to decrease both simultaneously by varying δ .
2.4 Optimal Energy Procurement
We discuss the optimal energy purchasing strategy for the SBO in different market settings.
We begin by focusing on single market participation in Section 2.4.1 where the SBO only
participates in the day-ahead energy market by purchasing certain amounts of traditional
and wind energy at given day ahead prices. On the next day, it will utilize what has been
purchased. This analysis is then extended in 2.4.2 when the SBO can participate in both
day-ahead and real time market. The SBO exercises the same choices in the day-ahead
market as before. In addition, the SBO can choose to procure additional balancing energy
or sell day-ahead purchased energy back to the market based on the realization of wind
output.
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Figure 2·5: Compare the inter-arrival time generated by the inverse Gaus-
sian distribution and the exponential distribution. With moderate value of
the noise, the Markov model can accurately capture the inter-arrival charac-
teristic of the stochastic thermal model.
2.4.1 Single Market Participation
Suppose the SBO participates only in the day-ahead market and plans to optimally pro-
cure a certain number of energy packets from both traditional and volatile resources such
that it minimizes the summed costs of the energy purchase and real time welfare costs
W¯(Pt ,Pr,σ). Here W¯(Pt ,Pr,σ) is defined by (2.85) with W(m) = g
(
κ( Q(m)λ (N−Q(m)) − 1µ )
)
containing only the consumer’s waiting time to access energy packets. In the day ahead,
the unit traditional energy price is known to the SBO as kt . We consider the following two
statistical characterizations of wind energy availability.
The first model characterizes wind availability as a process with a fixed mean Pr and
standard deviation σ that cannot be chosen by the SBO. For instance, the SBO can locally
connect to a wind farm within its microgrid whose statistical output is determined by its
location, time, etc. The SBO’s objective is to minimize over Pt while having fixed Pr and
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σ :
min
Pt
ktPt +W¯(Pr,Pt ,σ). (2.99)
Clearly (2.99) is a convex function given the second term is convex as shown in Prop. 4. It
is straightforward to find the unique optimal Pt .
In the second model the wind output has correlated mean and variance due to the ag-
gregation of many small windmills. The wind output Pv has the same distribution as in
Corollary 2.1
Pv ∼ N(Pr,(kPr)2).
The SBO can flexibly sign contracts for outputs of certain number of wind turbines in order
to get wind energy in real time. The SBO would solve over Pt and Pr to minimize the total
operation costs. (We omit the third argument in W¯(·) since the variance depends on the
mean.)
min
Pt ,Pr
ktPt + krPr +W¯(Pr,Pt). (2.100)
In (2.100),kr is the unit reservation price for wind energy (satisfying kr < kt) that is used to
cover the low operation costs and capacity costs of wind turbines. Proposition 2.11 proves
that W¯(Pt ,Pr,kPr) is jointly convex in {Pt ,Pr}, and this guarantees a unique procurement
solution.
Proposition 2.11 W¯(Pt ,Pr) is jointly convex of Pt ,Pr.
Proof. From (2.82) we have
W¯(Pt ,Pr) =
∞∫
−∞
p(m,Pt ,Pr)W(m)dm,
=
∞∫
−∞
1√
2pik2P2r
e
(m−Pt−Pr)2
2(kPr)2 W(m)dm,
= 1√
2pi
∞∫
−∞
e−
M2
2 W(Pt +(1+ kM)Pr)dM.
The last equation is gotten by a change of variable M = m−Pt−PrkPr . We prove the Hessian of
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W¯(Pt ,Pr) is positive definite
H(W¯)(Pt ,Pr) =
 ∂ 2∂P2t W¯ ∂ 2∂Pt∂Pr W¯
∂ 2
∂Pr∂Pt W¯
∂ 2
∂P2r
W¯
 0.
Based on Leibniz integral rule
∂ 2
∂P2t
W¯ = 1√
2pi
∞∫
−∞
e−
M2
2 W′′(Pt +(1+ kM)Pr)dM,
∂ 2
∂P2r
W¯ = 1√
2pi
∞∫
−∞
e−
M2
2 (1+ kM)2W′′(Pt +(1+ kM)Pr)dM,
∂ 2
∂Pr∂Pt W¯ =
1√
2pi
∞∫
−∞
e−
M2
2 (1+ kM)W′′(Pt +(1+ kM)Pr)dM.
(2.101)
Therefore based on the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (2.101), the determinant of the
Hessian satisfies
∂ 2
∂P2t
W¯
∂ 2
∂P2r
W¯− ( ∂
2
∂Pr∂Pt
W¯)2 > 0.
In addition ∂
2
∂P2t
W¯ > 0, so the Hessian is positive definite. W¯(Pt ,Pr) is jointly convex of
Pt ,Pr. 
2.4.2 Double Markets Participation
The single market operation is a straightforward one step optimization problem. In a more
realistic model, the SBO participates in both the day-ahead and real time market to procure
energy packets. As in Section 2.4.1, the day ahead market allows the SBO to reserve a
certain number of energy packets Pt with purchasing unit cost of kt . When the actual wind
resource Pv is revealed, the SBO can either sell back or purchase additional energy packets
based on its need. If it sells back energy packets, it will be credited with γkt per unit
where γ is the discount factor for diminished value of energy. If the SBO wishes to procure
additional balancing energy, it will be purchased with higher unit price kb > kt . This is
unknown in the day-ahead market, but the probability distribution p(kb) can be modelled
and is known to the SBO based on data history.
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The double market participation is a two stage decision problem which can be solved
backwards from the second to the first stage. In the second stage, namely the real time op-
eration, the optimal strategy is to choose x1 amount of packets from day-ahead reservation
and x2 from balancing energy to solve
min
x1,x2
kbx2− γkt(Pt− x1)+W(x1+ x2+Pv)
s.t. x1 ≤ Pt , x1,x2 ≥ 0
(2.102)
The second term is the credit the SBO will receive by selling Pt − x1 energy packets back
to the market. Denote the optimal value of (2.102), namely the real time optimal operation
costs, as R(Pt ,Pv,kb), which is a function of day ahead purchase Pt , and the stochastic price
kb and wind output Pv. The first stage, namely the day ahead optimal reservation for Pt to
hedge price and resource uncertainty, is to solve
min
Pt≥0
ktPt + E
Pv,kb
[R(Pt ,Pv,kb)]. (2.103)
In (2.103) we assume that the SBO cannot optimize over Pr, this assumption will be re-
laxed in what follows. From standard sensitivity analysis, we note that for a fixed pair
of {Pv,kb}, R(Pt ,Pv,kb) is a convex function of Pt . Therefore E
Pv,kb
[R(Pt ,Pv,kb)], which is
the expected value of the optimal real time operating cost overs price uncertainty kb and
resource uncertainty Pv, is also convex. A first necessary order condition requires
kt +
d
dPt
E
Pv,kb
[R(Pt ,Pv,kb)] = 0.
Since the uncertainty is independent of Pt , we solve the equivalent problem
kt + E
Pv,kb
[
d
dPt
R(Pt ,Pv,kb)] = 0.
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The Lagrangian function of the real time problem (2.102) is
L(x1,x2,µ) = kbx2− γkt(Pt− x1)+W(x1+ x2+Pv)
+µ(x1−Pt).
Denoting µ?(Pt ,Pv,kb) as the dual variable associated with the constraint x1 ≤ Pt at opti-
mality, then
d
dPt
R(Pt ,Pv,kt,h) =−γPt−µ?(Pt ,Pv,kb).
Therefore the optimality condition is equivalent to
(1− γ)kt− E
Pv,kb
[µ?(Pt ,Pv,kb)] = 0. (2.104)
Problem (2.104) can be solved iteratively by stochastic approximation with proper step size
α(t) (Bottou, 1998). Proposition 2.12 formally establishes the almost sure convergence of
Pt to the optimum.
Proposition 2.12 Denote P?t as the optimal solution to (2.103), and {Pv(i),kb(i)} as
randomly generated sample uncertainty in the i−th iteration. If we update Pt according to
Pt(i+1) = Pt(i)−α(i)[(1− γ)kt−µ?(Pt(i),Pv(i),kb(i))]
where α(i) = 1/i and µ?(Pt(i),Pv(i),kb(i)) is the dual variable for constraint x1 ≤ Pt in
(2.102) gotten at optimality, then Pt(i) converges to P?t with probability 1 as i→ ∞.
Proof. The proof is similar to Section 4.3–4.5 in (Bottou, 1998). 
A key assumption to guarantee the almost sure convergence is that the uncertainty in
the second stage is independent of the decision in the first stage. The two stage problem
becomes more difficult when the SBO can reserve and optimize over both Pt and Pr. In this
case, the uncertainty Pv revealed in the second stage is a decision dependent variable based
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on Pr. For the day ahead decision, we solve
min
Pt ,Pr≥0
ktPt + krPr + E
Pv,kb
[R(Pt ,Pv,kb)]
s.t. Pv ∼ N(Pr,(kPr)2)
(2.105)
where kr is the unit cost for reserving wind energy, and Pv is a Gaussian random variable
depending on the decision Pr. The optimality condition for Pt is the same as in (2.104). The
optimality condition for Pr can be derived by taking the derivative of the objective function
in (2.105)
kr + ∂∂Pr
E
Pv,kb
[
R(Pt ,Pv,kb)
]
= kr +E
kb
[ ∫
Pv
R(Pt ,Pv,kb) ∂∂Pr
p(Pv|Pr)dPv
]
= kr +E
kb
[ ∫
Pv
R(Pt ,Pv,kb) 1Pr (
Pv(Pv−Pr)
(kPr)2
−1)p(Pv|Pr)dPv
]
= kr + E
kb,Pv
[
R(Pt ,Pv,kt,h) 1Pr (
Pv(Pv−Pr)
(kPr)2
−1)
]
.
(2.106)
The second equality is gotten since the conditional distribution is
p(Pv|Pr) = 1√
2pikPr
e−
1
2k2
(Pv/Pr−1)2 , (2.107)
and therefore
∂
∂Pr
p(Pv|Pr) = 1Pr (
Pv(Pv−Pr)
(kPr)2
−1)p(Pv|Pr).
For notational simplicity, we let
f (Pv,Pr) =
1
Pr
(
Pv(Pv−Pr)
k2P2r
−1) (2.108)
and substitute f (Pv,Pr) into (2.106) to get the optimality condition for Pr
kr + E
Pv,kb
[
R(Pt ,Pv,kb) f (Pv,Pr)
]
= 0. (2.109)
Hence the day-ahead procurement can be gotten by jointly solving (2.109) and (2.104).
Remember the almost sure convergence of the stochastic approximation algorithm requires
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that the uncertainty is independent of the control. This is satisfied for Pt which will not
affect uncertainties, but is partially satisfied for Pr which will affect Pv. Therefore the
stochastic update for Pt and Pr will not have the same structure, namely in updating Pr we
need to get rid off the affect of Pv by taking multiple samples.
We will present three stochastic approximation algorithms to solve for the optimal Pt
and Pr. The first algorithm shares the same algorithmic structure as Proposition 2.12 and
tries to update Pt and Pr separately. For a fixed Pr, we update Pt as in Proposition 2.12.
For a fixed Pt , we update Pr by evaluating the objective function’s stochastic gradient with
respect to kb uncertainty. This algorithm will guarantee to reach optimality almost surely,
but the execution is slow due to time consuming evaluations in updating Pr where we need
to take multiple samples of Pv to estimate the true gradient. The second algorithm, which
simultaneously updates Pr and Pt , is fast in reaching a neighbourhood of the optimal solu-
tion, but it will persist to oscillate and not converge. The third algorithm is a combination
of the first two algorithms. It first uses the second algorithm to approach the neighbourhood
of the optimal solution, and then it switches to the first algorithm to guarantee the almost
sure convergence.
Before proceeding to the three algorithms, we first prove that the problem defined in
(2.105) has the following property that guarantees the uniqueness of the optimal solution.
Proposition 2.13 There is a unique local optimal Pt (Pr) that minimizes (2.105), which
is also global optimal for a fixed level of the other variable.
Proof. It is equivalent to prove that E
Pv,kb
[R(Pt ,Pv,kb)] is a convex function of Pt (Pr)
while the other variable is fixed. Note that
E
Pv,kb
[
R(Pt ,Pv,kb)
]
= E
kb
[∫
R(Pt ,Pv,kb)p(Pv|Pr)dPv
]
= E
kb
[∫
R(Pt ,(1+ kM)Pr,kb)e−
M2
2 dM
] (2.110)
where the second equation is gotten by a change of variable M = Pv−PrkPr . It is left to prove
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that R(Pt ,(1+kM)Pr,kb) is convex. In what follow, we prove the convexity of (2.110) w.r.t
Pr. The proof for Pt follows similarly.
Note that the balancing energy price is strictly greater than day-ahead energy price, i.e.
kb > kt . Therefore the SBO will have only three purchasing options (i) purchase neither
x1,x2, (ii) purchase x2 = 0 and x1 ≤ Pt , and (iii) purchase x1 = Pt and x2 ≥ 0. The optimal
real time operation cost will have the corresponding structure:
R(Pt ,(1+ kM)Pr,kb) =
{ −γktPt +W((1+ kM)Pr), if (i)
−γkt(Pt− x1)+W(x1+(1+ kM)Pr), if (ii)
kbx2+W(Pt + x2+(1+ kM)Pr), if (iii)
(2.111)
Namely the real time cost is a piece-wise continuous function having three parts corre-
sponding to (2.111). Since W(·) is convex, each piece-wise function is convex. In addition,
both sub-gradients exist at the points that joint cases (i), (ii) and cases (ii), (iii). Therefore
the piecewise function is convex in Pr. 
Algorithm 2.1 below is based on Proposition 2.13 that indicates that there is a unique
optimal solution to update either Pt or Pr while having the other fixed. According to Propo-
sition 2.12, if the uncertainty is independent of the decision variable, stochastic approxima-
tion can be used to find the optimal solution. This indicates that we can iteratively update
Pt and Pr to approach the global optimal solution.
Algorithm 2.1
(1) Set initial value of Pt(0) and Pr(0). Set j = 0.
(2) Update Pt for fixed Pr. Let P0t = Pt( j) and for i = 0,1, ...,M with some large M
generate i.i.d samples of kib, and P
i
v based on Pr( j). Solve (2.102) to get the dual variable
µ?(Pit ,Piv,kib). Update P
i
t according to
Pi+1t = P
i
t −αi((1− γ)kt−µ?(Pit ,Piv,kib)).
Let Pt( j+1) = PMt after the M−th iteration.
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(3) Update Pr for fixed Pt. Let P0r = Pr( j) and for i = 0,1, ...,M with some large
M generate i.i.d samples of kib. Solve (2.102) under different Pv to get the dual variable
R(Pt( j+1),Pv,kib). Calculate the derivative w.r.t Pr by the following integration∫
Pv
R(Pt ,Pv,kb) f (Pv,Pir)p(Pv|Pir)dPv, (2.112)
where f (·, ·) is defined in (2.108), and update Pir according to
Pi+1r = P
i
r−αi
[
kr +
∫
Pv
R(Pt ,Pv,kb) f (Pv,Pir)p(Pv|Pir)dPv
]
.
Let Pr( j+1) = PMr after the M−th iteration.
(4) Convergence Criterion. If |Pt( j)−Pt( j+1)|< ε and |Pr( j)−Pr( j+1)|< ε , return
the almost sure optimal solution P?t = Pt( j+ 1) and P
?
r = Pr( j+ 1). Otherwise increase j
by 1 and go to step (2).
Fig. 2·6·(a) shows the trajectory generated by Algorithm 2.1. With sufficiently large
M chosen in step (2) and (3), this algorithm will find the optimal solution for Pt and Pr.
Algorithm 2.1 will converge almost surely to the global optimal P?t and P
?
r since step (2)
and step (3) both converge to the almost surely optimal solution at the corresponding steps
and that the problem itself is jointly convex of {Pt ,Pr}.
One issue for Algorithm 2.1 is the computational effort needed in step (3) to accurately
calculate the derivative of Pr. We need to consider all possible realizations of Pv, solve
(2.102) for each Pv, and integrate (2.112). The second algorithm avoids the explicit calcu-
lation of (2.112). Instead it updates Pt and Pr at the same iteration based on samples of kb
and Pv.
Algorithm 2.2
(1) Set initial value of P0t and P
0
r .
(2) Update Pr and Pt. For i= 0,1, ...,M, generate kib and P
i
v based on P
i
r . Solve (2.102)
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to get R(Pit ,Piv,kib) and µ
?(Pit ,P
i
v,k
i
b). Update P
i
t and P
i
r
Pi+1t = Pit −αi
[
(1− γ)kt−µ?(Pit ,Piv,kib)
]
Pi+1r = P
i
r−αi
[
kr +R(Pit ,Piv,kib) f (P
i
v,P
i
r)
] .
Return P?t = P
M
t and P
?
r = P
M
r as the near optimal solution.
Fig. 2·6·(b) shows the trajectory generated by Algorithm 2.2 where the solution con-
verges to the optimal in Pt direction, but will persist to oscillate inside a set containing the
optimal solution P?r . Algorithm 2.2 is fast compared with Algorithm 2.1 since each time
we solve (2.102), we get the optimal cost as well as the dual variable that are used to up-
date both Pt and Pr. However, after a certain number of iterations this algorithm becomes
inefficient since Pr will oscillate while Pt will stay at the same level.
The above two algorithms show a trade off between the almost sure convergence and
the speed (computational effort) in calculating the sample derivative of Pr. Since the sec-
ond algorithm can successfully drive the trajectory to a region that is close to almost sure
optimality, we can combine the advantages of the two algorithms such that we first speed
to the neighbourhood of optimality and then switch to Algorithm 2.1 to avoid oscillation of
Pr. This inspires the Algorithm 2.3 which is given as follows.
Algorithm 2.3
(1) Run Algorithm 2.2 until Pt converges. Typically the converged value is close to the
optimal solution P?t . Denote the solution by Pt(0) and Pr(0). Set j = 0.
(2) Run step (3) in Algorithm 2.1 to update Pr( j) to Pr( j+1) while fixing Pt( j).
(3) Run step (2) in Algorithm 2.1 to update Pt( j) to Pt( j+1) while fixing Pr( j+1).
(4) Check convergence of Pr( j+ 1) and Pt( j+ 1) according to convergence criterion
(4). If not, increase j by 1 go back to step (2).
Fig. 2·6·(c) shows the trajectory generated by Algorithm 2.3. The initial trajectory is
similarly generated as in Algorithm 2.2. When Pt converges, we switch to Algorithm 2.1
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to avoid the oscillation phenomenon observed in Algorithm 2.2. Since Pt(0) gotten at the
end of step (1) is very close to the real optimal solution P?t , we can expect a few iterations
between step (2) to step (4) before the final convergence.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2·6: (a) Almost sure convergence of Pt and Pr generated by stochas-
tic approximation Algorithm 1. In each iteration two sub-problems are
solved. We first fix Pr to get the optimal Pt , and then fix Pt to get the op-
timal Pr. Almost sure convergence to the optimal is guaranteed for both
sub-problems. In the end global optimality is achieved by iteratively solv-
ing the two sub-problems. (b) Algorithm 2 updates both Pt and Pr at the
same iteration based on random samples of kb and Pv. In this algorithm the
generated sequence of Pit will converge to the near optimal solution P
?
t , but
Pir will persist in oscillating around the optimal solution P
?
r . (c) Algorithm 3
first adopts Algorithm 2 to update both Pt and Pr at the same iteration based
on random samples of kb and Pv until Pt converges to Pt(0) with some Pr(0).
Using Pt(0) and Pr(0) as a starting point, it then switches to Algorithm 1
to separately update Pr(i) and Pt(i) one at a time. Within few iterations
(typically less than 3) of separate updating, both Pt(i) and Pr(i) converge.
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Chapter 3
Smart Building’s Participation of Reserve
Market
This chapter studies smart building’s participation of reserve market (Zhang and Baillieul,
2013b; Zhang et al., 2014). Section 3.1 discusses a DLC based approach to provide RSR
by continuous modulating consumers’ set point within certain allowable ranges. We de-
velop a bilinear state space model to represent the dynamics of the probability distribution
of consumers having different room temperatures and appliance on/off status. A feedback
controller is designed to asymptotically track the RSR signal given that the signal would
change moderately within certain range. We derive analytically the RSR capacity that can
be provided by a smart building considering its capacity to provide long term sustained
reserve and short term ramping reserve. It is further shown that two fundamental thermal
parameters determining the capacity are the appliances’ thermal constant τ and the appli-
ances’ temperature gain Tg. Large τ/Tg enables appliances to provide larger long term,
but smaller short term regulation reserve. Small τ/Tg behaves oppositely. At the higher
level, information feedback from the SBO to the ISO will be used by the ISO for optimal
dispatch of RSR signals to multiple buildings. The optimal dispatch of reserve signals with
knowledge of individual limitations reduces the amount of RSR required from high-cost
generators.
Section 3.2 discusses a price-controlled framework to provide RSR where the SBO
would broadcast dynamically changing price signals to consumers who will response based
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on their instantaneous utility preferences. In Section 3.2.1 we establish a DP problem by
describing the state dynamics, the sufficient statistic of cooling zone preferences, period
costs, and the Bellman Equation. Section 3.2.2 compares the static uniform distribution
representation of cooling zone preferences adopted in past work, with the proposed dy-
namic and non-uniform preference distribution formulation. More specifically, it uses the
Bellman equation to prove analytical expressions relating the optimal policy to partial dif-
ferences in the value function. Section 3.2.3 proves monotonicity properties of the dif-
ferential cost function and the optimal policy. It also discusses asymptotic behaviour of
optimal policy sensitivities as the number of appliances becomes large. Sec.3.2.4 utilizes
the proven properties of the value function and the optimal control to propose and im-
plement (i) an assisted value iteration (AVI) algorithm, and (ii) a parametrized functional
approximation of the value function, and develops an approximate dynamic programming
(ADP) approach for determining the value of the value function approximation parameters.
Numerical results are provided to illustrate the performance of the DP solution algorithms.
3.1 DLC based RSR Provision
3.1.1 Markov Jump Thermal Process Modelling
We model the system as a continuous time, discrete state Markov jump process where
a state i is defined as a pair of temperature value and thermostat value {Ti,on(off)} that
has been similarly proposed in previous literature (Lu and Chassin, 2004; Lu et al., 2005;
Callaway, 2009). The departure of our modelling approach from previous ones is that
we consider state in a Markov setting and establish the implicit relations between thermal
processes and the Markov jump processes. The Markov jump process model in this section
is the fundamental model that we based to design the two level feedback system and to
derive the limitation of providing regulation service.
Denote the fixed width comfort band around the set point as [Tmin,Tmax] and discretize
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temperature in the band into bins of width δ¯ , then the number of temperature bins is N =
∆band/δ¯ . We say that an appliances is in state i for i= 1, . . . ,N if Ti ∈ [Tmin+(i−1)δ¯ ,Tmin+
iδ¯ ] with status off, and i for i = N+1, . . . ,2N if Ti ∈ [Tmax− (i−N−2)δ¯ ,Tmax− (i−N−
1)δ¯ ] with status on.
First let our control u = 0 and solve for the Markov transition rate of the uncontrolled
thermal process. Denote α the transition rate when the thermostat is off, and β the rate
when the thermostat is on; see Fig. 3·1·(a). In the duty off process, the probability that an
appliances will be in state i at time t+1 given in state j at time t is given by,
pi, j =

α∆t+o(∆t) if i = j+1
1−α∆t+o(∆t) if i = j
0 otherwise,
(3.1)
where o(∆t) means lim
∆t→0
o(∆t)
∆t = 0. The above equation relates transition probability and
transition rate for small ∆t. It can be interpreted that the transition probability between
adjacent states linearly increases with small ∆t.
Figure 3·1: Markov jump process modelling. (a) Markov chain transition
rate diagram. (b) Transition from state i to i+1. With temperature rise ∆T
(length of arrow), appliances whose temperatures inside the dotted area (A,
C, E) change state and outside (B, D) remain in the same state.
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From a thermal point of view, the temperature rise ∆T within a small ∆t is proportional
to its warming rate roff,
∆T = roff∆t. (3.2)
Assuming that an appliance’s actual temperature is uniformly distributed among its bins,
then the probability that the state transits is equal to the probability that the appliance
temperature is in the dotted area in Fig. 3·1·(b), namely appliances in the dotted area
change their state from i to i+1, and appliances outside remain in the same state.
The probability of being in the dotted area is given by,
pdot =
roff∆t
δ
=
∆band∆t
toffδ¯
=
N∆t
toff
, (3.3)
where the second equality follows from the relation between warming rate and duty cycle.
Since pi,i+1 = pdot, comparing (3.1) with (3.3) we have α = N/toff. Similarly, β = N/ton
for the duty off process.
When control is applied to shift the set point at a rate of rset (the unit of rset is the same
as ron or roff), there is also a transition between adjacent states within ∆t. Intuitively, when
we change the set point, the absolute temperature in each individual room does not change
instantly, but its relative position in the comfort band changes. When the set point rises,
namely rset > 0, we can show that the resulting transition rate is u = rset/δ¯ . The transition
rate is the same with rset < 0. The combined transition rate by the thermal process and set
point shifting process is the sum of these two individual processes as shown in Fig. 3·1·(a).
Note that the allowable control set is Lu = {u| −β ≤ u ≤ α} to maintain a non-negative
Markov rate. When u > α or u <−β , the system fails to be a Markov chain.
Similar to (3.1), we can write the transition probability for the duty off process with
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non-zero control u,
pi, j =

(α−u)∆t+o(∆t) if i = j+1
1− (α−u)∆t+o(∆t) if i = j
0 otherwise.
(3.4)
Let x(t) be a vector whose i-th component is the probability that an appliance is found in
the i-th state in the Markov chain. The dynamics of xi(t) for i = 2, . . . ,N is given by,
xi(t+∆t) = pi,ixi(t)+ pi,i−1xi−1(t), (3.5)
Substitute (3.4) into (3.5) we will have,
xi(t+∆t)− xi(t) = (α−u)∆t[xi−1(t)− xi(t)]+o(∆t). (3.6)
Dividing ∆t on both sides and taking ∆t to 0 yields the dynamics for the i-th component in
the duty off process,
x˙i(t) = (α−u)[xi−1(t)− xi(t)], (3.7)
for i = 2, . . . ,N. Similarly for the duty on process i = N+2, . . . ,2N,
x˙i(t) = (β +u)[xi−1(t)− xi(t)], (3.8)
and reflection boundaries i = 1,N+1,
x˙1(t) =−(α+u)x1(t)+(β +u)x2N(t),
x˙N+1(t) = (α−u)xN(t)− (β +u)xN+1(t). (3.9)
From (3.7) to (3.9), the overall dynamics of x(t) is given by,
x˙(t) = [A+Bu(t)]x(t), (3.10)
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where
A =

−α 0 . . . β
α
. . .
0
. . . −α . . .
α −β ...
...
. . . β
. . .
. . . −β 0
0 . . . 0 β −β

,
B =

1 0 . . . 1
−1 . . .
0
. . . 1
. . .
−1 −1 ...
...
. . . 1
. . .
. . . −1 0
0 . . . 0 1 −1

.
The output of the system, namely the aggregated consumption, is
y(t) =Cx(t), (3.11)
where C = [0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
,Nc, . . . ,Nc︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
], and Nc is the total number of appliances in the pool.
Based on the state space model developed above, we are able to design our two level
feedback system as shown in Fig. 3·2. In the building level feedback loop, we design a state
feedback law such that the building can track the required regulation signal. The higher
level feedback is from each individual building to the ISO where the former send their
information to the latter to characterize the building’s capability of responding to regulation
signals. The ISO, after receiving all information from each participant, dispatches real time
regulation signals after solving an optimization problem. The next sub-section will shortly
discuss the building level controller design by feedback linearization.
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Figure 3·2: Two level feedback system where the lower feedback designs
the individual tracking controller for a given regulation signal, and the
higher feedback enables the communication between the ISO and the regu-
lation providers such that information is exchanged to reach better real time
regulation signal dispatch.
3.1.2 Building Level Feedback Linearization Design
To solve the building level controller design for the non-linear system described in (3.10)
and (3.11), the feedback linearization method can be readily applied (Khalil and Grizzle,
1996). Note that the system has relative degree one as the first derivative of y,
y˙ =Cx˙(t) =C[A+Bu(t)]x(t), (3.12)
depends on the control u if
x(t) ∈ {x(t) ∈ R2N|CBx(t) 6= 0},
∈ {x(t) ∈ R2N|xN(t)+ x2N(t)> 0}.
This means the number of controllable appliances around the comfort band boundary is
positive, so shifting the set point can change the aggregated consumption. The following
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change of variables,
T (x) =

φ1(x)
...
φ2n−1(x)
Cx
 :=
[
η
ξ
]
, (3.13)
yields the internal-external state space representation,
η˙ = f0(η(t),ξ (t))
ξ˙ = C[A+Bu(t)]x(t)
y = ξ (t),
(3.14)
where η(t) stands for the internal and ξ (t) the external states (Khalil and Grizzle, 1996).
Then the output becomes the external variable ξ (t).
To design a controller for a relative degree 1 system such that lim
t→∞ξ (t)− R(t) = 0
where R(t) is the required amount of regulation needs to be provided, we need R(t), R˙(t)
to be available and bounded for all t > 0. This is obtainable since the ISO regulation
requirement is bounded: R(t) ∈ [−Rr,Rr] (Rr is maximum regulation sold to the market),
and R(t) is updated every 4 to 6 seconds prior to consumption. The time derivative of the
tracking error,
e˙(t) = ξ˙ (t)− R˙(t) =C[A+Bu(t)]x(t)− R˙(t), (3.15)
will asymptotically approach 0 if u(t) is chosen such that
e˙(t) = Ke(t),K > 0. (3.16)
The controller
u(t) =−CAx(t)
CBx(t)
+
1
CBx(t)
[−K(ξ (t)−R(t))+ R˙(t)] (3.17)
satisfies the requirement because substituting (3.17) into (3.15) yields (3.16). For the dis-
crete signal R(t), we can calculate the first derivative of R(t) as R˙(t) = R(t+∆t)−R(t)∆t .
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3.1.3 Smart Building’s Capacity of Reserve Provision
We proceed to solve the smart buildings capacity to provide regulation reserve. This prob-
lem has two parts: (1) in the long term, we need the accumulated shift of set point to be
within the allowable range to provide reserve, and (2) in the short term, we need the sig-
nalling change to be within bounds such that the controller can track it. The first proposition
will discuss the limitation on long term regulation.
Proposition 3.1 For a given number of appliances Nc and allowable set point range
[Tset− 12∆set,Tset + 12∆set], the accumulated amount of reserve that a building can provide
up to time t is given by
S(t) =
t
∑
i=0
R(i), (3.18)
and this is bounded by,
S(t)≤ Ncτ∆set
2Tg
, (3.19)
where R(i) is the regulation signal at time i, Tg is the temperature gain of air conditioner if
it is on, and τ is the effective thermal constant of the building.
Proof. The total consumption up to time t is Pcool = tRb+
t
∑
i=0
R(i) = tRb+S(t), which is
an average consumption level of Pave = Rb+
S(t)
t . This is equivalent to choosing a constant
non-zero u to maintain at a constant consumption level Pave. The relation between average
consumption and non-zero control is,
Pave = Nc
ton
ton+ toff
= Nc
N
β+u
N
α−u +
N
β+u
= Nc
α−u
α+β
. (3.20)
For an uncontrolled process at average consumption, Rb =Nc αα+β . From the previous three
equations, we have S(t)t = Nc
−u
α+β , resulting a constant value of control
u =−S(t)(α+β )
tNc
. (3.21)
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The set point shift after time t by the constant u is
T (t) = T (0)+ trset
= T (0)+ tuδ¯
= T (0)− S(t)Nc (
N
toff +
N
ton )
Tband
N
= T (0)− S(t)Nc (ron+ roff)
= T (0)− S(t)Nc
Tg
τ .
(3.22)
The third equation is based on the relation between transition rate and duty cycle. The last
equation says that the sum of cooling and warming rate is the rate that the cooling system
generates because roff = ramb and ron = rapp− ramb, see (Zhang and Baillieul, 2012). ramb
is the warming rate caused by the ambient temperature that higher than room temperature,
and rapp is the cooling rate caused by the operation of air conditioner compressor. To
maintain the set point shift within the allowable set point band with T (0) = Tset, we need
T (t) ∈ [Tset− 12∆set,Tset+ 12∆set], which yields S(t)≤ Ncτ∆set2Tg . 
Remark 3.1 According to Proposition 3.1, the accumulated long term provision capa-
bility is proportional to three parameters: Nc,∆set, and τ/Tg. The intuition for the first two
parameters is that a large appliance population and allowable set point shift range enables
the operator to provide more service. As for the parameter τ/Tg, we note that a large value
of τ impedes, and Tg facilitates, the change of room temperature when the same control
is applied. Thus the allowable accumulated provision is proportional to τ and inversely
proportional to Tg.
When we consider short term regulation, the possible ramp of consumption is limited
by the state x(t) because we are shifting the set point rather than directly turning on/off
appliances. Aside from x(t), we are interested in finding a few fundamental parameters that
characterize the short term capability similar to those found in Proposition 3.1. Proposition
3.2 provides similar results.
Proposition 3.2 For a given number of appliances Nc and width of temperature band
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for a specific set point [Tset− 12∆band,Tset + 12∆band], the amount of reserve that a building
can provide for one period ramping is limited by the following bounds,
−Nx2N
NcTg
τ∆band
≤ ∆R≤ NxN NcTgτ∆band , (3.23)
where Tg is the temperature gain of air conditioner if it is on, and τ is the effective thermal
constant of the building.
Proof. In the dynamic operation when the tracking error is 0, the feedback controller is
given by,
u =
1
Nc(xN+ x2N)
[Nc(αxN−βx2N)−∆R]. (3.24)
Since the allowable control set is u ∈ [−β ,α], then ∆R is restricted by
−Nc(α+β )x2N ≤ ∆R≤ Nc(α+β )xN (3.25)
Using the relation between transition rate and duty cycle developed in section 3.1.1 and the
fact ∆band = toffroff = tonron, the following inequality is seem to hold:
−Nx2N Nc(ron+ roff)∆band ≤ ∆R≤ NxN
Nc(ron+ roff)
∆band
. (3.26)
Using the fact that ron+ roff = Tg/τ yields (3.23). 
Remark 3.2 According to Proposition 3.2, the short term provision capability is pro-
portional to Nc, and inversely proportional to ∆band and τ/Tg. The proportionality to Nc
shares the same explanation as in Remark 3.1. The two inverse proportionalities can be
explained by saying that small value of ∆band makes the width of individual temperature
bin smaller, and large value of Tg/τ makes the thermal transfer faster. These two factors in
turn facilitate the state transition to provide larger one-step service.
Remark 3.3 The advantage of taking comfort band ∆band→ 0 is that we can provide
large value of one step service and at the same time make each room temperature stick to
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the set point, with the sacrifice that we shorten the appliance’s duty cycle. This trade off
between system performance and appliances functioning is consistent with what we find in
(Zhang and Baillieul, 2012) where electricity consumption can be smoothed by shortening
appliances duty cycle.
Remark 3.4 The fraction τ/Tg affects both long and short term regulation provision.
Based on (3.19) and (3.23), it can be seen that a building able to provide large amount
of short term ramping regulation is more incapable of providing long term accumulated
regulation. The opposite also holds. Thus the two capabilities restrict each other.
Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 determine the maximum regulation service that can
be provided in the power market. To become a qualified provider in the U.S., a build-
ing needs to pass the T-50 qualifying test (Pilong, 2015). Fig. 3·3 shows the test signal
from PJM. The dotted line is the ideal consumption response that the building consumes
according to the test signal. Two key requirements are needed to pass the test:
• Rate of response: the building needs to able to reach the maximum or minimum
consumption level within 5 minutes.
• Sustained response: the building needs to able to maintain at the maximum or mini-
mum consumption level for 5 minutes.
The following corollary gives the upper bound on the regulation service that a building
can provide.
Corollary 3.1 To pass the T-50 qualifying test with a rate of response within k minutes
(k ≤ 5), the maximum regulation service Rr,max that a building can provide is given by,
Rr,max = min
{
Ncτ∆set
20Tg
,min(
kNc
ton
,
kNc
toff
)
}
. (3.27)
Proof. For long term regulation service, the maximum value of S(t) for t ∈ [0,50] is
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Figure 3·3: T-50 test by PJM where regulation providers are obliged to
ramp their consumption up and down to meet the test requirements.
S(t) = 10Rr with t = 30. According to Proposition 3.1, 10Rr ≤ Ncτ∆set2Tg . This yields
Rr ≤ Ncτ∆set20Tg . (3.28)
For short term regulation service, we need to track the rate of consuming up and down
starting from steady state. It is easy to verify that the steady state probability distribution
satisfies,  x1 = . . .= xN =
β
N(α+β )
xN+1 = . . .= x2N = αN(α+β ) .
(3.29)
Substitute the above equation into (3.23) and note that ∆R = Rr/k in a k minutes ramp
process. Finally we have,
Rr ≤min(kNcton ,
kNc
toff
). (3.30)
Taking the minimum of (3.28) and (3.30) completes the proof. 
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3.1.4 Real Time Reserve Signal Dispatch
When the real time consumption ∆P ramps up or down quickly due to short term stochastic
consumption aggregation, the ISO has to use additional regulation service reserves (RSR)
provided by fossil fuel generators to compensate for the demand that cannot be covered by
the RSR provided by smart buildings. This follow from the limits of Proposition 3.1 and
Proposition 3.2. In such cases, a feedback signal from the SBO to the ISO is beneficial
SUCH that THE iso can determine the needed balancing reserve Pbal. Proposition 3.3
establishes the relation between Pbal and ∆P when necessary building information is given.
Proposition 3.3 Denote ∆P as the stochastic demand ramp in one step, then the balanc-
ing reserve Pbal needed to maintain grid balance is
Pbal = (∆P−∆Rmax)1{∆P>∆Rmax}+
(∆P−∆Rmin)1{∆P<∆Rmin},
(3.31)
where 1{·} is the indicator function, and
∆Rmax = Nc
{
(roffxN− ronx2N)+
min(Tset−T
min
set
∆tδ¯
,ron)(xN+ x2N)
}
,
∆Rmin = Nc
{
(roffxN− ronx2N)−
min(T
max
set −Tset
∆tδ¯
,roff)(xN+ x2N)
}
,
(3.32)
are the maximum and minimum reserve provision threshold for the building.
Proof. The allowable control u is limited by two factors. The first is that the set point
shift resulting from u should be within the allowable set point range,
Tset+∆tδ¯u ∈ [T minset ,T maxset ].
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The second is the requirement of maintaining non-negative Markov rate,
u ∈ [−β ,α].
From the above two inequalities,
u ∈
[
max(
T minset −Tset
∆tδ¯
,−β ),min(T
max
set −Tset
∆tδ¯
,α)
]
. (3.33)
From (3.24), the one period ramping can be expressed in terms of u,
∆R = Nc
{
(αxN−βx2N)−u(xN+ x2N)
}
(3.34)
Substituting (3.33) into (3.34) yields ∆R ∈ [∆Rmin,∆Rmax], where ∆Rmin and ∆Rmax take
values in (3.32). For the grid balance, we have,
∆P = ∆R+Pbal, (3.35)
and we wish to use as little balancing reserve as possible. Then Pbal will take value in
(3.31). The indicator function in (3.31) gives the condition that ∆P is outside the range of
∆R. 
In the U.S. regulation service market, the ISO has purchased regulation service a day
ahead from multiple m providers. Assuming that feedback signals are set up between all
the providers and the ISO such that the latter receives information from all of them every 4
seconds. Upon receiving these information, the ISO knows their individual instant capabil-
ity range [∆Rimin,∆R
i
max], i=1,...,m, and then dispatches regulation signals to each of them.
The signals are dispatched such that the minimum balancing generation is used and such
that it should be within the range of capability for the building to respond. Most of the
time, the one period ramping is within the total regulation capability of the m buildings so
no balancing generation is needed. In such cases, the ISO can have more than one dispatch
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solution. The question arises that how the ISO should dispatch signals in an optimized way.
The next subsection answers the question by solving a quadratic program (QP).
When there is more than one solution to the regulation dispatch at time t such that
no balancing generation is needed, an optimal way to dispatch is that we maximize the
regulation provision capability at time t + 1. From Proposition 3.3, the ith building can
provide regulation service with range ∆R∈ [∆Rimin,∆Rimax]. The width of the closed interval
of RSR is
W id = ∆R
i
max−∆Rimin
= Nic(x
i
N(t+1)+ x
i
2N(t+1)){
min(T
i
set(t+1)−T min,iset
∆tδ¯
,rion)+min(
T max,iset (t+1)−T iset
∆tδ¯
,rioff)
}
.
(3.36)
Then the objective function is given by
max
m
∑
i=1
W id−MP2bal, (3.37)
namely we are maximizing the sum of m regulation service widths from each building at
time t + 1, minus the balancing generation penalty Pbal with positive coefficient M. The
maximization problem is subject to the following type of constrains:
State Dynamics:
xiN(t+1) = x
i
N(t)+∆t(α
i−ui)(xiN-1(t)− xiN(t)),
xi2N(t+1) = x
i
2N(t)+∆t(β
i+ui)(xi2N-1(t)− xi2N(t)).
(3.38)
Feedback Controller:
Nic∆t(x
i
N(t)+ x
i
2N(t))u
i+∆Ri = Nic∆t(αx
i
N(t)−βxi2N(t)). (3.39)
Supply-demand Balance:
m
∑
i=1
∆Ri+Pbal = ∆P. (3.40)
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Non-negative Markov Rate:
β i ≤ ui ≤ α i. (3.41)
Allowable Regulation Range:
Rb−Rr ≤Cx+∆Ri ≤ Rb+Rr. (3.42)
Allowable Set Point Range:
T min,iset ≤ T iset(t+1) = T iset(t)+ui∆tδ¯ ≤ T max,iset . (3.43)
The above optimization cannot be solved with standard technique because the objective
function has the minimum operator. We transform the original problem into a QP. Let
mi1 = min(
T iset(t+1)−T min,iset
∆tδ¯
,rion), m
i
2 = min(
T max,iset −T iset(t+1)
∆tδ¯
,rioff). (3.44)
Then the original objective function becomes
max
m
∑
i=1
Nic(x
i
N(t+1)+ x
i
2N(t+1))(m
i
1+m
i
2)
−MP2bal.
(3.45)
If we add the following constrains,
mi1 ≤ ron, mi1 ≤
T iset(t+1)−T min,iset
∆tδ¯
,
mi2 ≤ roff, mi2 ≤
T max,iset −T iset(t+1)
∆tδ¯
,
(3.46)
and solve the QP,
max (3.45)
s.t. (3.38)− (3.43),(3.46), (3.47)
we will obtain the same optimal solution as solving the original problem. This is because
when reaching the optimal solution, one of the inequality constraints for both mi1 and m
i
2
in (3.46) will be strict, otherwise the optimal solution is not reached since we can increase
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the value of mi1 or m
i
2 to increase the value of objective function due to positive coefficient
Nic(x
i
N(t +1)+ x
i
2N(t +1)) in (3.45). Then (3.44) is satisfied and optimizing over (3.47) is
equivalent to solving the original problem. Note that (3.47) has quadratic objective function
with linear constraints, Matlab or CPLEX can solve QP efficiently.
3.1.5 Numerical Simulation
Long and Short Term Reserve Limitation
Fig. 3·4 shows that both the long and short term reserve limitation affect the performance
in the T-50 test. Figures in the left column show the inability to provide long term sustained
reserve. The set point hits the lower bound of the allowable range between 15 and 25 min-
utes which prevents the building from providing a sustained high level reserve by further
adjusting the set point. Similarly, the set point hits the upper bound after 40 minutes which
prevents the building from providing sustained low level reserve. Figures in the right col-
umn is to show the inability to provide fast ramping reserve. Although the set point shift is
within the allowable set indicating large capacity potential, the response rate is smaller than
the required rate for a given level Rr sold to the market. This indicates that thermostatic
appliances with large duty cycle have limited instant-by-instant reserve capability. For ex-
ample, the typical duty cycle of refrigerators is between 20 and 30 minutes reflecting their
large effective thermal constant. These long duty cycle appliances have limited capacity
to provide short term reserve but huge potential for long term reserve. On the other hand,
appliances like air conditioners with shorter duty cycles around 10 minutes have limited
capacity for sustained reserve but large potential for ramping reserve.
Optimal Regulation Signal Dispatch
We use PJM data (Pilong, 2015) to verify the performance of the two level feedback system.
Three smart buildings with aggregated air conditioners provide reserve to the ISO with
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Figure 3·4: Reserve provider fails to pass the T-50 qualifying test due to
either a bounded allowable set point range or a limited ramping capability.
Short duty cycle appliances are able to provide short ramping reserve, but
limited sustained reserve. Long duty cycle appliances behaves oppositely.
contracted level Rr 200kW, 150kW, 400kW and base consumption level Rb 500kW, 300kW,
800kW, respectively. Fig. 3·5 and Tab. 3.1 compare the proposed two level feedback
system and the system without higher level information exchange where the ISO assigns
reserve signals proportionally to the individual building’s contracted level Rr. Simulations
show that the real time aggregated balancing generation is reduced approximately by 50%
with optimized dispatch signals. The balancing generation’s standard deviation, maximum,
and minimum values are reduced by 30%, 30%, and 15% respectively. Clearly the higher
information feedback results in significantly reduced operation costs.
Table 3.1: Comparison of Systems’ Performance
Unit/kW Bal. Gen. Mean Std. Dev. Maximum Minimum
Optimized. Signal 10216 0.18 27.20 100.27 -210.59
Non-Optimized Signal 20525 0.44 41.97 146.19 -247.65
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Figure 3·5: Real time balancing generation before/after optimization. Bal-
ancing generation is more concentrated around 0 with reduced variation af-
ter regulation signals are optimally dispatched.
3.2 Price Controlled Reserve Provision
3.2.1 Problem Formulation
We consider an advanced energy management building with Nc cooling appliances. The
SBO has contracted to regulate in real-time its electricity consumption within an upper and
a lower limit {n¯−R, n¯+R} agreed upon in the hour-ahead market. Moreover, the SBO
has assumed the responsibility to modulate its energy consumption to track n¯+ y(t)R with
y(t) ∈ [−1,+1] specified by the ISO in almost real time (usually every 2 or 4 seconds). To
this end the SBO broadcasts a real-time price signal pi(t) to all cooling appliances in order
to modulate the number of active appliances and hence the resulting power consumption.
Appliances respond according to their current preferences for cooling service which de-
pend on their corresponding cooling zone temperature. Deficient ISO RSR signal tracking
penalties and occupant utility realizations constitute period costs. The objective is to find
a state feedback optimal policy that minimizes the associated infinite horizon discounted
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cost. Individual cooling zone preferences are modelled by a dynamically evolving prob-
ability distribution of idle-appliance-zone temperatures. Assuming a known relationship
connecting cooling zone preferences to temperatures, the probability distribution of pref-
erences (or utilities) for cooling appliance activation is then derived. We next introduce
notation, describe system dynamics, and formulate the period cost function of the relevant
stochastic dynamic problem.
Notation
Nc: Total number of consumers participate in price based RSR provision.
i(t): Number of active, i.e. connected, appliances at time t. We assume N1 ≤ i(t)≤ N2
for all t.
y(t): RSR signal specified by the ISO at time t. The ISO specifies y(t) as the output
of a pre-specified proportional integral filter of observed Area Control Error (ACE) and
System Frequency excursions. This results in a zero time average behavior of y(t) and a
well defined Markovian model of y(t) dynamics (Pilong, 2015).
D(t): RSR signal y(t)’s direction. D(t) = sgn(y(t)− y(t− ε)).
T (t) or simply T : Temperature in the cooling zone of an idle appliance at time t.
pt(T ): Probability density function (pdf) of T at time t, T ∈ [Tmin,Tmax]. Tmin and
Tmax are the threshold values of room temperature that determine the appliance cooling
zone occupant’s comfort zone. Assuming standard heat transfer relationships, extensive
simulation reported below indicates that the controlled system results in a very accurate
trapezoidal approximation of pt(T ), shown in Fig. 3·6 with base (Tmin,0) to (Tmax,0) and
top side (Tmin,h) to (Tˆ ,h) where h = 2/(Tmax + Tˆ − 2Tmin). Note that Tˆ and hence h are
time varying quantities. We will using p(T ) to denote the pdf by dropping the time index
in derivation and proof if time is not considered.
Tˆ (t) or more simply Tˆ : State parameter characterizing fully pt(T ) as shown in Fig. 3·6.
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U(T ): Utility of idle cooling appliance zone occupant for resumption of cooling when
the zone temperature is T . U(T ) is defined as a linear function of T that is monotonically
increasing over T ∈ [Tmin,Tmax].
pi(t): Price broadcast by the SBO to all idle cooling appliances at time t.
λ : Price detection rate at which an idle appliance considers resuming cooling by com-
paring its utility U(T ) to pi(t).
u(t): Threshold temperature value obtained by solving pi(t) =U(u(t)). Idle appliances
that consider to resume cooling at time (t) will do so if their utility is no less than pi(t),
namely if U(u(t)) ≥ pi(t). Since the mapping between pi(t) and u(t) is linear, and hence
bijective, for the rest of the paper we use u(t) to represent the control policy.
µ: Rate at which active, i.e. connected, appliances switch to idle, i.e., the rate at which
they disconnect. Note that µ is estimated so that 1/µ equals the average time it takes
a cooling appliance to complete the consumption of an energy packet. See (Zhang and
Baillieul, 2012) where the associated electric power consumption is defined as a packet of
electric energy needed to provide the work required by a single cooling cycle.
n¯: The constant energy consumption rate that the SBO purchased in the hour ahead
market. We define the unit of capacity to represent the average consumption rate of an
active appliance. Recalling that average up or down RSR reserves required equals 0, i.e., the
average value of y(t) is guaranteed in advance to equal 0 (Pilong, 2015), we conclude that
n¯ equals the average number of active appliances, which is related to the average number of
duty cycles per hour required to maintain the cooling zone temperature within its comfort
zone for the prevailing outside temperature and building heat transfer properties.
R: Maximum up or down RSRs that the SBO agreed to provide in the hour-ahead mar-
ket. Recall that when R and n¯ are decided in the hour ahead market, the SBO assumes
the responsibility to modulate its actual real time consumption during the hour to track
n¯+ y(t)R. Imperfect tracking results in tracking penalties. The SBO must select its subse-
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quent real time control decisions to trade off tracking costs against competing cooling zone
occupant utility losses.
e(t) = i(t)− i¯− y(t)R: The RSR signal tracking error at time t. We assume here that
the average consumption rate of an active cooling appliance is 1, i.e., it provides the unit of
measuring capacity.
Figure 3·6: Trapezoid probability distribution function p(T ) with T ∈
[Tmin,Tmax] that is parametrized by a single parameter Tˆ . Height of the
trapezoid is h = 2/(Tmax+ Tˆ −2Tmin).
State Dynamics
Recall that state variables, contain i(t),y(t),D(t) and Tˆ (t). Queues i(t) and Nc− i(t) con-
stitute a closed queuing network where the service rate of one queue determines the arrival
rate into the other, see Fig. 3·7. Queue Nc− i(t) behaves like an infinite server queue with
each server exhibiting a stochastic Markov modulated service rate that depends on the con-
trol u(t) and the probability distribution pt(T ). Queue i(t) behaves also as an infinite server
queue with each server exhibiting a constant service rate µ .
The dynamics of y(t) and the dependent state variable D(t) = sgn(y(t)− y(t− ε)) are
characterized by transitions taking place in short but constant time intervals, τy1, resulting
in y(t) staying constant, increasing or decreasing by a typical amount of ∆y = τy/150sec
1this varies across ISOs. In PJM it is either 2 or 4 seconds depending on the type of regulation service
offered
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Figure 3·7: Dynamics of the closed queuing network with infinite number
of servers. The service rate at the active appliance queue is constant, while
it is Markov modulated at the idle appliance queue.
(Pilong, 2015). These transitions are outputs of a proportional integral filter operated by
the ISO whose inputs are system frequency deviations from 60 hz and Area Control Error
(ACE). Since the frequency deviation and ACE signal can be approximated by white noise
process resulted from imbalance between stochastic demands and supply, y(t) is then an
unanticipated random variable which is described by memoryless transitions that depends
only on the current value. Therefore we can approximate y(t) by a continuous time jump
Markov process that allows us to uniformize the DP problem formulation. To uniformize
the DP problem we introduce a control update period of ∆t << τy which assures that during
the period ∆t , the probability that more than one event can take place is negligible. We
further set the time unit so that ∆t = 1, and scale transition rate parameters accordingly and
derive the following state dynamics.
Dynamics of y(t) The transition probabilities of the discrete time Markov process y(t)
depend on y(t) and D(t). Statistical analysis on historical PJM data on y(t) trajectories
indicate a week dependence on y(t) yielding the reasonable approximation:
Prob(y(t+ τy) = y(t)+∆y|D(t) = 1) = 0.8
Prob(y(t+ τy) = y(t)−∆y|D(t) = 1) = 0.2
Prob(y(t+ τy) = y(t)−∆y|D(t) =−1) = 0.8
Prob(y(t+ τy) = y(t)+∆y|D(t) =−1) = 0.2
.
Denoting by γu1 (γ
d
1 ) the rate at which y(t)will jump up by ∆y during a control update period
when D(t) = 1 (D(t) =−1), and by γu2 (γd2 ) the corresponding rate that y(t) will jump down
when D(t) = 1 (D(t) =−1), and selecting these rates to correspond to the exponential rates
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that are consistent with the geometric probability distribution described above we have:{
γu1 = 0.8∆t/τy,γ
u
2 = 0.2∆t/τy
γd2 = 0.8∆t/τy,γ
d
1 = 0.2∆t/τy
Setting the control update period as the operative time unit, i.e., ∆t = 1, we have the fol-
lowing uniformized dynamics of y(t):
Prob(y(t+1) = y(t)+∆y|D(t) = 1) = γu1
Prob(y(t+1) = y(t)−∆y|D(t) = 1) = γu2
Prob(y(t+1) = y(t)−∆y|D(t) =−1) = γd2
Prob(y(t+1) = y(t)+∆y|D(t) =−1) = γd1
.
Dynamics of i(t) The dynamics of i(t) is governed by the following arrival and the depar-
ture rates.
The arrival rate a(t) depends on the policy u(t). Denote by pu(t) the proportion of idle
appliances with cooling zone temperature T ≥ u(t). As described in the notation subsec-
tion, idle appliances observe the price broadcast by the SBO at a rate λ , and decide to
connect and resume cooling when the price is smaller than their utility for cooling at time
t. Therefore the arrival rate into i(t) is
a(t) = [Nc− i(t)]λ pu(t) = (Nc− i(t))λ
Tmax∫
u(t)
p(T )dt, (3.48)
namely a(t) equals the product of the number of idle appliances that observe the broadcast
price times the probability that T ≥ u(t).
The departure rate d(t) is independent of u(t), It equals the product of active appliances
times the inverse of the average duration of a cooling cycle. Modelling the cooling cycle
duration as an exponential random variable with rate µ such that 1/µ equals the average
cooling cycle duration we have,
d(t) = i(t)µ. (3.49)
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The stochastic dynamics of i(t) in the homogenized model is thus given by i(t+1)= i(t)+ i˜
where the random variable i˜ satisfies the following probability relations
p(i˜ = 1) = a(t)
p(i˜ =−1) = d(t)
p(i˜ = 0) = 1−a(t)−d(t)− γ
,
where γ = γu1 + γ
u
2 = γ
d
1 + γ
d
2 is the total probability that the ISO RSR signal will change.
Dynamics of D(t) Recalling that D(t) = sgn(y(t)− y(t−1)), it is clear that the dynamics
of D(t) are fully determined by the dynamics of y(t). We next argue that the dynamics of
Tˆ (t) are also determined by the dynamics of y(t).
Dynamics of Tˆ (t) Based on related work in HVAC system modelling (Chassin and Fuller,
2011; Mathieu and Callaway, 2012), we use standard energy transfer relations to sim-
ulate the dynamics of the frequency histogram of idle appliance cooling zone tempera-
tures, which appear to conform to a three parameter functional representation p(T (t)) =
f (Tˆ (t),Tmin,Tmax). We simulate two RSR signals from the ISO for the observation of the
time varying probability distribution of consumers’ temperature. The first is a standard
ISO RSR signal trajectory that aspiring RSR market participants must demonstrate that
they have the ability to track. This is referred to in the PJM manual as the standard T-50
qualifying test (Pilong, 2015). The second is a real time signal downloaded from PJM (Pi-
long, 2015). We record the temperature levels prevailing across the Nc cooling zones when
a control trajectory is applied that results in near-perfect tracking of the ISO RSR requests
implied by the aforementioned two signals. Simulation results indicate that the time evolu-
tion of the probability distribution of cooling zone temperatures conforms to a dynamically
changing trapezoid characterized fully by Tˆ (t); see Fig. 3·6.
Fig. 3·8 shows the accuracy of using trapezoid function to represent the idle appliance
cooling zone temperatures based on Monte Carlo Simulation. We discretize the tempera-
ture into 20 states and simulate a total number of 16000 appliances to observe a smooth
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probability distribution. The duty cycle on and off time are both 10 minutes. The price
detection rate from idle appliances is 1 minute. PJM’s RSR signal is broadcast every 4 sec-
onds. In Fig. 3·8, the numerous blue curves are the actual probability distribution recorded
at different time stamps for trapezoids characterized with Tˆ (t) = 5,6,7,8. The red curve is
the mean value of the set of blue curves taken at each temperature state. The red curve is
then approximated by the trapezoid green curve proposed in Fig. 3·6. Tˆ (t) and the trape-
zoid approximation are then the mean statistics of the actual frequency distribution of the
temperature distribution. Note that the trapezoids are completely specified by two static
quantities, Tmin and Tmax, forming the base of the trapezoid, and the time varying quantity
Tˆ (t) that determines the height of the top horizontal side.
Figure 3·8: Trapezoid PDF p(T ) with T ∈ [Tmin,Tmax] parametrized by a
single parameter Tˆ . Height of the trapezoid is h = 2/(Tmax+ Tˆ −2Tmin).
The upper left plot in Fig. 3·9 shows the time evolution of the trapezoids representing
the idle appliance cooling zone temperature histograms throughout time when we are sim-
ulating the RSR tracking for the real signal. The upper right plot is the contour plot of the
number of appliances where we can see clearly a time varying trapezoid distribution shap-
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ing the preferences. We filter the contour plot to get Tˆ in lower right figure. Based on the
time series recorded for y(t) (lower left figure) and Tˆ (t), we find a strong anti-correlation
between the two vector in both simulation for the T-50 standard signal and the real RSR
signal that are given by -0.9833 and -0.8106, respectively. We propose the regression of
Tˆ (t) on y(t) with the following linear function
Tˆ (t) = α0+α1y(t)+ω, (3.50)
where α0 corresponds to the value of Tˆ (t) when the building’s energy consumption level is
n¯, α1 < 0, and ω is a zero mean symmetrically distributed error. These results do not only
explain most of the variability but are also sensible and conform with our expectations. In-
deed, large values of y(t) indicate a history of repeated broadcasts of low prices to achieve
high consumption levels requested by the ISO. Small values of Tˆ (t) approaching Tmin are
observed for high y(t) levels, while for low levels of y(t), Tˆ (t) is large. These findings
support our a priori expectation that y(t) is a reasonable sufficient statistic of past state and
control trajectories in the information vector available at time t. This a priori expectation is
based on the fact that y(t) levels are in fact integrators of recent price control trajectories.
The verification of expectations by actual observations justifies the adoption of a tractable
dynamic utility model conforming to the dynamics Tˆ (t) = α0 +α1y(t)+ω where ω is a
zero mean symmetric random variable. Since the SBO is able to observe the actual cooling
zone temperatures through its access to Building Automation Control (BAC), the dynamics
above are adequate for optimal control estimation. We finally note that the mapping of tem-
perature to consumption utility allows the dynamic and past-control-dependent distribution
of cooling area zone temperatures to provide a dynamic and past-control-dependent distri-
bution of cooling area consumption utility levels. In the end, Fig. 3·10 shows the actual Tˆ
(blue curve), the predicted Tˆ (red curve) based on linear regression, and the error between
the two values. It can be seen that the error is zeros mean and symmetrically distributed
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that is consistent with our assumption in proposing (3.50).
Figure 3·9: Monte Carlo simulation is used to determine the time evolution
of temperature histograms in idle appliance cooling areas. We observe that
these histograms conform to a time varying trapezoid shape with Tˆ (t) a
linear function of the ISO RSR signal y(t).
Period Cost
The period cost rate consists of two parts: a penalty for deficient ISO RSR signal tracking
and the utility realized by appliance users. The deficient tracking penalty rate at time t is
defined as:
g(i(t),y(t)) = K[
i(t)− n¯− y(t)R
R
]2, (3.51)
where K is the penalty per unit of deficient tracking. Defining κ = K/R2 we can write the
penalty rate for deficient tracking as,
g(i(t),y(t)) = κ[i(t)− n¯− y(t)R]2, (3.52)
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Figure 3·10: Original Tˆ and the regression based prediction of Tˆ are shown
in the upper figure. The linear regression explains 81.06% of the uncertainty
of Tˆ . Errors are observed to be Gaussian noise satisfying the assumption of
regression.
The expected utility rate realized by an idle cooling appliance zone occupant who decides
to resume cooling by paying pi(t) corresponding to threshold temperature u(t) is
Uu =
Tmax∫
u(t)
U(T )p(T )dT
Tmax∫
u(t)
p(T )dT
. (3.53)
Noting that the probability that an idle appliance will decide to resume cooling is a(t), the
expected realized utility rate is
a(t)Uu = (Nc− i(t))λ puUu,
= (Nc− i(t))λ
Tmax∫
u(t)
P(T )dt
Tmax∫
u(t)
U(T )p(T )dT
Tmax∫
u(t)
p(T )dT
,
= (Nc− i(t))λ
Tmax∫
u(t)
U(T )p(T )dT.
(3.54)
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Equations (3.52) and (3.54) imply that the total cost rate is
c(i(t),y(t),u(t)) = κ[i(t)− n¯− y(t)R]2−
(Nc− i(t))λ
Tmax∫
u(t)
U(T )p(T )dT. (3.55)
Bellman Equation
The state variables can be grouped according to their dependence on u(t): i(t) depends
explicitly on u(t). Tˆ (t) is also dependent on the past trajectory of controls, but, to the
extent that this trajectory is consistent with a reasonable tracking the ISO RSR signal, it
can be considered as a function of y(t), which, as discussed earlier, is the sufficient statistic
of this trajectory. We can thus consider all state variables, other than i(t), to have dynamics
that do not depends on u(t). For notation simplicity we let i¯u(t) = {y(t),D(t) = 1, Tˆ (t)}
(i¯d(t) = {y(t),D(t) =−1, Tˆ (t)}) to be the state variables that make up the complement of
i(t) when the RSR signal is going up (down), so that {i(t), i¯u(d)(t)} is the representation
of the full state vector. Given the cost function and dynamics described above, we can
formulate an infinite horizon discounted cost problem with the following Bellman equation
for states including D(t) =−1.
J(i, i¯d) = min
u∈[Tmin,Tmax]
{
g(i, i¯d)−a(t)Uu
+α[a(t)J(i+1, i¯d)+d(t)J(i−1, i¯d)
+γd1 J(i, i¯
u+∆y)+ γd2 J(i, i¯
d−∆y)
+(1−a(t)−d(t)− γd1 − γd2 )J(i, i¯d)]}. (3.56)
J(i, i¯d) is the value function satisfying the Bellman equation, with α denoting the discount
factor. For notational simplicity we denote by i¯u + ∆y the new state realized when the
regulation signal increases from y(t) to y(t +1) = y(t)+∆y rendering D(t +1) = 1, while
the rest state variables remain unchanged. Similarly we denote by i¯d −∆y the new state
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when the regulation signal decreases from y(t) to y(t+1) = y(t)−∆y rendering D(t+1) =
−1, while the rest state variables remain unchanged. The superscripts u (d) stand for
upwards (downwards) RSR signals. J(i, i¯u) can be written similarly with minor notational
changes.
3.2.2 Utility Realization and Optimal Policy
Uniform Utility Probability Distribution Model
For illustration purpose, we start with a simple utility function that represents a linear
relationship between cooling zone temperature and utility enjoyed by activating an idle
appliance and allowing it to embark on a cooling cycle
U(T ) = b(T −Tmin). (3.57)
The utility increases proportionately to the cooling zone temperature T . If p(T ) were se-
lected to be a static and uniform probability distribution, as is the case with work published
so far, the expected period utility rate would be a conveniently concave function of u. In-
deed, using (3.54) we can obtain that the expected period utility rate
a(t)Uu = (Nc− i(t))λ
Tmax∫
u
U(T )p(T )dT,
= (Nc− i(t))λ
Tmax∫
u
b(T −Tmin) 1Tmax−Tmin dT,
= (Nc− i(t))λ b(Tmax−u)(Tmax+u−2Tmin)2(Tmax−Tmin) ,
(3.58)
is a concave function of the policy u.
In general, this concavity property of the expected period utility rate holds for broader
class of utility functions U(T,b,ε) – where T is the temperature, b is random parameters
characterizing individual consumer’s utility function choice, and ε is a random noise built
on top of the function – as long as two properties hold for the utility function: (i) we need
b and ε are random parameters independent of T , and (ii) E[U(T,b,ε)] is a monotoni-
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cally increasing function of T . We prove this property by the following reasoning. Taking
expectation on Uu in (3.53), we have
Uu = E

Tmax∫
u(t)
U(T,b,ε)p(T )dT
Tmax∫
u(t)
p(T )dT
=
Tmax∫
u(t)
E[U(T,b,ε)]p(T )dT
Tmax∫
u(t)
p(T )dT
. (3.59)
Taking derivative of the expected utility rate a(t)Uu with respect to u
d
dua(t)Uu =
d
du(Nc− i(t))λ
Tmax∫
u
U(T )p(T )dT,
= − (Nc−i(t))λTmax−Tmin E[U(u,b,ε)].
(3.60)
Since E[U(u, p,ε)] increases with u, we have ddu2 a(t)Uu < 0. Hence the expected period
utility rate is a concave function of the policy u.
Generalized Utility Probability Distribution Model
The concavity property no longer holds true under the realistic modelling of p(T ) by a
dynamic trapezoid characterized additionally by the time varying quantity Tˆ . Indeed, the
realistic representation implies the following consumers’ preferences distribution,
p(T ) =
{ 2
Tmax+Tˆ−2Tmin , T ≤ Tˆ ,
2(T−Tmax)
(Tˆ−Tmax)(Tmax+Tˆ−2Tmin) , T ≥ Tˆ .
For example, if we use a linear utility function as in (3.57), it yields the following expected
period utility rate
a(t)Uu
=

[Nc− i(t)]λ 2b(C1−
1
2 u
2+Tminu)
Tmax+Tˆ−2Tmin , u≤ Tˆ ,
[Nc− i(t)]λ 2b(C2−
1
3 u
3+
Tmin+Tmax
2 u
2−TminTmaxu)
(Tˆ−Tmax)(Tmax+Tˆ−2Tmin) , u≥ Tˆ .
(3.61)
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where C1 and C2 are some constants. The introduction of a dynamic ˆT (t) dependent p(T )
removes the concavity of the expected utility rate since the second derivative of the ex-
pected utility is
d
du2
a(t)Uu ∝ Tmin+Tmax−2u. (3.62)
And therefore the expected period utility rate is concave for u ∈ [Tmin,max(Tˆ , Tmin+Tmax2 )],
and convex for u ∈ [max(Tˆ , Tmin+Tmax2 ),Tmax].
Under the static uniform probability distribution p(T ), the optimal policy can be easily
obtained since we can set derivative to zero to get a local maximum which is also global.
In addition, we proceed to show that a unique optimal policy exists as well under dynamic
p(T ) circumstances. We do this by showing first that a local maximum exists, and then
prove that only one local maximum exists, and hence it is the global maximum as well.
Optimal Price Policy
We define the differential of the value function J(i, i¯d) w.r.t. the active appliance state
variable i(t) as
∆(i+1, i¯d) = J(i+1, i¯d)− J(i, i¯d).
Using the Bellman equation, we can express the optimal policy u(i, i¯d) in terms of ∆(i+
1, i¯d)
u(i, i¯d) = argminu g(i, i¯d)−λ (Nc− i)puUu
+α
{
iµJ(i−1, i¯d)+λ (Nc− i)puJ(i+1, i¯d)+ γd1 J(i, i¯u+∆y)+ γd2 J(i, i¯d−∆y)
+[1− (iµ+λ (Nc− i)pu+ γd1 + γd2 )]J(i, i¯d)
}
,
= argmaxu puUu−α pu∆(i+1, i¯d),
(3.63)
where the second equation is obtained by neglecting terms that are independent of u. Let-
ting
f (u,∆(i+1, i¯d)) = puUu−α pu∆(i+1, i¯d), (3.64)
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we can write that the optimal policy must satisfy
max
u∈[Tmin,Tmax]
f (u,∆(i+1, i¯d)). (3.65)
Proposition 3.4 In the conventional assumption where consumers’ utility preference is
statically uniformly distributed (Tˆ = Tmax), f (u,∆(i+ 1, i¯d)) is a concave function of the
policy u in the allowable control set. The optimal policy is obtain either at the boundary of
the allowable control set or at u? satisfying ddu f (u,∆(i+1, i¯
d))|u=u? = 0.
Proposition 3.4 is straightforward because the first term in f (u,∆(i, i¯d)) is quadratic
and the second term is a linear function of u for Tˆ = Tmax. When Tˆ < Tmax with p(T )
no longer uniform but trapezoid, f (u,∆(i+1, i¯d)) stops possessing the concavity property
which under Proposition 3.4 guaranteed that a local maximum is the global maximum. We
therefore proceed to prove existence and uniqueness as follows.
Proposition 3.5 For trapezoid consumers’ preference distribution p(T ) with Tˆ < Tmax
and non-homogeneous preferences function U(T,b,ε) having monotonic increased ex-
pected value E[U(T,b,ε)], the optimal policy that solves (3.65) is described by the fol-
lowing relations
u(i, i¯d) =

Tmax, if α∆(i+1, i¯d)≥ E[U(Tmax,b,ε)]
Tmin, if α∆(i+1, i¯d)≤ 0
I−1(α∆(i+1, i¯d)), otherwise
(3.66)
where I−1(α∆(i+ 1, i¯d)) is the inverse function of the expected utility function satisfying
E[U(u,b,ε)] = α∆(i+1, i¯d).
Proof. Let f (u,∆(i+1, i¯d)) = pu(Uu−α∆(i+1, i¯d)), for the three conditions in (3.66)
we claim the following:
1) When α∆(i+ 1, i¯d) ≥ E[U(Tmax,b,ε)], namely α∆(i+ 1, i¯d) is no less than the
maximum possible utility per connection, we always have Uu−α∆(i+ 1, i¯d) ≤ 0. Since
Uu−α∆(i+ 1, i¯d) is a monotonically increasing function and pu ≥ 0 is a monotonically
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decreasing function of u, f (u,∆(i+1, i¯d)) reaches its maximum value at u = Tmax. On the
other hand, if u(i, i¯d) = Tmax which is the optimal policy, we must have α∆(i+ 1, i¯d) ≥
E[U(Tmax,b,ε)]. To see this necessity, assume that α∆(i+ 1, i¯d) < E[U(Tmax,b,ε)], then
there exists a policy u 6= Tmax such that E[U(Tmax,b,ε)] >Uu > α∆(i+ 1, i¯d) and pu > 0.
Hence f (u,∆(i+1, i¯d))> 0= f (Tmax,∆(i+1, i¯d)), which is a contradiction to the assump-
tion that u(i, i¯d) = Tmax is optimal.
2) When α∆(i+1, i¯d)≤ 0, both−puα∆(i+1, i¯d)) and puUu are monotonically decreas-
ing function of u. Therefore f (u,∆(i+1, i¯d)) reaches its maximum at u = Tmin.
3) When α∆(i+1, i¯d) ∈ (0,E[U(Tmax,b,ε)]), we take derivative of f (u,∆(i+1, i¯d)) as
f (u,∆(i+1, i¯d)) is continuous differentiable on (Tmin,Tmax).
d
du f (u,∆(i+1, i¯
d)),
= ddu [puUu−α pu∆(i+1, i¯d)],
= ddu [
Tmax∫
u
E[U(T,b,ε)]P(T )dT −α∆(i+1, i¯d)
Tmax∫
u
P(T )dT ],
= −p(u)[E[U(u,T,ε)]−α∆(i+1, i¯d)].
(3.67)
Denote u(i, i¯d) the optimal control that minimized f (u,∆(i+1, i¯d)), a necessary condi-
tion is to have u(i, i¯d) be a local maximum of f (u,∆(i+ 1, i¯d)). Therefore it satisfies the
first order condition
p(u)[E[U(u,T,ε)]−α∆(i+1, i¯d)]∣∣u=u(i,i¯d) = 0. (3.68)
According to the proof in 1), p(u) = 0 (u(i, i¯d) = Tmax) if and only if
α∆(i+1, i¯d)≥ E[U(Tmax,b,ε)]. (3.69)
Therefore in this case p(u) 6= 0. The only solution to satisfy (3.68) is
E[U(u(i, i¯d),b,ε)]−α∆(i+1, i¯d) = 0. (3.70)
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Based on the definition of the inverse function, we have
u(i, i¯d) = I−1(α∆(i+1, i¯d)). (3.71)
For second order condition, it can be verified that ddu2 f (u,∆(i+1, i¯
d))

u=u(i,i¯d) < 0. There-
fore u(i, i¯d) is a local maximum. Moreover, given f (u,∆(i+ 1, i¯d)) is first order differ-
entiable, ddu f (u,∆(i+ 1, i¯
d)) is continuous and have only one critical point inside the al-
lowable control set, then the local maximum is the global maximum for u ∈ [Tmin,Tmax],
namely u(i, i¯d) = I−1(α∆(i+1, i¯d)). 
Remark 3.5 The optimal policy characterization between u(i, i¯d) and ∆(i+1, i¯d) does
not rely on p(T ), namely it holds for broader possible realizations of consumers’ real time
preferences. This is because (3.70) has only one solution which is the local and global opti-
mal bearing the same argument in the proof. In addition, it holds for broader class of utility
function, (linear, quadratic, etc), as long as the solution of (3.70) is unique. Furthermore,
it holds for non-homogeneous utility function incorporating individual consumers’ utility
uncertainty b,ε as long as the parameters are independent of the current temperature.
Remark 3.6 The optimal policy is determined by balancing (i) the utility rewards from
connected consumers and (ii) the differential of the optimal cost viewed as an estimate of
the value function difference across two adjacent states. Consumers utility sensitivity b
plays the following role: When b increases, then the optimal policy will decrease for the
same value of ∆(i+ 1, i¯d). In the extreme case when b→ ∞, we have u = Tmin namely
the lowest price is broadcast to guarantee the largest possible utility reward; when b→ 0,
the optimal controller is bang-bang depending on the sign of ∆(i+ 1, i¯d) indicating that
consumers become extremely elastic.
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3.2.3 Properties of the Optimal Policy
Proposition 3.5 expresses the optimal policy u(i, i¯d) as a function of ∆(i, i¯d). To study the
properties of u(i, i¯d), we focus on the structure of ∆(i, i¯d). In this section we derive key
properties of ∆(i, i¯d) in terms of the changes in state space variables that lead to desirable
structures for u(i, i¯d). There are three state variables that affect u(i, i¯d): the aggregate con-
sumption over all active appliances i(t), the ISO RSR signal y(t), and the tracking error
e(t) = i(t)− n¯− y(t)R. When two of the three variables are given, the third variable can
be expressed accordingly by i(t)− y(t)R− e(t) = n¯ since n¯ is fixed. To study the structure
of ∆(i, i¯d) as a function of i(t), y(t), and e(t), we fix one variable each time and allow the
other two to vary. Before proceeding, we prove the following Lemma:
Lemma 3.1 Denote
φ(∆(i+1, i¯d)) = max
u∈[Tmin,Tmax]
puUu−α pu∆(i+1, i¯d), (3.72)
then φ(∆(i+1, i¯d)) is a monotonically non-increasing function.
Proof. For saturated optimal control u(i, i¯d) = Tmin or u(i, i¯d) = Tmax, pu(i,i¯d) and Uu(i,i¯d)
are constant and the statements stand. When the optimal control is not saturated, namely
u(i, i¯d) = I−1(α∆(i+1, i¯d)) as in last scenario in Proposition 3.5, we have
dφ(∆(i+1, i¯d))
d∆(i+1, i¯d)
=
[d puUu
du |u=u(i,i¯d)−α∆(i+1, i¯d)
d pu
du |u=u(i,i¯d)
]
du
d∆(i+1, i¯d)
−α pu(i,i¯d)
= −[E[U(u(i, i¯d),b,ε)]−α∆(i+1, i¯d)] p(u(i, i¯d)) du
d∆(i+1, i¯d)
−α pu
= −α pu ≤ 0.
Therefore φ(∆(i+1, i¯d)) is a monotonically non-increasing function of ∆(i+1, i¯d). 
In addition to the monotonicity properties of φ(∆(i+1, i¯d)), we derive upper and lower
bounds on the change in φ(∆(i+ 1, i¯d)) with respect to a change in ∆(i+ 1, i¯d) shown in
Lemma 3.2.
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Lemma 3.2 φ(∆(i+1, i¯d))−φ(∆(i, i¯d)) has the following upper and lower bound:
(1) φ(∆(i+1, i¯d))−φ(∆(i, i¯d))≤−α pu(i,i¯d)(∆(i+1, i¯d)−∆(i, i¯d)).
(2) φ(∆(i+1, i¯d))−φ(∆(i, i¯d))≥−α pu(i−1,i¯d)(∆(i+1, i¯d)−∆(i, i¯d)).
Proof. (1). The proof is straightforward
φ(∆(i+1, i¯d))−φ(∆(i, i¯d))
= [puUu−α pu∆(i+1, i¯d)]

u=u(i,i¯d)− [puUu−α pu∆(i, i¯d)]

u=u(i−1,i¯d)
≤ [puUu−α pu∆(i+1, i¯d)]

u=u(i,i¯d)− [puUu−α pu∆(i, i¯d)]

u=u(i,i¯d)
= −α pu(i,i¯d)(∆(i+1, i¯d)−∆(i, i¯d)).
(3.73)
The inequality holds because φ(∆(i, i¯d)) is evaluated at u= u(i, i¯d) rather than at the optimal
policy u= u(i−1, i¯d), and therefore it results in a higher than the optimal cost which yields
an upper bound.
(2) Similarly
φ(∆(i+1, i¯d))−φ(∆(i, i¯d))
= [puUu−α pu∆(i+1, i¯d)]

u=u(i,i¯d)− [puUu−α pu∆(i, i¯d)]

u=u(i−1,i¯d)
≥ [puUu−α pu∆(i+1, i¯d)]

u=u(i−1,i¯d)− [puUu−α pu∆(i, i¯d)]

u=u(i−1,i¯d)
= −α pu(i−1,i¯d)(∆(i+1, i¯d)−∆(i, i¯d)).
(3.74)
This inequality holds also for a similar argument. 
Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 provide the monotonicity property as well as bounds on
φ(·) function differences between adjacent states. We next use these bounds to prove three
monotonicity properties of ∆(i, i¯d) with respect to state space parameter changes in RSR
signal value y, current aggregated demand i, and tracking error e. Properties of ∆(i, i¯d) will
be used to prove the main Theorem on the structure of the optimal policy at the end of the
section.
Monotonicity of ∆(i, i¯d(u)) for Key State Space Parameters
We first discuss the monotonicity of ∆(i, i¯d) for a fixed ISO RSR signal y. In this case i¯d
will be fixed and i, e will change in the same direction. ∆(i, i¯d) represents the optimal value
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difference between two adjacent states having only one consumption difference. Propo-
sition 3.6 provides properties of ∆(i+ 1, i¯d) when state space variable i¯d is fixed while i
varies.
Proposition 3.6 The following properties hold for a fixed y:
(1) ∆(i+1, i¯d)≥ ∆(i, i¯d)+ ε l , where ε l = 2κ1−α[1−2(λ+µ)−υ ] with υ = λ (Nc−N1).
(2) ∆(i, i¯d)+ εu ≥ ∆(i+1, i¯d), where εu = 2κ1−α[1−2(λ+µ)] .
Proof. (1) For a sequence of J0(i, i¯d), . . . ,Jk(i, i¯d) generated by value iteration, we have
lim
k→∞
Jk(i, i¯d) = J(i, i¯d) based on the value iteration convergence property. We define the
differential of the value function at the kth iteration as
∆k(i, i¯d) = Jk(i, i¯d)− Jk(i−1, i¯d).
It follows that lim
k→∞
∆k(i, i¯d) = ∆(i, i¯d).
We assume ∆k(i+ 1, i¯d) ≥ ∆k(i, i¯d)+ ε lk and ∆k(i+ 1, i¯u) ≥ ∆k(i, i¯u)+ ε lk with ε lk = 0
for all {i, i¯d}, {i, i¯u} and k = 0, which holds trivially when at the initial iteration the value
function is taken to equal zero. At iteration k + 1, Jk+1(i, i¯d) can be written using the
Bellman equation as
Jk+1(i, i¯d) = g(i, i¯d)−λ (Nc− i)φ(∆(i+1, i¯d))+α
{
[1− (γd1 + γd2 )]Jk(i, i¯d)
−µi∆k(i, i¯d)+(γd1 Jk(i, i¯u+∆y)+ γd2 Jk(i, i¯d−∆y))
}
,
(3.75)
Starting with the definition of ∆k(i+1, i¯d), we can write
∆k+1(i+1, i¯d)
= Jk+1(i+1, i¯d)− Jk+1(i, i¯d),
= [g(i+1, i¯d)−g(i, i¯d)]+α{[1− γd1 − γd2 ]∆k(i+1, i¯d)−µ(i+1)∆k(i+1, i¯d)
+γd1∆k(i+1, i¯
u+∆y)+ γd2∆k(i+1, i¯
d−∆y)}−λ (Nc− i−1)φ(∆k(i+2, i¯d))
+λ (Nc− i)φ(∆k(i+1, i¯d))+µi∆k(i, i¯d),
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This can be used to derive the change in ∆k+1(i, i¯d) when i increases by one,
∆k+1(i+1, i¯d)−∆k+1(i, i¯d)
= g(i+1, i¯d)−2g(i, i¯d)+g(i−1, i¯d)+α{(1− γd1 − γd2 )[∆k(i+1, i¯d)−∆k(i, i¯d)]
−µ(i+1)[∆k(i+1, i¯d)−∆k(i, i¯d)]+µ(i−1)[∆k(i, i¯d)−∆k(i−1, i¯d)]
+γd1 [∆k(i+1, i¯
u+∆y)−∆k(i, i¯u+∆y)]+ γd2 [∆k(i+1, i¯d−∆y)−∆k(i, i¯d−∆y)]
}
−λ (Nc− i−1)[φ(∆k(i+2, i¯d))−φ(∆k(i+1, i¯d))]
+λ (Nc− i+1)[φ(∆k(i+1, i¯d))−φ(∆k(i, i¯d))].
(3.76)
From Lemma 3.2,
φ(∆k(i+2, i¯d))−φ(∆k(i+1, i¯d))≤−α pu(i+1,i¯d)[∆(i+2, i¯d)−∆(i+1, i¯d)],
φ(∆k(i+1, i¯d))−φ(∆k(i, i¯d))≥−α pu(i−1,i¯d)[∆(i+1, i¯d)−∆(i, i¯d)].
We substitute the above two inequalities into (3.76),
∆k+1(i+1, i¯d)−∆k+1(i, i¯d)
≥ g(i+1, i¯d)−2g(i, i¯)+g(i−1, i¯d)α{[1− γd1 − γd2 −µ(i+1)][∆k(i+1, i¯d)−∆k(i, i¯d)]
+µ(i−1)[∆k(i, i¯d)−∆k(i−1, i¯d)]+ γd1 [∆k(i+1, i¯u+∆y)−∆k(i, i¯u+∆y)]
+γd2 [∆k(i+1, i¯
d−∆y)−∆k(i, i¯d−∆y)]}
−λ (Nc− i+1)pu(i−1,i¯d)[∆k(i+1, i¯d)−∆k(i, i¯d)]
+λ (Nc− i−1)pu(i+1,i¯d)[∆k(i+2, i¯d)−∆k(i+1, i¯d)]
≥ 2κ+α[1−2(λ +µ)−λ (Nc− i)(pu(i−1,i¯d)− pu(i+1,i¯d))]ε lk
≥ 2κ+α[1−2(λ +µ)−λ (Nc−N1)]ε lk
(3.77)
The second inequality holds since the following four terms are greater or equal than ε lk
based on the assumption at iteration k: ∆k(i+ 1, i¯d)− ∆k(i, i¯d), ∆k(i, i¯d)− ∆k(i− 1, i¯d),
∆k(i+1, i¯u+∆y)−∆k(i, i¯u+∆y), ∆k(i+1, i¯d−∆y)−∆k(i, i¯d−∆y).
Denote υ = λ (Nc−N1) and ε lk+1 = 2κ +α[1− 2(λ + µ)−υ ]ε lk. It can be now seen
that
∆k+1(i+1, i¯d)−∆k+1(i, i¯d)≥ ε lk+1 (3.78)
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holds for all {i, i¯d} at iteration k+1. Similarly we can prove
∆k+1(i+1, i¯u)−∆k+1(i, i¯u)≥ ε lk+1. (3.79)
By mathematical induction, it is easy to show that
∆k(i+1, i¯d)−∆k(i, i¯d)≥ ε lk,∆k(i+1, i¯u)−∆k(i, i¯u)≥ ε lk (3.80)
holds for all k in the infinite series ε lk generated recursively by
ε lk+1 = 2κ+α[1−2(λ +µ)−υ ]ε lk. (3.81)
Since ε l0 = 0, ε
l
k must converge for k→ ∞. In fact, it converges to ε l with
ε l = lim
k→∞
ε lk =
2κ
1−α[1−2(λ +µ)−υ ] (3.82)
And we can hence conclude that
∆(i+1, i¯d)−∆(i, i¯d) = lim
k→∞
[∆k(i+1, i¯d)−∆k(i, i¯d)]≥ lim
k→∞
ε lk = ε
l.
(2) Assuming ∆(i, i¯d) + εuk ≥ ∆(i+ 1, i¯d) holds with εuk = 0 for all {i, i¯d} and k = 0,
Lemma 3.2 implies
−(φ(∆(i+2, i¯d))−φ(∆(i+1, i¯d)))≤ α pu(i,i¯d)[∆(i+2, i¯d)−∆(i+1, i¯d)],
φ(∆(i+1, i¯d))−φ(∆(i, i¯d))≤−α pu(i,i¯d)(∆(i+1, i¯d))−∆(i, i¯d)).
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Substituting the above two inequalities into (3.76) we get
∆k+1(i+1, i¯d)−∆k+1(i, i¯d)
≤ g(i+1, i¯d)−2g(i, i¯d)+g(i−1, i¯d)
+α
{
(1− γd1 − γd2 −µ(i+1)−λ (Nc− i+1)pu(i,i¯d))[∆k(i+1, i¯d)−∆k(i, i¯d)]
+µ(i−1)[∆k(i, i¯d)−∆k(i−1, i¯d)]
+γd1 [∆k(i+1, i¯
u+∆y)−∆k(i, i¯u+∆y)]+ γd2 [∆k(i+1, i¯d−∆y)−∆k(i, i¯d−∆y)]
}
+λ (Nc− i−1)α pu(i,i¯d)εuk
≤ 2κ+α[1−2(λ +µ)]εuk
The second inequality holds since the following four terms are smaller or equal than εuk
based on our assumption at iteration k: ∆k(i+ 1, i¯d)− ∆k(i, i¯d), ∆k(i, i¯d)− ∆k(i− 1, i¯d),
∆k(i+1, i¯d +∆y)−∆k(i, i¯d +∆y), ∆k(i+1, i¯d−∆y)−∆k(i, i¯d−∆y). Denoting εuk+1 = 2κ+
α[1−2(λ +µ)]εuk , it can be seen that
∆k+1(i+1, i¯d)−∆k+1(i, i¯d)≤ εuk+1 (3.83)
for all {i, i¯d} at iteration k+1. Similarly we can prove
∆k+1(i+1, i¯u)−∆k+1(i, i¯u)≤ εuk+1 (3.84)
By mathematical induction, we conclude that
∆k(i+1, i¯d)−∆k(i, i¯d)≤ εuk ,∆k(i+1, i¯u)−∆k(i, i¯u)≤ εuk (3.85)
holds for all k in the infinite series εuk generated recursively by
εuk+1 = 2κ+α[1−2(λ +µ)]εuk . (3.86)
Since εu0 = 0, ε
u
k must converge as k→ ∞. Indeed it converges to εu with
εu = lim
k→∞
εuk =
2κ
1−α[1−2(λ +µ)] . (3.87)
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Hence we have
∆(i+1, i¯d)−∆(i, i¯d) = lim
k→∞
[∆k(i+1, i¯d)−∆k(i, i¯d)]≤ lim
k→∞
εuk = ε
u.
And this concludes the proof of the proposition. 
Remark 3.8 Since both ε l and εu are positive, we have ∆(i+ 1, i¯d) > ∆(i, i¯d). The
optimal value function J(i, i¯d) exhibits convex-like behavior for a given i¯d , in the sense that
J(i+1, i¯d)+ J(i−1, i¯d)> 2J(i, i¯d). (3.88)
This convexity property can be used to design approximate DP (ADP) algorithms with
convex functional approximation. We explore this possibility in Sec. 3.2.4.
We next discuss the monotonicity of ∆(i, i¯d) for a fixed tracking error e with i¯d and i
changing accordingly. Since one of our objectives is to accurately track the ISO RSR signal,
it is reasonable to speculate that the SBO would use the same optimal policy for states
{i, i¯d} and {i+1, i¯d +∆y} that have the same e, and therefore it is reasonable to have ∆(i+
1, i¯d +∆y) = ∆(i+1, i¯d +∆y). However, this speculation ignores the fact that the expected
consumer arrival rate and the expected period utility reward will be different if same policy
is used since the queuing system is closed and the total number of appliances is finite
(different current consumption i infers different number of counterpart idle appliances).
We formally investigate the properties of ∆(i, i¯d) for a given e and states the monotonicity
properties as follows.
Proposition 3.7 The following properties hold for a fixed e:
(1) ∆(i, i¯d)≥ ∆(i+1, i¯d +∆y).
(2) ∆(i+1, i¯d +∆y)+ ε¯u ≥ ∆(i, i¯d) where ε¯u = α(λ+µ)1−α[1−(λ+µ)]εu.
Proof. (1) We prove this by induction. Assuming that ∆k(i, i¯d)≥ ∆k(i+1, i¯d +∆y) and
∆k(i, i¯u)≥ ∆k(i+1, i¯u+∆y) for k = 0, following the same procedure as in Proposition 3.6
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we have
∆k+1(i, i¯d)−∆k+1(i+1, i¯d +∆y)
= α
{
[1− γd1 − γd2 ][∆k(i, i¯d)−∆k(i+1, i¯d +∆y)]−µ(i+1)[∆k(i, i¯d)−∆k(i+1, i¯d +∆y)]
+µ(i−1)[∆k(i−1, i¯d)−∆k(i, i¯d +∆y)]+µ[∆k(i, i¯d)−∆k(i, i¯d +∆y)]
+[γd1 (∆k(i, i¯
u+∆y)−∆k(i+1, i¯u+2∆y))+ γd2 (∆k(i, i¯d−∆y)−∆k(i+1, i¯d))]
}
−λ (Nc− i−1)[φ(∆k(i+1, i¯d))−φ(∆k(i+2, i¯d +∆y))]
+λ (Nc− i+1)[φ(∆k(i, i¯d))−φ(∆k(i+1, i¯d +∆y))]
−λφ(∆k(i+1, i¯d))+λφ(∆k(i+1, i¯d +∆y)).
(3.89)
According to Lemma 3.2,
φ(∆k(i+1, i¯d))−φ(∆k(i+2, i¯d +∆y))≤ 0,
φ(∆k(i, i¯d))−φ(∆k(i+1, i¯d +∆y))≥−α[∆k(i, i¯d)−∆k(i+1, i¯d +∆y)].
Therefore (3.89) becomes
∆k+1(i, i¯d)−∆k+1(i+1, i¯d +∆y)
≥ α[1−λ (Nc− i+1)−µ(i+1)− γd1 − γd2 )][∆k(i, i¯d)−∆k(i+1, i¯d +∆y)]≥ 0,
(3.90)
and the desired result holds.
(2) We assume ∆k(i+1, i¯d +∆y)+ ε¯uk ≥ ∆k(i, i¯d) and ∆k(i+1, i¯u+∆y)+ ε¯uk ≥ ∆k(i, i¯u)
hold with ε¯u0 = 0 for all {i, i¯d}, {i, i¯u} and k = 0. According to Lemma 3.2
−φ(∆k(i+1, i¯d))+φ(∆k(i+2, i¯d +∆y))≤ α pu(i+1,i¯d+∆y)ε¯uk
φ(∆k(i, i¯d))−φ(∆k(i+1, i¯d +∆y))≤−α pu(i−1,i¯d)(∆k(i, i¯d)−∆k(i+1, i¯d +∆y)).
(3.91)
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Substituting (3.91) into (3.89) we obtain
∆k+1(i, i¯d)−∆k+1(i+1, i¯d +∆y)
≤ α{(1− γd1 − γd2 −µ(i+1)−λ (Nc− i+1)pu(i−1,i¯d))[∆k(i, i¯d)−∆k(i+1, i¯d +∆y)]
+µ(i−1)(∆k(i−1, i¯d)−∆k(i, i¯d +∆y))+µ(∆k(i, i¯d)−∆k(i, i¯d +∆y))
+γd1 (∆k(i, i¯
u+∆y)−∆k(i+1, i¯u+2∆y))+ γd1 (∆k(i, i¯d−∆y)−∆k(i+1, i¯d))}
+λ (Nc− i−1)α pu(i+1,i¯d+∆y)ε¯uk +λα pu(i,i¯d+∆y)(∆k(i+1, i¯d)−∆k(i+1, i¯d +∆y)),
≤ α[1−2(λ +µ)]ε¯uk +µ(∆k(i, i¯d)−∆k(i, i¯d +∆y))
+λα pu(i,i¯d+∆y)(∆k(i+1, i¯d)−∆k(i+1, i¯d +∆y)).
(3.92)
Since ∆k(i+1, i¯d +∆y)+ ε¯uk ≥ ∆k(i, i¯d) and ∆k(i, i¯d)+ εuk ≥ ∆k(i+1, i¯d), we have
∆k(i+1, i¯d +∆y)+ ε¯uk + ε
u
k ≥ ∆k(i+1, i¯d) (3.93)
for all {i, i¯d}. Substituting (3.93) into (3.92) we get
∆k+1(i, i¯d)−∆k+1(i+1, i¯d +∆y)≤ α[1− (λ +µ)]ε¯k +α(λ +µ)εk. (3.94)
Defining the recursive series
ε¯uk+1 = α[1− (λ +µ)]ε¯k +α(λ +µ)εk, (3.95)
It follows that ∆k+1(i, i¯d)−∆k+1(i+1, i¯d +∆y) ≤ ε¯uk+1 holds for all k. We can also verify
that the infinite series ε¯uk converges to ε¯
u with ε¯u = lim
k→∞
ε¯uk =
α(λ+µ)
1−α[1−(λ+µ)]ε
u where εu
is defined as in Proposition 3.6. Based on the convergence property of ∆(i, i¯d), we can
conclude that ∆(i, i¯d)−∆(i+1, i¯d +∆y)≤ ε¯u. The two parts discussed above completes the
proof of Proposition 3.7. 
In the end. we derive a last property when the aggregated consumption i is fixed while
the ISO RSR signal y and tracking error e = i− i¯− yR change in the same direction.
Proposition 3.8 The following properties hold for a fixed i:
(1) ∆(i, i¯d)≥ ∆(i, i¯d +∆y)+ ε l .
(2) ∆(i, i¯d +∆y)+ εu+ ε¯u ≥ ∆(i, i¯d).
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Proof. We have
∆(i, i¯d)≥ ∆(i+1, i¯d +∆y)≥ ∆(i, i¯d +∆y)+ ε l, (3.96)
where the first (second) inequality is the direct result of Proposition 3.7. And similarly the
second part of the proposition holds. 
The above proposition completes our discussion of the properties of the differential cost
function ∆(i, i¯d). These properties and the relation between ∆(i, i¯d) and u(i, i¯d) result in the
following useful properties of the optimal policy in the next section.
Monotonicity Properties of the Optimal Policy u(i, i¯d)
Based on Propositions 3.3 to 3.8, we present the following theorem as the main result
illustrating the monotonicity properties of the optimal policy u(i, i¯d).
Theorem 3.1 The following properties hold for the state feedback optimal policy u(i, i¯d)
for all {i, i¯d}:
(1) For the same RSR signal, u(i, i¯d) is a monotonically non-decreasing function of i.
Namely u(i+1, i¯d)≥ u(i, i¯d) .
(2) For the same tracking error, u(i, i¯d) is a monotonically non-increasing function of i.
Namely u(i, i¯d)≥ u(i+1, i¯d +∆y).
(3) For the same consumption level, u(i, i¯d) is a monotonically non-increasing function
of i¯d . Namely u(i, i¯d)≥ u(i, i¯d +∆y).
Proof. The proof is straightforward. From Propositions that are derived, we have
∆(i, i¯d)≥ ∆(i+1, i¯d +∆y)≥ ∆(i, i¯d +∆y).
From Proposition 3.5 the optimal control is a non-decreasing function of the ∆(i, i¯d), there-
fore
u(i, i¯d)≥ u(i+1, i¯d +∆y)≥ u(i, i¯d +∆y),
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and the three statements above are true. 
Remark 3.9 The policy monotonicity properties are valid for both D(t) = 1 and D(t) =
−1. A state partition of the optimal policy can be drawn based on Theorem 1; see Fig. 3·11.
Bang-bang optimal control will be used when greater imbalance exists between the aggre-
gated consumption and ISO regulation signal level. When the state is at a high value of i
and a low value of i¯d , the ISO would broadcast highest price signal. When the state has a
small value of i and a large i¯d , the SBO would broadcast a lower price signal. Otherwise,
the SBO would broadcast the optimal price in between.
Figure 3·11: Optimal policy state partition based on monotonicity proper-
ties of the differential of the value function. The optimal policy increases
as i increases, and decreases as i¯d increases while other variable are fixed.
The state space is partitioned into three parts yielding a minimum saturated
policy, unsaturated policy, and maximum saturated policy, respectively.
Remark 3.10 The three monotonicity properties can be interpreted as follows: we set
a low price for states with a higher RSR signal, and a high price for states with a higher
aggregate consumption. When the tracking error is the same, a high current consumption
suggests a smaller number of disconnected appliances, which means we have a smaller
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number of appliances that are able to respond to the SBO’s signal. In such cases, a lower
price is chosen to achieve a larger percentage of disconnected appliances.
Monotonicity of Price Sensitivity w.r.t. Nc
We investigate the change in the optimal price sensitivity with respect to the number of
connected appliances i, as the total number of appliances Nc and the maximum Reserve
obligation R increase both in a constant proportion. Consider a SBO who provides regu-
lation reserves R equal to a fixed proportion q of the duty cycle appliances Nc 2, namely
R = qNc. Note that q can be determined by cooling appliance user preferences, appliance
technical specifications, etc (?). As Nc and R increase at the same rate, the effective penalty
parameter κ = K/R2 will decrease. In addition, the uniformized policy update interval ∆t
and discount factor α will change as Nc increases following the relationships:
∆t =
1
Nc max(λ ,µ)+ γ
≈ 1
Nc max(λ ,µ)
, (3.97)
and
α =
1
1+ r∆t
(3.98)
where r is the prevailing discount rate. Substituting (3.97) into (3.98) we can write
α =
Nc max(λ ,µ)
r+Nc max(λ ,µ)
. (3.99)
Observing that both the discount rate and the policy update period increase as Nc increases,
we show by Proposition 3.9 that the change in the value function differentials ∆(i+1, i¯d)−
∆(i, i¯d) and ∆(i, i¯d)−∆(i, i¯d +∆y) approaches zero as Nc approaches infinity.
Proposition 3.9 εu and ε l , defined in Proposition 3.6, and ε¯u, defined in Proposition
3.7, will decrease as Nc increases, and moreover for Nc→ ∞, their asymptotic limit is 0.
2using the average consumption rate of an active appliance as the unit that measures capacity, Nc equals
the maximal consumption rate of the cooling appliances under the SBOs control
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Proof. Using explicitly ∆t which for notational simplicity was selected as the time unit
and set equal to 1 in the proof of Proposition 3.6, we can write
εu =
2κ∆t
1−α[1−2(λ +µ)∆t ] . (3.100)
Substituting into (3.100) the effective discount factor α and the relation ∆t ≈ 1/(Nc max(λ+
µ)) we obtain
εu(Nc) =
2K/(qNc)2
Nc max(λ ,µ)
1− Nc max(λ ,µ)r+Nc max(λ ,µ) [1−2(λ +µ)
1
Nc max(λ ,µ) ]
(3.101)
which in turn simplifies to εu(Nc) = 2K/(qNc)
2
r+2(λ+µ) verifying that ε
u decreases as Nc increases.
It can be similarly shown that ε l also decreases as Nc increases. Finally ε¯u is shown below
to equal a positive multiple of εu
ε¯u =
α(λ +µ)∆t
1−α[1− (λ +µ)∆t ]ε
u =
Nc max(λ ,µ)
r+Nc max(λ ,µ)∆t
1− Nc max(λ ,µ)r+Nc max(λ ,µ) [1−
λ+µ
Nc max(λ ,µ) ]
εu =
1
r+λ +µ
εu.
(3.102)
We can now conclude that all three parameters ε¯u, εu and ε l will approach zero as Nc goes
to infinity. 
Proposition 3.9 describes the asymptotic impact of building size described by Nc on
∆(i, i¯d) and the optimal price policy u(i, i¯d). According to Proposition 3.6 and 3.8, the
difference between differential cost functions for fixed i¯d and i respectively is bounded by
∆(i+1, i¯d)−∆(i, i¯d) ∈ [ε l,εu] (3.103)
and
∆(i, i¯d)−∆(i, i¯d +∆y) ∈ [ε l,εu+ ε¯u]. (3.104)
which by Proposition 3.9 implies that these differences go to 0.
Using the expression for the optimal policy proven in Proposition 3.5, we can conclude
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that u(i, i¯d), u(i+1, i¯d), u(i, i¯d) and u(i, i¯d +∆y) get closer together as Nc increases, and as
a result the optimal policy function becomes flatter with respect to its arguments.
3.2.4 Numerical Solution Algorithms
The analytical results presented so far are not merely exercises in analysis that capture ab-
stract properties of the DP optimality conditions. Most notably, the optimal policy structure
of Proposition 3.5 and the monotonicity and second derivative related properties proven in
Propositions 3.6 to 3.8 are valuable ammunition that enable design and implementation of
efficient and scalable numerical solution algorithms. This section demonstrates the value
of the analytical results in doing just that and provides elaborative computational results.
Value Iteration Based Approaches
We first propose and implement two numerical DP solution algorithms, the first for bench-
marking and comparison purposes using the conventional value iteration (CVI) approach
(Bertsekas et al., 1995), and the second by leveraging the optimal policy structure proven in
Proposition 3,5 of Section IV which we call assisted value iteration (AVI) algorithm. The
AVI algorithm replaces the computationally inefficient discretization of the allowable pol-
icy space and exhaustive search over it at each iteration. We instead use the policy in (3.66)
because it is optimal for a given value function resembling policy iteration algorithms. Our
AVI algorithm recognizes that the state space is discrete while the policy space is continu-
ous. It benefits from (1) the analytic characterization of the optimal policy in terms of the
current iteration estimate of the value function thus avoiding both state space discretization
and exhaustive search for the optimal policy, and (2) avoidance of the sub-optimality gap
introduced by the policy space discretization.
Numerical results from the CVI and AVI algorithms are shown in Fig. 3·12. In the up-
per sub-figure, the parameter values used were Nc = 200, n¯ = 100, R = 20,λ = 2,µ = 0.5.
We choose a linear utility function as in (3.57) with b= 20. We find that the CVI algorithm
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yields policies selected from the discretized allowable policy set and the AVI algorithm
provides a smooth and continuous policy. The observed price monotonicity are consis-
tent with properties derived in Theorem 1. The comparison between the two sub-figures
demonstrates the price sensitivity when we increase Nc and R to the same proportion. Note
that the rate at which the optimal price increases from u = Tmin to u = Tmax decreases, un-
surprisingly, by a factor of 2. Another interesting observation is that when Nc increases,
different curves for ISO signals y get closer to each other for a fixed i. This is consistent
with our analysis of the monotonicity of price sensitivity in Sec. 3.2.3.
Figure 3·12: Optimal policies obtained from the CVI and AVI Algorithms.
The solid (dashed) lines are simulation results of CVI (AVI) algorithm. The
red, green, dark blue, black, and light blue curves correspond to RSR signal
level at -0.8, -0.4, 0.0, 0.4, 0.8, respectively. In CVI, the policy space is dis-
cretized into 20 possible prices corresponding to the temperature threshold
from 1 to 20. In AVI, the policy space is continuous. Monotonicity proper-
ties in Theorem 1 are verified. Equal Y = yR policy functions demonstrate
that the slope of the price between u = Tmin to u = Tmax decreases as Nc and
R increase. The vertical distance among price policy lines also decreases.
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Functional Approximate DP Approach
We proceed to propose a numerical solution algorithm based on an analytic functional ap-
proximation of the value function J(i,y,D). This algorithm leverages the properties of value
function first and second differences derived in Sec. 3.2.3. In particular we use Proposition
3.6 which shows that ∆(i+1, i¯d)≥ ∆(i, i¯d). Given the discrete state space of our problem,
this property is equivalent to convexity of J(i, i¯d) in the number of active appliances i for a
given pair of ISO signal’s value and direction.
In addition, we note that from Fig. 3·12 that the increase rate of the optimal policy for
a fixed RSR signal is approximately a constant value k. Therefore we approximately have
u(i+1, i¯d)−u(i+1, i¯d) = k, (3.105)
which is equivalent to have ∆(i+1, i¯d)−∆(i, i¯d) being some constant. Since ∆(i, i¯d) is the
differential of the value function with respect to i, it means that the second order differen-
tial of the value function with respect to i is approximately constant, namely ∂∂ i2 J(i,y,D)
is approximately constant. Similarly, from Fig. 3·12 we note that the rate of policy’s verti-
cally changes is constant for varying RSR signals, therefore the ∂∂ i¯d∆(i, i¯
d) is approximately
constant, namely ∂∂ i¯d
∂
∂ iJ(i, i¯
d) is constant.
These properties motivate an approximation of J(i, i¯d) by Jˆd(i,y) that is quadratic in
i−yR. In fact, we treat D(t) as a binary argument and propose the following basis function
approximation when D(t) =−1.
Jˆd(i,y) = r11(i− yR)2+ r12(i− yR)+ r13 (3.106)
with r11 > 0 to guarantee convexity. In addition, the differential of the value function with
respect to i, namely ∆(i, i¯), is
∂
∂ i
Jˆd(i,y) = ∆(i, i¯) = 2r11(i− yR)+ r12i. (3.107)
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Proposition 3.7 proved that ∆(i, i¯d)≥ ∆(i+1, i¯d +∆y) which suggests that ∂∂ i Jˆd(i,y) mono-
tonically decreases as a function of i for a fixed e = i− yR, hence r12 < 0 in (3.107).
We generalize the approximation in (3.106) by differentiating the parameters depending
on the discrete value of the direction D, Thus we define for D =−1
Jˆd(i,y,rd) = r1i2+ r2i+ r3y2+ r4y+ r5iy+ r6 (3.108)
and the corresponding function Jˆu(i,y,ru) for D = 1. The value function J(i,y,D,r) is then
approximated by:
Jˆ(i,y,D,r) = 1{D=1}Jˆu(i,y,ru)+1{D=−1}Jˆd(i,y,rd). (3.109)
The two components of the expression in (3.109) approximate state features associated
with increasing or decreasing ISO signals. The vector r is a vector of twelve parameters
six from rd and ru each. Written in matrix form, (3.109) is equivalent to the following
Jˆ =Φr, (3.110)
where Φ is a |Nc| × |y| × |D| by 12 matrix with rows being the feature vector for each
state. The functional approximation is therefore transformed into the problem of solving
the projected Bellman equation
Φr =ΠT (Φr), (3.111)
where T is the operator of the form T J = g+αPJ with state transition matrix P. Π is the
projection operator onto the set spanned by the basis functions S = {Φr|r ∈ ℜ12}. It is
shown in (Bertsekas et al., 1995) that the solution to the above projection problem is given
by
r? =C−1d, (3.112)
where C = Φ′Ξ(I−αP)Φ, d = Φ′Ξg, and Ξ is the matrix with diagonal elements being
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the steady state probability distribution of the states. It is further shown that (3.112) can be
solved in an iterative form by the projected value iteration (PVI) algorithm
rk+1 = rk− γGk(Ckrk−dk), (3.113)
where Ck and dk are given by
Ck = 1k+1
k
∑
t=0
φ(it ,yt ,Dt)(φ(it ,yt ,Dt)−αφ(it+1,yt+1,Dt+1)),
dk = 1k+1
k
∑
t=0
φ(it ,yt ,Dt)g(it ,yt ,Dt ,u(t)).
(3.114)
To choose γ and Gk, it is proposed to have γ = 1 and
Gk = (
1
k+1
k
∑
t=0
φ(it ,yt ,Dt)φ(it ,yt ,Dt)
′
)−1. (3.115)
Based on the above approach that finds a good approximation of the value function for a
fixed policy, we successfully use the following algorithm to construct a good approximation
of the value function as well as the optimal policy based on sample trajectories obtained by
Monte Carlo simulation. The algorithm contains the following four steps:
Step 1. Initialization r=0.
Step 2. Initialization rold = r, r0 = r, k = 0, {ik,yk,Dk}.
Step 3. Generate
Optimal policy urold(ik,yk,Dk)
Next state {ik+1,yk+1,Dk+1}
Period cost g(ik,yk,Dk,urold(ik,yk,Dk))
Update
Ck,dk, and rk+1 based on (3.113)–(3.115)
If k ≥ kmin and ||rk+1− rk||2 < ε
r = rk+1, go to Step 4.
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Else
k = k+1, go to Step 3.
Step 4. If ||J(i,y,D,r)− J(i,y,D,rold)||∞ < τ
return r? = r. Algorithm ends.
Else go to Step 2.
The algorithm starts with an initial guess of the parameters, r = 0. Step 2 initializes the
iteration count, parameters r0, and state variables {i0,y0,D0}. Step 3 iteratively updates the
value function for the fixed policy urold using the PVI algorithm described above. Step 3 is
repeated for at least a minimum number of iterations, k ≥ kmin, and stops when the chage
in r meets a desired tolerance, ||rk+1− rk||2 < ε . Steps 4 compares the value function
parametrized by rold and the updated r obtained by step 3. If the infinite norm of the vector
is less than the threshold τ , then the value function converges and the algorithm returns the
optimal parameter r? = r. Else, it returns to step 2 for a new iteration.
Comparison between Value Iteration Algorithms and the ADP
We compare the computational performance of the CVI, AVI and Functional ADP algo-
rithms for different state space size problems in Table I. Based on the optimal condition de-
rived in Proposition 3.5, the AVI algorithm is effective in reducing the computational time
by approximately 90% since the optimal policy per state and per iteration is calculated on
the fly based on the current value function. However, it is not fast for large problems up to
400,000 states since it needs more than 2 hours to solve for the optimal policy. Considering
that the RSR is bid and served for every one hour, the AVI algorithm may not be practical
for real time implementation, especially when the RSR provision capacity of the energy
provider is huge. However, the functional approximation based ADP algorithm further re-
duces the computational time by more than 90% from the AVI algorithm. In fact, in the
inner loop described in Algorithm 1, the number of states visited in Monte Carlo simulation
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is approximately 10% of all the states. As for the outer loop, it also needs few iterations for
the convergence of the value function compared to the AVI algorithm. Therefore the total
computational time is reduced for more than 90%.
Table 3.2: Computational Performances of the Three Algorithms
Problem Size (|Nc| ∗ |y| ∗ |D|) 50*21*2 500*41*2 5000*41*2
CVI Computation Time (sec) 200.35 6761.2 66082
AVI Computation Time (sec) 20.14 596.65 9489.5
ADP Computation Time (sec) 2.69 34.2 514.8
Fig. 3·13 compares the value function and the optimal policy generated by the AVI and
the functional ADP. Left column figures are plots of the value function generated by the AVI
and the functional ADP algorithm corresponding to ISO RSR signal direction D = 1. The
functional ADP algorithm learns the convex structure of the value function accurately. The
error between Jˆ(i,y,D,r) and J(i,y,D) is relatively small. Right column figures compare
the optimal policies of Proposition 3.5 that are generated by the value functions based on
the functional ADP and the AVI algorithm. The functional ADP algorithm performs well
relative to the AVI algorithm that derives the true optimal policy exhibiting a negligible
discrepancy error. The solution accuracy can also be seen from Fig. 3·14 in which we draw
the value function and the policy comparisons for five different y′s, which form curves
along the y axis in Fig. 3·13.
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Figure 3·13: Left column first two figures compare the value functions ob-
tained by the functional approximation DP algorithm and the AVI algorithm,
and the third figure shows the error. Right column figures plot the corre-
sponding optimal policy and the error amongst them. Results indicates that
the functional approximation DP algorithm captures the properties proven
in section IV.
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Figure 3·14: Comparison of the value function and optimal policy obtained
by the functional approximation DP algorithm and the AVI algorithm. In
the figure legend, O represents value function and optimal policy from AVI
algorithm, which is true optimal and A represents value function and optimal
policy based on functional PVI algorithm, which is approximate optimal.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
4.1 Summary of the Thesis
Smart buildings account for the greatest share of microgrid energy demand. They also
provide the greatest opportunity for demand side management that includes providing
minimum-variance aggregated consumption, reducing peak load demand, and providing
regulation service reserves (RSR).
In Chapter 2 a new operating protocol, called packetized direct load control (PDLC),
has been introduced and proposed for various communication and control settings for the
smart building operation. Two levels of possible communications are considered that com-
prise (i) an ideal scenario where consumers’ allow the operator to access their real time full
information with an erasure free channel, and (ii) a constrained information exchange sce-
nario where the operator has limited access regarding the binary desirability of consumers
electricity preference. We show the fundamental trade off between achieving controlla-
bility of the system and endowing flexibility to consumers within the PDLC paradigm as
the operator varies the reservation capacity or decision interval duration. This trade off is
further mathematically developed and unified into either an energy metric or a consumer
welfare metric for optimization purposes. Based on these metrics, the concept of PDLC is
embedded into market settings where we consider the SBO’s participation in the cascading
of day-ahead and real time markets for optimal energy procurement. We have proposed
three algorithms that solve the corresponding stochastic approximation problem and whose
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result gives the optimal energy management solution to purchase a mixed portfolio of tra-
ditional and renewable (wind) energy. Along the course, we proved the uniqueness of the
optimal solution and the almost sure convergence of our algorithms. The impact of wind
energy with respect to its quality and costs is numerically addressed.
In Chapter 3 we discuss two frameworks that allow the SBO to provide RSR to the
ISO based on either DLC or price-controlled mechanisms. In the DLC framework, the
consumers are assumed to allow the SBO to modulate their HVAC set points within their
allowable ranges. Based on the thermal dynamic model of aggregated HVACs, we build a
Markov based bilinear state space model to represent the aggregated controlled dynamics
of the smart building. This model is used to derive the maximum amount of RSR that
the smart building can provide which is restricted by a few parameters from the smart
building, consumers, and appliances. Upon deriving the instantaneous RSR capacity of
the smart building, we propose a quadratic programming problem for the ISO to optimally
dispatch RSR signals to multiple smart buildings based on the information feedback from
all participants. Results show that the two level feedback system design can reduce the
need of fossil fuel generated RSR by 50%. In the price controlled framework, we study
how consumers’ time varying preferences are affected by the history of broadcast prices.
The relationship turns out to be approximated by a trapezoid shape with one parameter
acting as the sufficient statistics of the distribution. We break away from the common
assumption that potential demand is associated with a practically infinite pool of relatively
homogeneous users or appliances whose utility for energy is reasonably represented by a
static probability distribution that is independent of recent price controls. Specifically, we
propose and solve a stochastic dynamic programming (DP) formulation of the minimum
cost provision of RSR achieved by controlling dynamic energy service preferences in smart
buildings while tracking ISO RSR requests. We further improve the tractability of the
DP formulation by (i) deriving an analytic characterization of the optimal policy and the
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differential cost function, and (ii) proving useful monotonicity and convexity properties.
These properties motivate the use of appropriate basis functions to construct a parametrized
analytic approximation of the value function. We use this to design an approximate DP
algorithm that estimates optimal value function approximation parameters and near optimal
policies.
4.2 Future Directions
As for future directions, we believe that the PDLC framework can be fit into broader set-
tings of optimal control of demand response and optimal operation of electricity markets.
This thesis serves as a seminal work discussing the role of PDLC operation in the energy
market. One direct extension is to consider PDLC in reserve markets where the operator can
flexibly modulate aggregate consumption up and down by rationing energy packets based
on the needs of consumers. Information is a critical enabler of optimized performance of
building energy systems.
A further extension is to explore the possibility of using energy packets to reach higher
operational granularity that is not necessarily restricted within the direct load control frame-
work. Price based protocols could easily be created wherein consumers could potentially
sign packet-based contracts containing various choices of packet duration depending on
their beliefs about prices and their need for energy. Similar to the above, packet contract
duration and allowable reservation capacity will play a role in balancing system controlla-
bility and consumer flexibility.
The idea of PDLC can be used for congestion control in distribution networks. There is
a trade off between having a more reliable network and having a more economic efficient
network. It is well known from the Braess paradox that redundant transmission of distri-
bution lines can enhance system reliability but can increase system congestion (Blumsack
et al., 2007). With the ever increasing deployment of DG, the radial structured distribution
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network will become mesh structured in the future (Kirthiga et al., 2013). A small change
in the energy packets demand can result in non-continuous power flow changes as well as
congestion costs in the distribution network (Baillieul et al., 2015). These topics remain as
open questions.
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